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To really understand

what life is like on Saturn,

look inside your heod. There, in the

inner realm of rods and cones, of optic

nerves and ear drums, is where the Sega

Saturn experience breathes. Three 32-bit

orchestrated processors, 16.7 million colors,

lightning-quick texture mapping, connoisseur-

class surround sound, and omazing first-per-

son perspectives immerse you in worlds of

entertainment you’ve never experienced.

Sega Saturn is like nothing else on Earth.
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14 Hot at the Arcades:

Bnr!ACME Storms

intoHeao

Learn why Mortal Kombat 3 was
the hottest game at the ACME
coin-op show!

The New Game
Systeim Arrive

Which system will win I995's

video game wars? Compare
the top contenders and size up
their opening software salvos.

28 Saturn Rises in America

30 The PlayStaOen Powers Up

32 Uitra 64: LetUk Games Begin

24 Surf’s Up! Online Video

Game Information, Part hum
Cruise the information superhigh-

way for tips and tactics from
other players.

55m
37 Electronic Entertainment

Expo Previewed!

We've spotlighted the hottest

games and hardware that are

appearing at the show in a
special 12-page blowout!

op show. Page 1*- oowhen

fhqSjratebv
108 SWATPro

Secret weapons and tactics for

your favorite games I

116 The Reiter’S Edge (
Hidden special moves, character i \

profiles, and more for Night ' '

Warriors: Darkstalkers' Revenge Master Night Wamors wlm this move list

Page 116.
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MavStation games. Page

DepARmsms
12 Letter the GamePros

13 GamePro Gallery

20 The Cutting Edge
Do you use your personal

computer to play games?
Here's our top-ten list of

reasons why you should.

138 GamePro Labs

The Aura Sj/sfems Interactor

Cushion, the ASCiiWare Fighter

Pad. and Virtual i-O's i-glasses

140 Buyers Beware
Information for savvy

consumers

games. Page 20. ™

142 SbortProShote

The Adventures ofBatman and
Robin (Genesis), Street Fighter:

The Movie (Saturn, PlaySta-

tion), Street Fighter: The Inter-

active Movie (Saturn, Play-

Station), Time Warner's VR Vir-

tua Racing (Saturn), and more!

96 BiHe^layer’s Realm
96 Shining Force CD (Sega CD)

98 Seal of the Pharaoh (3D0)

WO Future Fantasies: Romance

of the Three Kingdoms IV:

Wall of Fire (SNES), Earth-

Bound (SNES), and Lunar:

Eternal Blue (Sega CD)

102 Super Game Boy
102 Mario Picross

102 Game Boy
102 Earthworm Jim

104 Game Gear

104 Earthworm Jim

104 Super Columns

147 Index OfAdvertis&s

148 ProNevK
TheJaguar CD is ready to roar.
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62 32X
62 Chaotix

64 Toughman Contest

64 32XC0
64 Supreme Warrior

68 Super NES
68 Stargate

70 Fatal Fury Special

72 Star Trek: Deep Space Nine-

Crossroads ofTime

72 Prehistorik Man

74 NeoaGeo
74 Galaxy Fight

78 300
78 Gex

80 Myst

82 Jaguar
82 Hover Strike

84 CD-I

84 Chaos Control

88 The Sports Page
88 Wayne Gretzky and the

NHLPA All-Stars (Genesis)

89 NCAA Final Four Basketball

(SNES)

90 Sterling Sharpe: End 2 End

(SNES)

92 Barkley: Shut Up andJam 2!

(Genesis)

94 NBA Action '95 (Genesis)
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What's the Buzz?

E
very few years, courtesy of new technology, the video game
industry undergoes a metamorphosis. Like the 16-bit action

games that this industry created, the metamorphosis this year

looks like it'll be highly explosive.

The PlayStation, Saturn, and Ultra 64 will soon join the 3DO
and Jaguar on the high-end hardware pedestal. Great expecta-

tions have been laid upon this "next generation" of hardware.

The companies promoting the new consoles have made some
lofty - and murky - promises about what we should expect.

But the hype will give way to hardware at the Electronic

Entertainment Expo (E^), which begins May i 1 in Los Angeles.

The three-day trade show replaces Summer CES, and with the

ever-growing presence of television and film studios in the

game industry, the red carpets will be rolling out as E^ atten-

dees gather in Hollywood’s glitzy hometown,

In the special section called "E’: Electronic Entertainment

Expo!" (see page 37), GamePro provides an insider’s preview of

the show -a rundown of the companies and products that, may
(or may not) Justify the buzz.

The new consoles on display at E^ should extend the fast-

paced platform genre with more rendered 3D characters, a

technique used recently in Donkey Kong Country. The new sys-

tems should also pack the power to handle the first-person

titles that are so popular on PCs (Doom is Just the tip of the ice-

berg). Watch for realistic flight simulators, “through-the-wind-

shield” driving games, and innovative fighting games (like Toh

Shin Den) that feature fantastic camera work. These advances

are possible as the new systems claim to support more sophis-

ticated programming techniques.

Because PC portovers will help shape this new gaming land-

scape, we’ve rounded up the hottest PC games in "The Cutting

Edge" (see page 20). Many of these computer titles will surely

find their way onto the new consoles.

At one time, the new technology used to create Pong, Space

Invaders, and Super Mario Bros, made these games overnight

sensations. The new game technology that will be revealed at

E^ is looking to do the same.. .and it’s coming soon to a living

room near you.

...Did you catch a buzz?

The GamePros
San Mateo, CA

Jabbin’ at the Jag

i

’m a disgruntled 27-year-old

Jaguar owner. When it was

first released, the Jag had a

major advantage over the

competition because it was the

first 64-bit system. But Atari

frittered away its edge with

poor games (Dragon) and end-

less delays for new games.

Doom and Alien vs. Predator

were great, but where are the

RPCs, the strategy games, and

the sports titles? I got the Jag

because I wanted to go

beyond 16-bit gaming, but it’s

my 16-bit machine that I still

play every day, and it’s the Jag

that sits in the closet. Unless

Atari bends over backward to

repair its reputation, I’ll be

trading in myjaguarforan

Ultra 64 later this year.

Martin Gonzalez

Nutley, NJ

Gideon replies:

Stand by. Atari recently

announced that ifs working

with Williams Entertainment to

bring Mortal Kombat III to the

Jaguar by the spring of 1 996.

Price Wars

What's the video game

industry coming to? Prices

are ludicrous. Games for the

SNE5 and Genesis usually cost

$60-$70, with some up around

$100! Maybe this helps explain

why the 16-bit systems are

rapidly going downhill. If com-

panies want to avoid another

crash like they experienced in

the mid-1980s, they'd better

figure out a way to cut prices.

Mike Webb

I

was amazed that Final

Fantasy III costs $80, and

Phantasy Star IV is around $99.

Why are RPGs so expensive?

J. Bell

Spring City, PA

Video Head relies:

Because these games use such

expensive technology their

makers have no choice but to

Jack up the prices. Both are

come with batteries so you can

save games. Phantasy Star IV

also uses an expensive type of

ROM, driving Sega’s expense

even higher. Add in how expen-

sive these games are to create:

They require large staffs of

people who take lots of time to

design all the art and elaborate

scenes. Another key factor:

RPCs aren't high-selling games.

Good ones sell hundreds of

thousands of copies - a decent

number, but nowhere close to

the top aaion/adventure

games, which sell millions. If

RPCs did sell millions of copies,

their makers could afford to

lower the prices. With fewer

buyers, unfortunately, RPCs

must have high price tags to

turn a profit.

Cart Queries

I

S Rocket Science coming out

with a SNES version of Cadil-

lacs and Dinosaurs?

Brock Peterson

New Hope, MN
12 SAMEPRO



You'll see Cailillacs and Dinosaurs

only on CDs.

Tommy Clide replies:

A spokesperson for Rocket

Science says it won’t reiease its

games for 16-hit systems. RS

feels that CDs show off its

engineering prowess better.

Cadillacs and Dinosaurs may
come to the Saturn and

PlayStation later this year.

W hatever happened to Sonic

Drift for Came Gear?

Jimmy Small

Vacaville, CA

Bonehead replies:

It came out in Japan. It was

never formally announced as

coming to the U.S., though

there were rumors to that

effect. A Sega spokesperson

says "it’s not in the plans."

W hen will Mega Man: The

Wiley Wars be out?

Ryan Waldron

River Ridge, LA

Andromeda replies:

A MegaDrive cart is available

as a Japanese import called

Rockman: The Wiley Wars (in

Japan, Mega Man is called

Rockman), but for Genesis

owners Wiley Wars will only be

available if you subscribe to

the Sega Channel. According to

a spokesman at Capcom, the

company has canceled plans to

release it as a stand-alone cart.

Are there any skiing games

for the Genesis?

Brian Endrusick

Kingston Twp., PA

Ben D. Rules replies:

Accolade’s Winter Challenge

has four skiing events among

the eight in the game: Downhill,

Cross Country, Giant Slalom,

and SkiJump. The Biathlon

combines cross-country skiing

and shooting.

This month's
winning artist
will receive a
GAMEPRo

Taldn' the Winter Challenge.

There are lots of tennis

games available, but has

anybody ever made a table-

tennis game?

Harlan Jacobson

Salt Lake City, UT

Scary Larry replies:

Back in 1992 American Sammy
made Battle Pingpong for the

Came Boy. It didn’t exactly

sweep the nation, though.

Daniel Boteflo,

.

'^ns, ML Dora, pi

Efrain Delgado, New YMc, NY

Battle Pingpong on Ote Super GB

WhatUayantMi?
This IS your magazine, so tell

us what you’d like to see in it

Send your suggestions to:

Blchaid Hart, St Landry, lA

Marcus Dinar, Hollywood, FL
Dear Editor

P.O.Box 5828
San Mateo, CA 94402

Send us e-mail on the Internet
at this address:

the-mail.gamepromftw.com.

We cannot publish all letters
and e-mail messages, and we
cannot send personal replies
to your letters or e-mails.

Chris Held, Bluefleld, IM
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MortalKombat3

I

Thebu22 wasonthe

1 minute we walked

I through the doors. The

I

most fanfare rightfully

I went to the most an-

I ticipated game of the

I

year: MK3! The ver-

sion we looked at

was about 90 percent

I complete, so we’ll

I withhold judgment for

I
now and just describe it to you.

Althoughnottheimprove-

mentthat MK II was overthe

original Mortal Kombat, MK 3

does represent a change in

the way you'll play fighting

games. More combos, lots of

fast action, and plenty of hid-

den secrets add new dimen-

sions of play that will bring you

(and yourquarters) back to the

game over and over again.

One significant change is

the inclusion of a password

feature. The symbols at the

bottom of the screen allow

players to enter a six-digit code

that will add secret powers and

more. The million possible

combinations also give the

game much more variety.

Where will you get pass-

words? Midway plans to

release them through tele-

vision and print ads, as

well as through the movie!

Thirteen new back-

grounds, seven new

characters, and seven

returning characters

will grace the screen. We were

also told that in September a

ROM update for the arcade kit

will add still more characters

and backgrounds.

Another important new

feature is the Run button. Your

kombatant can now run to

break out of (or into) a fight!

This move is designed to

increase the pace of the action

and prevent players from hid-

ing in the corner. With the

addition of multiple-hit moves,

this ability translates into bone-

crunching, face-smashing fun.

Clearly the hands-down,

thumbs-up game at this year’s

ACME show, Mortal Kombat 3

seems ready to take on the

world. Let's hope the world is

prepared!

GAMEPI Jmri IG9S





^PBcelnvaOeis’95
Taifo also remade the classic
shooter into Space Invaders
95. Looking more like Paro-
dius than anything else, this

granddaddyofgameshasa
90s feel,

Wx2
Another blast from the past

that’s been spruced up, Qix 2’s

simple line-drawing strategy

action is still more fun than a

tot of the action in more tech-

nologically advanced games.

Slnke Alley

strike Alley is a stand-up arcade

bowling game. Combos? Fatali-

ties? No, just knockin' pins and

throwin’ strikes.

A great-looking shooter with a

World War II theme, P47 Aces

is filled with huge explosions

and more plane wrecks than a

Wesley Snipes movie.

Air Combat22

Cyber Cycles

Virtual reality on ice. That

describes Alpine Racer, a cross

between a skiing game and the

Nordic track.

Ace Drivers is another racing

game from Namco that pits you

against the open road. Remem-
ber that seat belt? You will.

Need your action on the wing?

How about Air Combat 22, a

polygon air-combat sim from

Namco?

More bike-busting fun with

Cyber Cycles, This fast-moving,

stomach-clenching speed demon

of a game is just as much fun

to watch as it is to play.

Elevator Actioo

Rebiras

Laito'sbriPOing tack tend

nries bv fevampmg a slew ol oio

?Ses UpWisthesepuelto

S»Wion;labSoftheo-,gi-

nalwill love this upgrade.

Super Circuit

Super Circuit is the latest dri-

ving title by Jaleco. This two-

player racing game uses great

graphics to enhance the fast-

moving driving experience.

Ace Drivers



Another soccer game, this dou-

ble-cabinet unit allows fast

player-to-player interaction.

Golf never looked better. With

gorgeous courses, great play-

ers, and a simple interface, this

game putts golfing in its place.

American Sammy

Gallagher’s

ShooCnS Balleiy

Coolest part of this skii
same? Watching a plaj
a)umpan(Jgotum5|j„,
ravine. Killer shredding'

action oa™

Mazer is actually powetf jv ®

3DO in the cabinet. It s a tuturis

tic tiretest with
plenty of action

and great graphics^^^^^

always wanted
to

H you’ve

towatil younger
puartet-

crunchers.
.

OuOamsoflhe
Lost Dynasty
A lush-looking fighter set in

ancient China, Outlaws of the

Lost Dynasty takes a shot at

the Kings of Kombat.

W'hatcha

Play Golf!
Another track-ball golf game
Ihis one tries to incorporate a
more realistic yet humorous
approach. Play Golf! blew the
other golf games away!

Great 1000

MHe Hatty2
A racing-game seguel from

Kaneko, 1000 Mile Rally 2

is a two-player sit-down unit

with potential.



Aikman NFL FOOTBAU.''

'Its really impressive. ..Uie Jaguar
version is the best yet." -EGM
‘It has tantalizing innovations

and a well-prepared collection of

features." -GamePro

SYNOtCATE"

‘Jaguar strategy fans should be
stoked. One of the best Jaguar
games."-Game Players

‘More than 50 missions of

mayhem and mob activity."

-GamePro

Tempest 2000'

"One of the most Intense video gaming
experiences ever."-Next Generation

‘Further proof that the next

level of gaming has arrived.'

‘This game sets a new standard for

intensi^.‘-Die Hard Game Fan

‘lO-Editor’s Choice Gold Award.’-EGM
‘Best sound and best shooter-
all platforms. ‘-Game informer

best games.

Best system.

Best get off

your butt and

get one.

AuEN Vs. Predator"'

‘A masterpiece and a milestone... AVP
scared the hell out of me.‘-VideoGames

‘AVP’s graphics are stunning." -GamePro

‘Best Jaguar action adventure game."

-Die Hard Game Fan

‘Jaguar game of the year"

-Game Informer & Game Players

Doom'

"Blows Sega’s 32X version away!"

“The best version of DOOM for any home
system."-VideoGames

"Doom Is a gaming milestone."

“10-a mega hrti' -GamePro

Zooi2'

"Features superior level design... the visuals

are truly gorgeous. "-Die Hard Game Fan.

‘Zool has everything...

once you play, you’re hooked.' -EGM

Val O' ISERE Skiing and Snowboarding'

“My adrenaline is pumping-l'm blown away!"
‘The best skiing and snowboarding game
ever created."

‘The speed at which it moves is what
makes it so freakin' fun."-VideoGames

‘Graphically, the art Is right on."

-Ole Hard Game Fan

that honors the unique design
of SimCity and Populus."

‘It's worth the price of

admission.’-GamePro

"Anyone who enjoys designing

things Is gonna love this game."

-Game Players

"Recommended." -VideoGames

Wol/enstein'

‘The best on any platfomn.

including the PC."

"If you want riveting action,

intense graphics, lots of

blood and tons of glory.

Wotfenstein delivers."

“It's candy for your senses.

-GamePro

ATAOr Ginn tips sod iiinlj: 1-900-737-ATARI. SSepsrr

Forum on OnmouSeive. Typ« GO JAGUAR to aco
one comrolW. ATARI. IM Alan logo. Jaguar, the Jaguar logo. Bur
94089-1303. Made In liie U.S. ot domesllc and imponed componen
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Iron Soldier'

The best game of its kind."

“Simulation game of the year, among all hard-

ware platforms.'-Die Hard Game Fan

“Gripping first person game wtth edge-of-lhe-

seat excitement." -GamePro

As if it weren't enough having

Rayman~
"The control Is perfect and the artwork

is phenomenal." -Die Hard Game Fan

“The whole game looks like

a cartoon,"-EGM

the most killer system on

face of the earth, we

created some of the

Ultra Vortex”
“The graphics In this game are mind

most mind-blowing
,

bending,..the detail is unbelievable."

-Die Hard Game Fan

id-exploding games in

the universe. All you have to

do is take one look at what
Fight for Ufe"

"Its super smooth graphics... texture-

the magazine critics have mapped polygons... gives Vlrtua Fighter

a one-two punch."-VideoGames

Hover Strike should blow you away."-EGM
“With 30 fully texture-mapped 3D levels,

and hvo-player co-op mode you simply

cannot lose with this game."

Hover Strike'

INTERACTIVE MULTIMEDIA SYSTEM
“War has never been so much ftin!" -EGM

WiHiairs9 Is a liadamark ol WMS Games l/ic. All nghls resarved. Team names, logos, halmat designs, onilorms. Sugar 0owl and Na” are iraOamaris o1 the NFL and its msmMi clubs. Ultra Vortas is a Iradamarli ol Bayond Gamas Inc Val
DTsera Skiing and Snowboarding™ is a liadamark ol Virtual Slodio. Doom™ and Woltensinin 3D™ Copyrlglit by Id Soltwaia. All lights lesaived. Allen™ and Predaloi™© Twemielli Centuiy Fo* Film Cornoralion, All lights leseived. Used under
sublicansn horn Activision. Zool is a trademark ol Gramlin Inleradive Ltd. Cannon Fodder is ragisleied irademaik ol Virgin Interactive Enleitainraent. Virgin Is a regislarad trademark ol Virgin Eiiloiprises Inc. Theme ParkanO Syndicale are trade-
marks ol Eleclronk Arts. Game Programs ©BULLFROG Pioducttons Ltd. Manidactured under licansa by Ocean ol America. Actual screen shots may vary. Ail other Irademrks and copyrights are properties ol their respective owners.



The Saturn, PlayStation, Ultra 64, and 3D0 Multiplayer are high-

profile CD-ROM game systems, but one CD game machine could

eclipse them aii...the personai computer.

By The Whizz

This year’s “high-end" game

machines have lofty aspi-

rations: graphics horsepower,

sophisticated sound, and mas-

sive memory. But stack them

up next to a honkin' 50-mega-

hertz 486 multimedia PC, and

they’re brought down to size.

No doubt, getting into PC

games can be conftjsing (see

sidebar "It Ain’t Easy Being PC'),

but the rewards are worth reap-

ing. Worlds of wonder await in

games like Magic Carpet and

Daedalus Encounter. And, like

Doom, many PC games are des-

tined for feme on such video

game consoles as 300, Jaguar,

Saturn, and PlayStation.

Although great games are

available for Macintosh com-

puters, the game library is

larger, deeper, and much

more popular for Windows

and MS-DOS PCs. PC games

are available as CDs, floppy

disks, or both.

If you want to be on the

cutting edge of gaming, the

PC is the platform to watch.

Here are some hot PC CD titles

that gamers everywhere will

want to challenge.

Wing Commander III: I

I Heart of the Tiger

TTie Kilrathi cats are back! Like

every Wing Commander

game, WC III features fierce

first-person flying as you lead

mankind’s fight back from

oblivion. TTie femous Wing

Commander cinematics sport

live action with movie stars

such as Mark Hamill {Star

Wars) and Malcolm McDowell

(A Clockwork Orange).

Kyrandia Book Three: I

Maicolm's Revenge
(By Westwood Studios/Virgin)

You play Malcolm, a wizard

who's Just escaped from wiz-

ard's Jail, in this third installment

of the interaaive graphic adven-

ture that's set in the wacky

world of Kyrandia.

Wacky?Through 80 cartoony

scenes, you deal strange magic,

do time injail, become a revolutionary, play on water slides,

make fish-cream sandwiches, and see Elvis.

Heretic
(By Id Software/Raven)

This Doom clone from Doom’s

creators is set in an ancient

fantasy land. Trade in your

firearms for magic spells and

fry weird creatures face-to-

whatever across three areas,

including City of the Damned

and Hell’s Maw. Not for the

faint of heart.

Megic
^Carpet

(By Electronic Arts)

This mystical flight sim has

no control panels and no

cockpit -Just a first-person

view as you ride a magic

carpet through awesome

landscapes and expanses of open air. Toss fireballs and

cast 20 spells across 50 levels to dust the carpets of

evil magicians.
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King’s Quest VII: I

The Princeless Bride
Daedalus
~IEnceunter_

(By Sierra)

This is the latest installment in

a classic RPC saga. As the

Princess Rosella, you jump

through a magic portal to seek

fortune and glory in six

strange lands. (You can’t go

wrong with King’s Quests I

through VI, either.)

Club!
1 Dead

(By Viacom)

Virtual reality not dangerous?

Right. Just step into Club

Dead, a futuristic whodunit

set in a bizarre, rendered 3D

VR resort where all the zoned-

out guests are hooked on V...

that’s virtual reality. Expect to

experience fearsome halluci-

nations and strange VR trips.

Fiom Platfoim to PC

Many video games and coin-

op titles are porting to PCs this

year. Here’s a sampling.

• Mortal Kombat II (Acclaim)

• Primal Rage (Time Warner)

• FX Fighter (GTE Interactive)

• Burn: Cycle (Philips)

•Supreme Warrior (Digital

Pictures)

• Slam City Starring Scottie

Pippen (Digital Pictures)

• Deep Space Nine (Viacom

New Media)

• Quarantine (GameTek)

PROTIP; Check ouf Bectronlc

Entertainment magadne for the

latest kifo on PC gmtes.

(By Virgin)

Descent L

(By Interplay)

In the 22nd century, you and

your two heavy-metal space

salvage pals discover a weird

living spacecraft. Unfortunately,

it traps you inside and blasts

off for a hot date with a blazing

star. Speaking of stars, the digi-

tized graphics starTia Carrere

of Wayne's World.

Time to get down...way down

as Descent plunges you deep

into the Earth's core. You get

30 levels of first-person view

alien-zapping, but the aliens

study your gameplay and

adjust their tactics!

^rk
Forces

(By LucasArls) ^ Stflf IVitrs lives! In

this action/adven-

ture game, you

play an agent with

I the covert Rebel

i Alliance, and you

must search 1

2

worlds to destroy a

devastating Imperial

weapon. Watch out

for a new breed of

Stormtroopers called

Dark Troopers!

(By Spectrum HeloByte)

If you like your flight sims

down to earth, leap into the

cockpit of this F- 1 4 Tomcat.

Unlike most flight-based games,

this one’s story line is lifted

from the Top Cun movie.

It Ain’t Easy Being PC
What do you need to play PC CD
games? if you don’t already own

a PC, the first thing you need is

about $2000! (And you thought

the 3DO was pricey.) Head down

to the local computer store and

start studying up on personal

computers.

For the games listed here you need:

• Either an IBM-compatible PC

with a 486 processor running at

50 megahertz or a Pentium PC

• At least 8 megabytes of RAM

• At least 20 megabytes of hard

disk space (the more, the better)

• Double-speed CD-ROM drive

(or faster)

• MS-DOS 5.0 (Microsoft Win-

dows is also required to run

some games)

PROUP: Before you bay a PC game,
check the box for ndnbmim sys-

tem requirements. You can ako
call game companies to see If

your system's up to the task.
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Sega’e Knuckles Chaotix™

Genesis " to the^>^treme!
You've already got the coolest

system ever, right?

step up to the

i6-t>it videogaming

Now talce the next

universe of 32X™,
Sega's Metal Head"*

the only 32-bit upgrade for the Sega™ Genesis™ system.
Id's Doom™ by Sega

It's real arcade quality

from scratch. Faster action.

And an endless stream of

gaming without having to

re-build your syste

m

Eye-hammering graphics.

the hottest new' games as only Sega”* can bring them

to you. And if 32X~ can do this for

9^^ your Sega™Genesis™, imagine

w'hat it could mean for your Sega CL>'“!

Mortal Kombat*ll by Acclaim*

Sound X-citing? Then get out there and add it up for yourself!

Other Titles Coming Soon:
VIRTUA FIGHTER'", X-Men'“. Ratchet & Bolt ”, Kollbrl'", 32X-Treme'", Zaxxon's Motherbase 2000'"

World Series Baseball™ and Prime Hme NFL Football™ Casper™ and Star U-ek^-Starfleet Academy™
RBI™ Baseball '95 and Primal Rage'

The Adventures of Hollywood SPOT* NBA® Jam'"-T. E. Toughman Contest*'

and FIFA '96 Thunderhawk 2 m
d City, CA S40S3. All RlgMS I



The addresses below are a sampling of

the locations where you can find game
information, such as gameplay hints,

tips, and tactics, and also participate in

online discussions with other gamers.

With the spate of hidden moves

and combos in games like Mor-

tal Kombatand Killer Instinct,

the collected knowledge of

other players comes in handy.

If you're among the Internet’s

online surfers, you’ve just in-

creased your collertive knowl-

Online lllile^ame Information, Part

Ollier players are sotnellines ilivesi source of cotles, lips, ooil toEtte bieo if they live lo

melher stole or roonlry, you too easily conloct them when you're iiilloglhe:informnlion superhigh

ByHonn/LoMontho

edge several million fold. Not

bad for a player who wants to

stay ahead of the game.

The "wired" gamers are

spurring the online information

exchange. On any given day,

the Net carries postings from

other players that include strat-

egy guides, move lists, walk-

throughs, and FAQ (frequently

asked questions) files on the

hottest games.

Below we’ve listed a few of

the places you can find game

tips, codes, and conversation

from other players. Because file

directories often change on the

internet, a site included here

may have changed by the time

you read this.

only can you talk to other

players, but often players

will post their move lists and

FAQs to Usenet first.

Everything You Need
Looking for moves to the lat-

est version of Killer Instinct?

A good place to begin your

online search is with the

Internet's 23 video game-

related Usenet newsgroups.

Gamers carry on discus-

sions in “threads," which are

strings of messages on the

newsgroup’s subject. Not

Next stop; FTP Sites
Usenet is a volatile place for

text: The messages consume

so much storage space that

most sites keep them only

about two weeks. If an FAQ or

move list isn’t posted regularly

to Usenet, where else can you

find it? That’s where FTP (File

Transfer Protocol) sites come in.

Available through some

[Last issue, we showed you

how to contact video game
companies online for game
information. Part Two of this

two-part series helps you track

down tips and tactics from

other players.]

fram Killer tD the [lessks

rec.games.video.arcade

rec.games.video.arcade.cotlecting

rec.games.vldeo.atari

rec.games.video.cd-i

rec.games.video.cd32

rec.games.video.classic

rec.games.video.marketplace

rec.games.video.misc

rec.games.video.nintendo

rec.games.video.sega

FTP Sites

The format to access these FTP sites is

"<FP site> in <directory>."

Arcade and video game FAQs and

move lists:

ftp.netcom.com

/pub/vi/vidgames/faqs/

Fighting-games archive:

brawl.mindlink.net

/pub/

Pinball Mies:

ftp.mcs.com

/mcsnet.users/slgma/pinball/

Various video game into:

httpy/www.essi.1r/-bufta/

vfdeogames.html

MailBigUsIs
A few active mailing lists you can sub-

scribe to:

with the word "SUB-

(inall

Commercial Networks
Type the following keyword or command
to access the online service’s video

games forum:

America Online: VIDEOGAMES

CompuServe: GO VIDGAM

Delphi: GO ELEWOR

Various arcade game Mies:

wlretap.sples.com

/game_archive/

Various video game tiles:

cica.dca.indiana.edu

World Wide Web
Browse through this cross-section of

Web pages begun by gamers.

Atari Jaguar:

bttpy/www-bucknell.edu:80/-svensson/

Game Boy:

httpy/www.cs.umd.edu/users/tms/

GameBoy/

Japanese PlayStation:

httpy/stanmor.tnova.co.jp:

1008Q/PS/PS.html

Mortal Kombat(inU.S.]:

httpy/www.mit.edu:

8001/people/jevans/mk/mk.html

Saturn:

httpy/1 28.95.248.147/

Sony PlayStation:

httpy/bert.cs.byu.edu/'jaguar/psx.html
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FAQ - Acronym for “frequentty asked questions."

FAQs are text files that answer the questions that

people most otter: ask, such as moves for a game

or how to win a game using a specific character.

Flame - A message that attacks a person or their

FTP - Acronym for “File Transfer Protocol,” which

is the method on the Internet to transfer files from

Weleoaii the MK WWW

(' ' Fnnitn StatUt _

Welcome to IMdeo Eemei*

Lett unit: Men. Mar 15. 19M i

Forum
at 12:18 AM
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What that smeLL? Oh, it's your butt

Sizzling, and smoking. Y 014

made the tragic mistake of thinking

Kirby's new buds were harmless stuffed animals

Man, were you burned. This is

for Game Boy* and Super Game Boy®, A) and you'hi*4

in the Kirby's scraped under thf'

desk of the animal kingdom and come

with a handful of down and di rty (!/a 1 1 i es . The'y

may look adorable, but they make Kirby

than ever. Meet the owl that slings boomeraftjjj^/

feathers. Shake fins with a fish that lef.^

bef

the hamster that coughs up|{piniHifSfl spher^ ^.

Kirby swallow under water. Kneel

of justice. "Cuddly”? Hardly. So hike up that

asbestos underwear and watch your language.!

CNinf^ndd)
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he first light of a

new day is about

to shine upon video

games. On "Saturnday" -

September2, 1995 -

the Sega Saturn offi-

cially kicks off in the

U.S. With an announced

price range between

$350-$450, the Saturn

makes Sega the first

company to reveal its

cards in the high-stakes

video game showdown

with Sony and Nintendo.

The Saturn will use a Genesis IITV connector, which means TVs without

A V inputs will require a special RF adapter.

.a;

The Sega Saturn will be

virtually identical to the

Saturn released in Japan (see

"Overseas ProSpects," March),

albeit with the standard Sega of

America black plastic casing.

American systems, however,

will not play Japanese games.

The Saturn arrives with

major gameplaying muscle.

Eight processors, including

three custom 32-bit Hitachi

RISC (reduced instruction-set

computing) processors, will

power the onscreen action.

Additionally, a custom 1 6-bit

soundboard should drive

some monstrous audio. The

Saturn also contains its own

version of Sega’s Titan Arcade

Architecture, so Sega arcade

games could make a quick

and easy transition into your

home, A full-motion-video

(MPEG) adapter has been

announced forJapanese units,

and though no U.S. announce-

ment has yet been made, the

U.S. version houses a similar

adapter slot. On top of that,

the Saturn has a communica-

tions port that will enable you

to connect to online informa-

tion services (such as the

Internet) and may eventually

be used for Saturn-to-Saturn

gameplay and connections to

interactive cable TV!

The unit’s footprint is only

slightly larger than the old

Genesis (model one). CD
games load from the top into

the center-mounted double-

speed disc drive. The only other

prominent external feature is a

top-mounted cartridge slot that

is designed for a RAM cartridge.

Sega definitely has no plans to

create Saturn cartridge games,

though it's silent on the sub-

ject of32X compatibility.

So the game’s forever changed,

even if the players remain

more or less the same. Gamers

everywhere should get ready

to take the next step up the

evolutionary ladder, g

The Saturn cartridge slot is

designed oniy for this backup

RAM cart.

The Saturn controller takes on a

definite stealth fighter look with

eight gameplay buttons, two

mounted in the front. Notice the

unusual directional-pad surface.

One controller’s packed in the box.

For some games, the six-player

adapter can be daisy-chained

with another six-player adapter!
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What Sega Wouldn’t Show
At press time, Sega had revealed seven of its ten first-round Saturn games. Shown below are

CamePro’s picks for the next round of announcements. Other possibilities include Daedalus

Encounter, Virtua Fighter II. Clockwork Knight II. NBA Basketball, Virtua Striker, and Congo.

NHL All-Star Hockey? Virtua Hydllde? Virtua Cop?

Worlilmide Soccer:

International

Victory Goal

Pebble Beach
Golf Links

What games can you expect to play come
“Salumday”? We found out ahout some of

the Saturn's 20 expected titles.

Twenty games will arrive with the Saturn, according to Sega of

America, including ten from Sega itself. By Christmas, Sega

expects 1 00 games to be available.

Just call this Virtua Soccer.

Your players are rendered 3D

characters on 12 interna-

tional teams. You watch the

action from 360-degree

gameplay perspectives. This

game supports daisy chain-

ing of Saturn's six-player

adapters for up to 12 play-

ers in any combination!

The Saturn enables you to play

a walrus as well as a Bug.

That's "the Walrus, Craig

Stabler, who helps you hone

your golf game on the links of

the world-famous Pebble Beach

Coif Course,

Virtua Fighter 1
<;•

Oh yes, it’s Virtual All eight

polygon fighters and Boss liP
Drul are present, with their

moves (roughly 700) and combos

intact. (For ProReview, see "Over-

seas ProSpects," March,)

Clockwork Knight Daytona USA

Panzer Dragoon
Fly this shooter to see the

Saturn strut its stuff.

Strapped to the back of 1

a.dragon, you blast fan-

tastic-looking polygon- 1

rendered 3D monsters
j

via a first-person target- C

ing sight. No, nobody I

knows what the name I
means. (For Preview. I
see “Overseas Pro- P
Spects,” March.)

^

You get the arcade game

with its three gameplay

modes, five difficulty levels,

and more. You can pick

your car or adjust race

lengths, and you also get

five game views. {For Pre-

view, see "Overseas

ProSpects," March.)

The toys take over in this fan-

tasy and action Jaunt as you

lead the Clockwork Knight into

battle. Rendered graphics cre-

ate a unique world out of

everyday household objects.

(For ProReview, see “Overseas -

ProSpects," April.)

Surprise! You play a bug in Bug!,

a platform-style action game set

in a rendered 3D insect world.

You must traverse 18 infested

levels to save your pals from

an evil black widow spider.



^PlayStations
h PowtfsUP

Sony looks like a newcomer that's here to stay. J
By The Whizz and Bruised Lee

Sony’s launch titles include...

. . .ESPN Extreme, Wariiawk: Gamers can go head-to-head

The Red Mercuty Missions, in two-player action or work

and Johnny Mnemonic. In through an entire season.

ESPN Extreme, an unusual

3D racing game, players

choose from more than 20

treacherous race courses

around the world and com-

pete with in-line skates,

mountain bikes, skate-

boards, and even street luges.

The PlayStathm exterior

Is funcrional If spartan.

tridge that you can use to save

game data and transport it to

other PlayStations.

The PlayStation’s most

noticeable feature is its amaz-

ing controller. It’s completely

unique with ten aaion buttons,

including four that are front

mounted. The directional con-

trols eschew the standard circu-

lar pad in fevor of four buttons.

’Station’s Break
The PlayStation definitely has

the right hardware stuff.

Sony's challenge will be to

bring in quality games -and

lots of ’em. If it does. ..look

out, America!

I

t looks like the PlayStation is

playing for keeps. The 32-bit

newcomer made its debut in

Japan last December. Now
Sony claims to have sold

500,000 Japanese units as it

lines up the U.S. in its sights.

Playing with Power
The U.S. version of the Play-

Station will be a mirror image

of its Japanese counterpart. At

press time there was no

announced price,

but Sony main-

tains it will

be competi-

tive with the

Saturn, which Sega has

promised to bring to market

at $350-5450.

The PlayStation gets most of

its gameplaying power from

good ol’ American know-

how. LSI Logic Corporation

of Milpitas, California,

designed and manufac-

tured the custom CPU

microchip, which contains

a 32-bit MIPS RISC (reduced

instruction-set computing)

microprocessor, an entire

graphics engine subsystem, and

a high-resolution full-motion

JPEG graphics subsystem.

The single-chip CPU cuts

down dramatically on the inter-

nal silicon, which keeps the

PlayStation compact and sleek.

In feet, this classy-looking sys-

tem has a base footprint that’s

smaller in length and width

than this issue of CamePro'.

The PlayStation’s external

The nwlhbutton PS controller packs

a powerful gamefriay pumrii. Ok
conies packed In Oie box.

features are

otherwise plain.

In the rear of the sys-

tem, you get standard A/y

and S-Video connectors: no

word yet on an RF adapter.

The front houses a slot for a

credit card-sized memory car-
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n-Space: Taking Games

INth Dimension
What does a new game developer have to

say about making PlayStation games?

CP; What is n-

Space’s goal?

Sholstrvm, John
Baurtey, Et^S.^,

(seated)me Mkan, Sean Purcell, Dan v Lear,

Currently, 97 U.S. licensees

and 290 Japanese licensees

with plenty of fresh game-

making talent are looking to

create PlayStation action.

One of the newcomers is

n-Space, which was founded

by Erick Dyke, Sean Purcell,

and Dan O’Leary, three of

the key developers of Desert

Tank, a Sega arcade game.

Here's n-Space’s take on the

PlayStation, according to Erick

Dyke, president.

ED: Manygames

try to take a 2D
concept and put

it into a 3D world.

3D offers so

much versatility.

We hope to use

our background

working with 3D worlds to get

that three-dimensional element

into games.

CP: How is the PlayStation de-

velopment system as a game

developer’s tool?

ED: The PSX developer’s envi-

ronment is solid! We were con-

verting models from our 3D

modelers and seeing them on

the box within the prst week!

The development kit is almost

an in-the-box solution that’s as

easy to set up as a Sony TV.

When the PlayStation

launches this fall, Sony

promises 25 games with the

debut and 25 more to follow

by year’s end.

architecture couldn't do. We

felt that a game as powerful as

Desert TankJust couldn’t be

reproduced on the Sega Saturn.

PlayStation hard-

ware is powerful

enough to run Tank.

CamePro: What does "n-

Space" mean?

Etick Dyke: Its a math term.

In math, there’s two-space and

three-space. Carnes are transi-

tioning from two-space games

to three-space; that is, three-

dimensional games. We're

looking toward the future with

“n" which is unlimited.

CP: Why has n-Space decided

to create games only for the

PlayStation?

ED: The PlayStation could do

things that the Sega Model 2

CP: Do you think the PlaySta-

tion and other “high-end"

game systems will enjoy the

same popularity and success

that the 1 6-bit systems did?

ED: They will, and it's time!

The 2D world is dominated by

side scrollers and pghters, but

you can repne them only so

much. Ifyou look way back,

there was a lot of variety before

those two genres fell out. You're

going to start seeing that vari-

ety in games again. Hopefully,

n-Space will be behind the next

popular genre.

GAMEPRO •

Razorwing
What will n-Space’s first PlayStation game be? Razorwing is a

campaign-based action/adventure game featuring first-per-

son alien-busting in an awesome antigravity tank. n-Space

hopes to create a totally unique virtual world with a dynam-

ic gaming environment that changes according to the play-

er’s actions. Tank tracks will appear in the dust, earthquakes

and volcanoes will suddenly shatter the landscape, and

vehicles will change appearance as new alien technology is

acquired. Razorwing looks sharp for the PlayStation!
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A
s Sony and Sega beat their

drums for advanced 32-bit

gameptay, Nintendo may be

quietly preparing to steal the

show at the Electronic Enter-

tainment Expo in May. Nin-

tendo says the Ultra 64 will be

a cartridge-based unit, and it’s

slated to make its debut in the

fall of '95. The price tag has

been quoted at a tantalizing

S250. dipping to $200 in

some reports.

To create the Ultra 64, Ninten-

do teamed up with Silicon

Graphics, Inc. (SGI), which pro-

duces a stellar line of graphics

supercomputers. The 64-bit

CPU, graphics processor, and

audio processors are by MIPS

Technologies. The CPU clocks

in at a blazing 1 00 megahertz,

easily rivaling today’s personal

computers. At the Winter Con-

sumer Electrorwcs Show injan-

uary, SCI reported that the

Ultra 64 hardware was com-

plete and that it was just up to

Nintendo to begin mass pro-

ducing the unit.

Of course, you can't create

software without development

tools. Nintendo Joined forces

with Alias and Multigen to

solidify the Ultra 64 develop-

ment system, but It takes time

for developers to learn a new

system and create good

games for it.

The Dream Team
Nintendo created relationships

with several software publish-

ers to help them immediately

Nintendo Is keeping Ultra 64
information ultra-secret, but a 1995

debut could be possible.
By Undercover Lover

Top Gun

Turok: The Dinosaur Hunter

begin developing Ultra 64

games. Nintendo dubbed the

group the "Dream Team," and

like other all-star clubs, some

of your favorite players didn’t

make the cut.

Acclaim will create a game

based on the comic Turok; The

Dinosaur Hunter. CameTek will

create a sci-fi vehicle combat

cart based on the Robotech ani-

mated features. Sierra On-Line

will re-create its World War I

flight sim, Red Baron. Spectrum

HoloByte, well known for its

supersonic aircraft software,

will fly its new PC flight Sim

Top Cun onto the Ultra 64.

Williams Entertainment will also

bring a hard-hitting PC game

6AMEPR0 •

into Nintendo’s fold. ..Doom!

Veteran video gamers will

notice the decidedly all-Ameri-

can look for the Team, with

such long-time Nintendo allies

as Capcom, Konami, and

Squaresoft noticeably absent.

Don’t forget Nintendo’s plan-

ning ajapanese Ultra 64, too.

Nintendo itself is on record

with two Ultra no-brainers,

Cruisin’ USA and Killer Instinct -

games that are already in the

arcades and billed as "Ultra 64

technology." Killer Instinct is

Rare’s baby, as was the arcade

game, so it could be the show-

case game for the Ultra 64.

The rumor mill is also rife

with reports of classic games for

June 1995

the Ultra 64 projects. Shigeru

Miyamoto, the creator of Mario

and Zelda, however, is devel-

oping Ultra 64 games with

Paradigm, a software compa-

ny well known for its flight-

simulation software.

Nintendo's Dream Team con-

cept is totally in line with its

past practice of taking intri-

cate care to make sure that

top-quality games are avail-

able for its hardware systems.

It’s also a sure-fire way to

ensure that games can be in

production this year. If Ultra

64 isn't here yet, it’s close...

very close. ®
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BATMAN FORI

MOVIE PREVll

Three Limited-Edition
Insert Sets

HOLOGRAMS
In every pack]

^

The orisinal PAl M |»] /
BATMAN” FOREVER VJvLL^ Lyjj

card set enhanced lApproxim^

with silver etched foil!
in every Jj

Only dwia
BATMANfl

|fo-6ace

in T-D

hie imagery



B R: T M R N R Oc R EVER
iHFrtORV

Batman’” and Bruce Wayne" are targeted for revenge by two formidable villains —
Batman 'by Two-Face' (former Gotham City District Attorney Harvey Dent") and Bruce
Wayne" l)y The Riddler" (Ed Nygma", an inventor at Wayne Enterprises). As Batman"
fights both these forces, he and Bruce Wayne ' become entangled with a newcomer

to Gotham City, Dr. Chase Meridian"", a psychologist who specializes in dual

personalities. Joining Batman" to bring back order to Gotham City is Robin".

Together, these two heroes fight crime with the aid of newly designed,
' better-than-ever costumes and high-tech equipment! '

Tf[LST/U;8
Val Kilmer is BATMAN " * Tommy Lee Jones is TWO-FACE

"

Jim Carrey is THE RIDDLER' • Nicole Kidman is DR. CHASE MERIDIAN

"

and Chris O’Donnell is ROBIN
'

iHFflilRn?

Batman"" Forever and Fleer make their trading

card debut together in late May 1995.

This Premiere Movie Art Edition features

original art based on Warner Brothers’

Batman ' Forever. These are the images of

Batman ' at the peak of his power,

fury and brilliance. Images that have

made him what he is today and

what he will be ... forever.
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The Electronic Entertainment Expo!

New Games for
PlayStation, Saturn,
3DO, and Ultra 64!

E’ Show Floor Layout
And Company Key

ELECTRONIC
ENTERTAINMENT



Electronic Entertainment Expo Special Preview
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T
he Electronic Entertainment Expo (E^) is the happenin’ video

game extravaganza of '95.
. .so naturally it's sponsored by

GamePrds publisher, Infotainment World. Anybody who’s any-

body in electronic gaming will be in Los Angeles during the

show's run from May 11-13, which means more games, periph-

erals. and systems will soon be on their way to you. Since E^

isn’t open to the general public, check out the preceding map to

get an idea of the awesome spread of this extravaganza, which

inciudes both video game and PC game companies.

The Sony PiayStation and Sega Saturn will certainly turn

heads. But there’ll be plenty of buzz about 3DO’s M2 Accelera-

tor and the Jaguar CD, too. Ultra 64 is looming on the horizon,

of course, and whether it shows at E^ or not could well deter-

mine the nature of the video game arena for '95. If you’re a

diehard 1 6-bit gamer, however, no problemo - '95 will be a

great year for good SNES and Genesis games.

What’s the advance word on games for the next-genera-

tion systems? Everything we know, you now know. We’ve

spotlighted the hottest games that’ll be appearing at the

show, based on information that was available prior to E^. In

a later issue, we’ll separate the hype from the heavy hitters.

Now, on with the show!

I

Space Pirates (3D0)

AbsiSiite Entertainmeat
High tech meets beiow-the-belt

tech here. Battletech: Gray Death

Legion (Saturn) puts you in com-

mand of a gigantic mechwarrior

through 30 treacherous missions.

Penn & Teller’s Smoke and Mir-

rors (3D0) showcases weird gags

and interactive magic with such

celebrity guests as Lou Reed and Penn STeHer’s Smoke and

Deborah Harry. Mlnvrs (300)

Acclaim
No replacement baseball here. Frank Thomas “Big Hurt’’ Base-

bail (Saturn, PlayStation) could be a 32-bit star. Judge Dredd

(Genesis, SNES, Game Gear, Game Boy) will keep 16-bit gun-

battle action jumping. And Revolution X, Batman Forever (Gene-

sis, SNES. Game Gear, Game Boy), and NBA Jam TE (Saturn)

head an impressive-sounding ’95 lineup.

Accolade
Last year's Doom-style shoot-em-up thriller gets a sequel before

Christmas, Zero Tolerance II (Genesis). Accolade continues its

drive into Genesis sports with Hardball '95. Barkley: Shut Up and

Jam 2, and Jack Nicklaus Golf '95.

Adhriskm
Activision’s going with tried-and-true games. Get set for Shanghai

Triple Threat (PlayStation), Pitfall: The Mayan Adventure (32X,

Windows 95), Mechwarrior 2: The Clans (PC CD), an Atari 2600

Action Pack 2 (PC CD), and fnfocom Classics (PC CD), a five-vol-

ume series containing such classic PC text adventures as Hitch-

hiker’s Guide to the Galaxy. Trinity, and Witness.

American laser Games
There’s something for both girls

and boys at ALG. Madison High

(3D0, PC, Mac) is a social interac-

tive adventure from ALG’s new

division, Games for Her. Space

Pirates (3DO) tops the live-action

shooting action. Speaking of

shooting, the GameGun is now
available in a two-player version

for the 3DO and PC.
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The Jaguar CD should arrive just in time for the show. This long-

awaited peripheral adds more hardware muscle to the system, but

everyone wants to see the games. Among the list of discs, Blue

Lightning sounds like a winner, and Highlander, Dragon's Lair,

and Battlemorph will arrive soon as well.

Catapult Entertainment
The X-Band plays on. Catapult’s making a big push to get

modem-based video game competition wired into every game-

player's home. Show attendees can try a hands-on demo of the

SNES and Genesis Catapult modem.

Crystal Dynamics
Crystal has Gex appeal (see ProReview). The gecko with an atfitude

leads the 3DO offerings, but Crystal Dynamics is going Saturn in a

big way, too. Its Championship Sports product line kicks off with

the awesome-looking 3D Baseball '95 and Basketball '95. For

future Saturn adventurers, Crystal's showing Dragons of the

Square Table, a King Arthur

I

meets Monty Python graphic

^ adventure game: Legacy of Kain

- Blood Omen, starring a reluc-

fant vampire; and Solar Eclipse,

an outer-space shooter.

The Jaguar CD

CapcomUSA
This could be a Street Fighter coming-out party. Street Fighter: The

Movie, Street Fighter Legends, and Street Fighter: The Interactive

Movie (Saturn, PlayStation) are all set to party. A new version of

the coin-op, SF Movie was redesigned by Capcom Japan (the origi-

nal Street Fighter people). Legends is a head-to-head fighter that

stars characters from the original Street Fighter and Final Fight. The

Sl^nghUrTlKlIovIe

(PtayStaOoa)

Street Tighter

(Satun)

American Sammy
Sammy's goin' fishin! In Jimmy Houston’s Bass Tournament

U.S.A. (SNES), one of the most famous fishermen in the country

takes you on an educational and competitive fishing trip.

Atari

Interactive Movie is based on the Japanese anime movie.

The show's dark horse, however, could be Darkstalkers,

fresh from the arcades for PlayStation and Saturn. Overlooked

but not forgotten are the 1 6-bit systems. How about Mega Man 7,

Mega Man X^, X-Men 2, and Breath of Fire II
- all for the SNES,

all for ’95!
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Data East
High tech teams with low tech here.

DefCon 5 (Saturn, PlayStation) was

formerly called Incoming! The name’s

changed, but the aliens haven’t called

off their attack in this sci-fi shooter.

Also, watch for Dark Legends (Saturn,

PlayStation), a head-to-head fighting

game. If you'd rather stick It to billiard

balls, Minnesota Fats Pool Master (Sat-

urn, PlayStation) features seven popular table games hosted by

Fats himself.

Minnesota Fats Pool Mas-

ter (Saturn, PlayStation)

Dark Legends (Saturn)

Distal Pictmas
Digital’s turning PC -that’s “personal

computer," not “politically correct” - with

PC versions of Slam City, Supreme War-

rior, and Corpse Killer. DP also has PC

CD and Saturn titles brewing. Maxximum
Surge is a futuristic, live-action shooter

versus an evil dictator. In Cyclopathic,

you’re a high-tech bike messenger racing

through dangerous San Francisco to out-

wit a psychotic dispatcher. Quarterback

Attack is a first-person, 1 1 -man football

cart with a pro QB to be named later.

Viral Transmission is a strategy game

where you try to keep terrorists from

stealing a terrible plague in the. . .uhhh,

vein of Night Trap.

Domark
Absolute Zero (3DO), a sci-fi action game with flying elements,

looks good. Also on hand will be Theme Park and Syndicate,

Sega CD ports of the popular PC games.

Ea Sports
Everybody’s favorite sports powerhouse has most of the likely

suspects lined up for ’95. For 3DO, check out NHL Hockey '96,

PGA Tour Golf '96, and a boxing game
called Foes of All. For the PlayStation,

there’s PGA Tour Golf ’96 and FIFA

Soccer '96. The Saturn gets FIFA Soc-

cer '96 and Rugby '96. Where’s Mad-

den NFL ’96. you ask? It’s on PC CD,

but it’s not likely to be available for any

other platform at E^.
RFA International Soccer

(300)

BectromcMs
EA’s big on 3D0. Psychic Detective Is an Interactive movie where

you play a private eye who can see through other people’s eyes.

Space Hulk, based on the PC and board game, is a Doom-style

alien-wasting shooter with strategy. Shred Fest is snowboarding

with an enhanced Road Rash engine.

Wing Commander III and Shock Wave II

are also coming to 3DO. EA PlayStation

games of note include Wing Commander

III, Syndicate Wars. Road Rash. Shock

Wave, and Psychic Detective. The EA

Saturn show stars Wing Commander III,

Magic Carpet, and Road Rash.
wing Commander III

(PC CO)

Eitix a-^’enea
Enix is determined to keep SNES fantasy

RPGers and adventure gamers happy.

Ogre Battle will share the E^ spotlight

with The 7th Saga II. Dragon Warrior V
may make an appearance at the show.

For action players. King Arthur and the

Knights of Justice, which Is based on

the cartoon show, is on hand for hack-

n-slash medieval combat. .

47-Tbk
This new PlayStation-only developer’s touting its mechwarrior

battlefest called Team47 Goman. The company plans to push the

PlayStation with amazing 3D 360-degree visuals. Goman, gol

Team-47 Goman (PlayStation)

GameTek
GameTek’s under Quarantine (3DO). This nonstop taxicab shoot-

em-up scores top billing with Air Cavalry (3D0), a helicopter

shooter, flying close support.
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Goldstar Eleanmics
Goldstar’s adding its major consumer-electronics muscle to the

3D0 family. The company has big plans for its 3D0 unit this year,

including its own software line that will be unveiled at E^.

GTB kiteradise Media
Working with Nintendo, GTE Interactive's creating FX Fighter

(SNES), a 3D polygon, one-on-one, outer-space slugfest. Powered

by the SNES FX2 chip, FX Fighter seeks to out-Virtua Sega’s Vir-

tue Fighter for the Saturn, FX could be a star, but we want to ask

GTE about Tank Giri for PC CD!

hiletplay
Interplay is showcasing a very Inter-resting video game lineup for

’95, with many of the titles based on its popular PC games. King-

dom, Aione in the Dark 2, Waterworid, and Casper the Friendiy

Ghost materialize for 3DO. Saturn games include Alone in the

Dark 2. Cyberia, Casper, and the awesome PC game. Descent

(see “The Cutting Edge ”). Descent, Cyberia, V/aterworld, Casper,

and.. .Rock ’N’ Roll Racing make up the PlayStation offerings.

Interplay will also have some great-sounding 32X games:

Blackthorne. Clay Fighter II, and Star Trek Starfleet Academy.

The big “sneeze” (SNES) game is...Boogerman!

JVC
Samurai Shodown and Rise of the

Robots (Sega CD) boost JVC at E^, but

these games are familiar faces to

GamePro readers.

Ssmural Shodown

Kemco
Kemco is not abandoning SNES gamers. Crime Time (working title)

is a puzzle/action game where you guide cops or robbers through

multiple gameplay situations. Combine the racing antics of Mario

Kart with the diagonally scrolling view of Crazy Chase, toss 'em into

outer space, and you get Crazy Race (working title). Kemco also has

the “ball” to put out a Virtual Boy cart. . . baseball, that is. Virtual

League Baseball is set for release this summer for the V-Boy.

Koei
Koel's getting romantic again with Romance of the Three King-

doms, Part IV for Saturn, SNES, PC CD, and possibly the

PlayStation. New SNES games include Brandish II and P.T.O.

(Pacific Theater of Operations) II. Koei also plans to make a

strong return engagement to the PC CD format with Celtic Tales

(a traditional RPG), New Horizons, and P.T.O. II.

Koaami
At last, a new Castlevania SNES cart! Castlevania: Dracula X joins

Run and Gun Basketbalf and International SuperStar Soccer 2

as Konami’s 1 6-bit games for ’95.

Vampire killers will also want to stalk the Saturn and PlaySta-

tion for a new Castlevania game. Other PlayStation and Saturn

games Include Major League Baseball, a 3D polygon MLBPA-
licensed game, and Project Overkill, a Contra-style, %-overhead-

view game with rendered character graphics. PlayStation-only

titles Include Super Parodius (two Parodiuses in one), Run and

Gun Basketball (an NBA license is In the works), and 3D soccer

and golf games.

Strategy-game enthusiasts should prepare themselves for War
Hammer. Mindscape has three games based on this popular

board game - War Hammer 40,000 (PlayStation, PC CD), War
Hammer Fantasy Battle (PlayStation, PC CD), and War Hammer
Blood Fist (PlayStation, PC CO). For different types of PlayStation

strategy action, check out NCAA Football and Championship

Pool. Rnally, VMAX (Velocity Maximum) will bring futuristic

demolition-derby racing to the PlayStation.

nSpace
n-Space Is a new PlayStation devel-

oper led by the team that created

Desert Tank for the arcades. Razor-

wing is its first game (see “The

PlayStation Powers Up”).



Namco's readying some of its great arcade games to go ali out

for the PlayStation. Tekken is an okay arcade game, but it's

reportedly re-energized in its PlayStation incarnation. Other arcade-

to-PlayStation games include Ridge Racer, Cyber Sled, Air

Combat, and StarBiade Alpha. WeaponLord is Namco’s much-

touted weapons-fighting game that could lead the charge for the

SNES and Genesis this year.

What’s in store for the Ultra 64? The big question at is what - if

anything - Nintendo will reveal about its plans for its next-genera-

tion hardware in '95. Nintendo’s “Dream Team" of Ultra 64 develop-

ers may offer some tantalizing titles, including Doom and Mortal

Kombat by Williams Entertainment, Turok: The Dinosaur Hunter by

Acclaim, and Top Gun by Spectrum HoloByte, Nintendo’s Ultra 64

works-in-progress include Killer Instinct and Cruisin’ USA.

E3 should also be the coming-out party for the Virtual Boy,

but Nintendo hasn’t forgotten who buttered its bread. StarFox 2,

FX Fighter, and Comanche show what the FX2 chip can do for the

SNES. The big SNES gorilla, however, is sure to be the Diddy

Kong sequel to Donkey Kong Country.

/&//»- Instinct (Arcade)

StarBiade Alfdia

f^ifitaBon)
SledlPtayStatioa)

Ocean OfAmerica
Ocean has big plans for the sci-fi action thriller, Waterworld, which

is based on the summer blockbuster starring Kevin Costner. No
platforms have been announced yet for this heavy-hitting title.

iLofd (SUBS)
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Sega ofAmerica
"Satumday" isn’t until September 2 (see “Saturn Rises in Ameri-

ca”), but £3 is Sega’s real coming-out party for its hot new 32-bit

system. Twenty games are slated to be released with the launch,

including ten games by Sega.

Sega's Saturn games include Virtua Fighter, Daytona USA,

Panzer Dragoon. Bug!, Clockwork Knight, Pebble Beach Golf

Links, and Worldwide Soccer: Intemationai Victory Goal. Keep an

eye open for Myst and NHL All-Star Hockey, too. Virtua Fighter 2

for the Saturn is also in development, but it’s almost certain that it

won’t be at £3, so it won’t steal Virtua Fighter’s thunder.

The Sega Saturn

(PtayStaaott)

EeadfSoH
ReadySoft will be ready for both PlayStation and Saturn with

Braindead 13 and Dragon's Lair II this year.

Seb
Nosferatu, the vampire action game, is alive for the SNES! The

Japanese version’s been available for months. Only Seta knows

when the undead will walk for U.S. gamers, but it should be soon.

Thunder In Paradise (CD-0

PhiSps Interactive Media
The CD-i will keep rolling along, but

the CD-i 2 system is definitely some-

thing to ask about. Philips is also

making the move to PC CD and Mac-

intosh CD with Thunder in Paradise,

Burn: Cycle, and Chaos Control ready

to jump from the CD-I.

Psygaosis
Psygnosis is playing big-time PlayStation politics this year. In Krazy

Ivan, you enter the Siberian wasteland. . .wearing only a 40-foot high-

ly armored battle suit. Demolish 'Em Derby enables you to smash

the @#$% out of other cars. Wipe Out is a futuristic race in a hover-

craft that’s armed and, of course, dangerous. Assault Rigs delivers

tank combat in a multiplayer game Uiat can be played over networks.

And if this is Psygnosis, then there must be. , .Lemmings! This time

you can play from the lemmings’ perspective.
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Sony Computer Entertamnent
Sony’s PlayStation is poised to make the front-runners in next-gen-

eration video gaming a three-horse race with the Saturn and Ultra

64. The hardware is definitely there (see “The PlayStation Powers

Up”). As for the games, a ton of licensees are lined up to produce

for the new platform, so expect a slew of PlayStation titles.

SNK Carp, ofAmerica
SNK has a nifty hunk of hardware ready to cross into the U.S. -

the Neo»Geo CD. The master plan calls for all existing Neo»Geo

games to be ported over to CD format, while all new games will be

released for arcades, Neo*Geo carts, and CDs. As for the games,

check out Fatal Fury 3 and hope that King of Fighters '95 Is here.

Spectrum HoloByte
Spectrum's playing just about every next-generation video game
angle in a big way. For the PlayStation, Spectrum secured the

Battletech license, and it’s creating a Battletech game with FA5A
Interactive that features graphics from the cartoon show. Spec-

trum’s also a card-carrying member of Nintendo's first wave of

Ultra 64 game developers, the so-called

Ultra 64 Dream Team. You can look for-

ward to a 64-bit version of Top Gun,

Spectrum’s supersonic flight sim,

though the game may not be on display

at the show.

GAMEPIIO

^op Gun (PC CO)

Square Soft
Square Soft’s name is synonymous with great Nintendo role-play-

ing games. The Secret of Evermore (SNES), its first U.S.-devel-

oped RPG, should be ready for major gameplay in time for E^.

Square Soft might also have on hand Chrono Trigger, an RPG
from Square Soft Japan that's headed our way.

3D0
3D0’s been building a strong library of games for its 32-bft hard-

ware. And while other systems are dazzling the masses by playing

big-time PR, 3DO's ready to bust into 64-bit territory. If you’re a

serious high-end game system shopper, take a look at the M2
Accelerator upgrade for the 3D0 Multiplayer. 3DO’s stated design

goal for the M2 is to outperform the PlayStation and Saturn. How
well you think it’s succeeded could mean next-generation gamers

have four systems to choose from this year.

Secret o!Eeermre (SNES)

T»m
T*MQ has The Mask, Urban Strike, PGA European Tour Golf, PGA
Tour Golf ’96, and Bass Masters Classic forthe SNES. Guess

which game’s slated for the Genesis? Right. . .Bass Masters.

Game Boy and Game Gear play-

ers get thrills, too, with Super

Star Wars Return of the Jedi,

NHL Hockey '96, FIFA Interna-

tional Soccer '96, Madden '96,

PGA European Tour, PGA Tour

Golf '96, Jungle Strike, Michael

Jordan Chaos in The Windy City,

ShaqFu, NBA Live ’96, and

Urban Strike. Does EA know

about this? You bet!

bitoAmerica
Taito’s showing Zeitgeist, a

PlayStation outer-space shooter;

Pyramid Intruder, a space-fight-

ing action game: and Lufia 2, an

RPG/adventure, for the SNES.
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SOOShMlio
3D0's homegrown software developers

have been busy. BladeForce is a heli-

copter-style combat game, except

that you have the chopper blades

strapped to your back. Killing Time Is

an absolutely creepy Doom-style mys-

tery/adventure set in a haunted house.

The All New People's Game Show is a

way out and wacky interactive TV game.show based in an imaginary

Eastern European country that was recently freed from Communism
{we said it was wacky).

TheM New People's Game
Show (300)

Wacom Hew MeiBa
Viacom’s Phantom 2040

(SNES) is an action game

based on the popular car-

toon. Expect to see Congo

for the Saturn and Play-

Station. Also, one of the

most unusual licensed

games at is sure to be

Aeon Flux, which Is based

on the highly stylized sci-fi

combat cartoon featured on

MTV's Liquid TV.

Wrfflo hiteraclive Entertainment
Virgin revives the ever-loveable Spot, who’ll make his next-gener-

ation debut in Spot Goes to Hollywood (Saturn, PlayStation,

32X, SNES, Genesis). In F-111 Aardvark: The Agile Warrior

(PlayStation), you’re a member of an eiite squadron who has to

survive seven missions. Hoops action looks mighty “Swish!" with

six-way comic-book-style play in Converse City Ball Tour

(PlayStation, Saturn, 32X, Genesis, SNES).

BladeForce (300)

ming Time (300)

Time Warner Interactive
It's Primal Time at TWI - and how!

Primal Rage, the smash arcade

dinosaur-fighting game, is on

hand for PlayStation. Saturn, 3D0.

Jaguar, 32X, SNES, Genesis,

Game Boy. and Game Gear. The

supercharged engines of Virtue

Racing and the fierce arcade tank

combat of T-Mek (Saturn) will

also be roaring at the show.

ms
Titus Is piggish on the SNES and Genesis. Power Piggs of the Dark

Age is an adventure game that features truly ham-fisted action.

UbiSofl
Rayman, Ubi Soft’s long-awaited

action platform game, is coming

to the Saturn, PlayStation, and

32X. Hot on its tracks will be

Street Racer, a rip-roaiing Mario

Kart-style racing game for the

PlayStation, 32X. and PC CD.

UvSvGoU
U.S. Gold sees gold in the 32X with SoulStar, ThunderHawk,

Head-On Soccer. Shellshock, and BC Racers all set for that Sega

system. Titles in line for yet-undetermined advanced-game sys-

tems are Tomb Raiders, an Indiana Jones-style adventure game,

and 1996 Summer Olympic Games. Also, Mega Man jumps from

Capcom for Game Gear duty with U.S. Gold I

GAMEPRB •

Converse City Ball Tour (Saturn,

PlayStation, and more)

Williams Entertainment
“Mortal Kombat 3!" is maybe all you need to say (see “Hot at the

Arcades"). The home version’s coming late this fall when (if?) the

Ultra 64 shows. In addition to MK 3, however, Williams will field a

strong Ultra 64 field with Doom and Cruisin’ USA.

Working Designs continues to design

quality RPG games with Lunar: Eternal

Blue (Sega CD).

Lunar eternal

Blue (Sega CD)
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OPTION 2 OPTION 3

OPTION 4

Get a Clue
The Hottest weekly tips for your

favorite sy^em!

Sega CD

1 Tip

Supei Nintendo

Slips

I

Sega Genesis

I
3 Tips

I

Ailsrnative Systems

I

3 Tips

Be sure to get your parents’ permission to use the Hotline if you are under 18 years of age.
Messages subject to change without notice. A service of Infotainment World in San Mateo, CA

Hit us urith

your Best Tip
Leave or pick-up some of the

best tips frcBTi the most serious

gamers around!

Nintendo

Super Nintendo

Get a Classic Clue
The "best" weeWy tips for your

favorite s>^em!

Nintendo

2 Tips

Super Nintendo

2 Tips
Slammln’

16-bit tip of the week!

Sega Genesis

2 Tips

Hand Held

2 Tips each

OPTION 5

Scaly Laiiy's Hot Picks
Leave your best tip for Scary Larry...

you may get picked!



Stick your XBAND Video Game Modem into your Genesis’” or Super NES*

hard-core gamers all over your city. XBAND works with tons of games like

on the Network are beyond description, The first month is free, so call us

XBANO (» a irsdamartc of Calapull Entemlnmaoi Inc. Censtla it s iradtincrt of Sepa Enterpriaai. Lid. All nphu raaorved. Supar NES la a raplaierad iradamarli of



machine, plug in your phone line, and in minutes you're bustin' heads with

NHl? '95 and Mortal Kombat* II. And the opponents you'll be matched with BVND™
at 1-800-X4-XBAND and sign up. It's time you met your worst nightmare. www.xband.com

Nintendo of AmericB, Inc. NHLii a raQiaiared ttedemarfi of the National Hockey League. Monel Komfaet II iee regieiereduademarh of Midway Manufacturing Company.



Although its sharp graphics will

lure Trekkies, the repetitive,

puzzler gameplay will satisfy

only the stoic.

"S D€€P nine^ Bysaa.

Star Trek; Deep

Space Nine attempts

to inject some action into the

RPC feel of previous Trek

adventures, but the uneven

mishmash that results will test

your patience. Despite DS9's

remarkable graphics and

authentic Trekkie atmosphere,

its simple, repetitive action

will attract only puzzle fiends

and devotees of the TV show.

Shallow Space
As Commander Benjamin

Sisko, your hands are full as

soon as the game begins.

Bajoran terrorists have planted

grenades around the station,

and a shipload of Cardassians

is brewing trouble.

In RPC-like fashion, you

wander through the station and

PROTJP: Talk to PPOW: hifway thmugh the

everyone on the Pylon 3 level, use the Transport

Promenade and funcdononacompaneltoslash

the Bridge at an unused platform. When you
I'r'ywice. reach dte last companel,mat&i-

alize Ote platform to sp^ up
the search for the final grenade.

had before you can tackle the

mission again. That's not game-

play, that’s torture!

Beam Me Elsewhere
The graphics rescu^is cart

from pure mediocr* Each

character is represented by a

huge sprite that’s drawn with

exceptional, realistic detail;

even the physiological differ-

ences^etween the various

species are crisp and evident.

The lively, vivid back-

grounds establish a distinc-

tively Trekkie atmosphere, but

the droning music and tepid,

sound effects will send you^
racing for the headphones. And

with too many functions and ^
too few buttons, the controls

~

further add to the frustration. '

Puzzle fans may

enjoy noodling out

the time-consuming

solutions to DS9’s

missions, but action

' junkies will prefer time

behind bars. Rent this

one before you beam

onboard.

talk to its denizens. The entire

cast from the show appears,

so you’re wheedling info from

the likes of Quark, the Ferengi

barkeep, to uncover your next

move. The plot that arise?

from all these conversations

wraps the action with the sus-

pense and intrigue of one of

theTVepisodes,^ich should

delight serious Trekkies.

Deep six
Unfortunately, once you dis-

cover your mission and head

out, you’ll chew off your finger-

PBOTIP: Hold Up-Toward when
you make difficultjumps, and
you’lljust bar^y grab Oie edge

of distant ledges.

nails when faced with the

redundancy of laborious tasks

like decoding the locks in the

Bajor Temple. Merely crouch-

ing and shooting wins every

fight, and steering the run-

about throu^ the asteroid

belt is less irireresting than

Asteroids on the Atari 2600.

Even worse, each time you

die, you must wade through

conversations you’ve already

PROUP; In the Bajor Temple, light

all the eyes so that they glow,

and you'll usuallyopen the ikw.

PROTIPt In the Nest of ITipers,

search for places to pass by the

deadly \rines by going hand-

over-hand along the platforms.

PROTIP: To destroy Otis tough-to-reach

signal disrupter in Pylon 3, hold down
Button B to continuously fire your Phaser,

thenjump repeatedly.

^onP: Steer dear of the blue

strands in the wormhole to con-

serve your shields. ^

, J i“"

nVs’s.’'.-.

*

L_Jl
' :
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PUSH YOUR CO

/ SlfA

P on the elite

Marine Harrier squadron,

this game really pushes the

envelope of CD technolr^.

Everything is state-of-the-art:

Stunning 3D texture-mapped graphics.

Intense full-motion video sequences.

Internal, external and missile camera

angles. Plus the hottest CD-quality

sounds and special effects.

It all adds up to the most

exciting combat flight simulator on

Sega CD. Imagine ^e power under

your command: Harrier jump jets that

can turn on a dime and stop dead in

midair. Laser-guided missiles, cluster

bombs

and radar-

jamming pods. It’s

enough to make your heart pound

and palms sweat. It’ll also strain your

brain. This happens to be one intel-

ligent action-adventure game as well.

Flying Nightmares, Pushing CD

technolt^ - and you - to the max.

Coining Soon on

Sega CD'S 3D0'



g
Ready for some fast*

shooting, a-maze-ing

fun? Skeleton Krew

gives you plenty of t1b-cra<d(lng

action, ah^ with some
impressive 16*bit graphics.

By Scary Lany

A great platform

action title, Skeleton

Krew is what 1 6-bit gaming

used to be about. Fast fun,

good looks, and challenging

gameplay make Skeleton Krew

a title worth owning.

Motley Krew
Monstro City is being taken

over by DEAD Inc., which uses

mutated life forms known as

Psykogenics to do its bidding.

Now the military has called in

its toughest mercenaries, the

Skeleton Krew, to do its bid-

ding. You play as one of three

skeletal warriors who blast

their way through a ^-over-

head-view world, looking for

money, glory, and Psykogen-

ics to blow away.

You face the intense action

with an unlimited supply of

bombs and ammo for your

rifle. Enemies attack from all

sides and In ail shapes and

forms, so your thumbs will be

worn to the bone by the time

you blast through the first

level. You also have to find

doors, move blocks, trigger

switches to advance, and fig-

ure out minor puzzles in your

quest to clean Monstro City.

No Bones About It

Sharp, distinct graphics impres-

sively portray the game’s six

backgrounds, which include

lava pits, sewers, and factories.

Your three mercenaries are

also detailed and move fluidly.

The eerie sounds might

have added sonic depth if they

weren’t so repetitive. Minor

sound effects don’t do much

for the game, and while the

bomb-dropping noise is hilari-

ous. it’s too rude to describe.

As for controls, the M-over-

head view is great to look at

and suits the action very well,

but it’s tough to

PBOTIP; When you die, you

won't reappear untilyou pres

Start. Use this delay to get on r

of harm's way.

maneuver in. Initially

your shots always seem

to angle in the wrong

direction, no matter

which direction you

point yourjoypad. The

confusing angle takes

some getting used to.

but once mastered, it's

easy to handle.

A Certain

Skull level

Skeleton Krew is a fast-paced,

fun game. For gamers who

thrived on the action in Sol-

diers of Fortune and Zombies

Ate My Neighbors, Skeleton

Krew is the fibula to their

tibia. Skeleton Krew will keep

you occupied for hours, and

you’ll probably be bone-

.
tired afterward. •

Pff077T; Jo beat the first boss, avoid his

.-/.'.V-'
• ten shoot both sides of his head

down.

7.7 determine weak spots

nn bosses cr etber objects, look

far the explosion made r. ;• a

dnecthit.

PROTIP: Each character has

their own strengths and weak-

nesses. Joint is strong but slow.

Rib is fast but weak. Spine Is

the best all-around character.

PROTIP: Shoot at any weird or

They might be doors.

PROTIP: You must destroy shield

electric fences. Look for the

generators near the fences.
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PROTIP: At the start of duels, the

chicken computer immediately

cheaps you with a weapon
attack. Jump or duck the instant

a duel begins.

Beti0sis

By Toxic Tommy

ExoSquad is a futur-

istic action/adventure

based on a kiddie cartoon in

which humans have created a

race of superworkers called

Neosapiens, The Neos are

smarter and stronger than

people, but when they start

thinking they’re better than

people, it's war! The ExoSquad

IS an elite human fighting

force pitted against the Neos.

Three-Pronget!

Attacks
In this galactic slave revolt, the

morality of the story line isn’t

the only thing that's murky.

Although the game’s clearly

designed to please the TV

show’s young fans, the chal-

lenge swings precariously

from too easy to too hard.

ExoSquad’s three modes

offer good variety. Behind-

ExoSquad

the-vehicle shooter levels fea-

ture thumb-numbing aerial

aaion with flying battlesuits

called E-Frames. Side-view

action levels are ground-based

E-Frame blast-em-ups. Finally,

you get one-on-one fighting

levels against E-Framed

Neosapien warriors. You can

slowly moving breeze; your

E-Frame lumbers along the

landscape to eliminate equally

pokey enemies. The one-on-

one fighting offers an intrigu-

ing mix of air-to-air, surface-

to-air, and air-to-surface

attacks, but they’re frustrat-

ing because of molasses-

like controls.

At least ExoSquad fans

should get a kick out of this

cart. Three popular ’Squad

members (Bronski, Torres, and

also play a Duel mode inde-

pendently against a pal or

the computer,

ntechmarrior Worries
Once the battles begin,

ExoSquad begins to run

into mechanical difficul-

ties. In the space-shooter

levels, detecting oncom-

ing meteorites and Neo

missiles is excruciatingly

tough because of the star-

studded backgrounds.

The ground attacks,

on the other hand, are a

PROTIP: During duels, use the

overhand blow if your foe flies

overhead.

GAMEPRQ

PROTiP: During duels, your

enemy can't blast you if you

duck or ifyou're prone. The

prone button (press Down and

Button C) responds quickest.

[1#

PRDTtP: H

Bronski moves so his gun's

always charged for a devastat-

ing power blast.

PROTIP; To survive meteor

showers, learn to pick out path-

ways between distant meteors.

Lt. Marsh) are on duty even if

you can’t select them.

Consequently, the charac-

ter visuals are the graphical

highlights. Nicely colored,

detailed E-Frames show up

during gameplay, and story

sequences present sharp if

somewhat flat closeups.

'Squad's sounds won't fire

your imagination, but they

don’t squash your eardrums,

either. The effects do their

duty, and the tunes rock with

the action.

star Quality
ExoSquad fans may dig blast-

ing off with their heroes, but

beginning gamers may burn

out on the lough challenge

and the imprecise controls.

Joining this 'Squad requires a

strong sense of duty.
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ByCaptakiSqukho ^
Fahrenheit turns up

' >

the heat with Holly- •
• ‘

wood-style sound and graphics'

that present a stylish thriller.

While this disc doesn't bring

thumb-burning action to your

Sega CD, it slowly lights an

intense fire under you.

'-*ne5:Si)^ piKetjzation limit the
' -

The’SPutKisarejustas

Ctaekl^^g flrie, of course,

• dominatesypur environment,

but other soriic details provide

aural'dues that, aid your

searches. The dear voices

from vejeran firefighters con-

vey lots of sarcastic taunts.

(nV»boua, BwgtriiSr'

r'hii!iUital»wtxrlK.'il iipsiths.

h! fm/s fOfttt

If there's a flaw, it's the limited

controls. Where's the fast but-

ton pressing and adrenaline-

pumping action? Most of the

game is played using only the

directionals as you investigate

hallways. When you do use

the buttons to make selec-

tions, you have several sec-

onds to think first.

This kind of plodding

gameplay will appeal to

gamers who prefer to'strain

their brains, not their thumbs,

ifyou’re looking, for athumb-

blistering workout, move on.

BtsH^
AvsavrGaafar
But ifyou’re looking for an

intriguing good time, look to

Fahrenheit Its increasingly

tense strategy scenarios and

topnotch sounds and graphics

make it a four-alarm game.

Fahrenheit cooks. Q

rookie, while sudden, bright

explosions add more thrills.

Only the occasional choppi- •

TIk rest ofyour crevt. They’lldrag

yoaoutaf burning bulUiags Ifyou

mess ufi (and llm they’llM you
know about Ih).

PHO)Ti Hoar tjrri assfgiunefn:

.
Aesooe Afi gyi imdths

'
fUs burning luase. TIk' a

.
,4fflirtg lit the boat In ih<t iT4r.jrx^.

tag the Stove

PROrr: Mt the house's

UtchGJ, Smdtch off ttio

g9€ lending to die bum-

kigstoue...

...and then tuenhig the

safva on the right

Flame Oil!

If you liked the film Backdraft

and envisioned yourself as a

heroic firefighter, Fahrenheit

gives you your chance with a

series of roaring fires in a

house, hotel, and university.

Donning your mask and air

tank, you enter each red-hot

situation and take a first-per-

son tour of the infernal inferno.

Throughout you're posed a

series of questions that consti-

tutes the strategy-based game-

play. Open this door or that

one? Remove the kerosene

lamp or not? Keep going, or is

your air supply too low? It’s not

fast but it’s intense, especially

when wrong decisions turn

you into a charcoal briquette.

Johnny Torch would love

these graphics. So would any-

body who likes the color

orange. Fahrenheit’s full-

motion video fills virtually

every scene with erupting

flames, and fellow firefighters

frequently rush past you or

turn to you for help.

Good introductory footage

sets up your role as the raw

PHe tgfflEfyifiarea.

at Ko

Sega CO Game ProFile

Fahrenheit
(Bit Sega)

]
If you like first-person,

fulNni eoyames

J and you're not craving

fast action, you’ll like Fahren-

heit, a well-executed thriller

biat slowly builds In intensity.
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Welcome to Sega Channel. The all day, all night video game channel. It’s up to 50 games a month

pumped into your humble abode. Get secret codes, insider tips and test drives of the newest games

around. Play what you want, when you want, for as long as you want, for one low monthly price. Cali your

cable company or (402) 573-3637. About time, don’t you think?

Sega'-QENESIS'- requrred. Sega and Genesis are trademarks arrd Sega Channel is a service mark and trademark of SEGA. 61995 SEGA CHANNEL All nghls reserved.



vottom oofM9nm . .

.

The turbo wheel not only lets you control any race

game with rack and pinion precision, you control the sensitivity

of your machine with selection of manual or power steering. Helmet
and fire suit sold separately. Available for Sega™,
Super Nes®, and 3DO™ platforms.

The PER4MER is a product of Home Arcade Systems, Inc.

P.O. Box 7124, Redwood City, CA 94063-7124

Sega"^” is a trademark of Sega Enterprises, Ltd. All rights

reserved. Super Nes'^'^ is a registered trademark of Nintendo

of America and 3DO^“ is a trademark of 3DO. Inc..

Mr. Retailer, '

For more information on the

call us. Home Arcade Systems at \j\^
'

(800) 254-8466 or e-mail theper4mer@aol.com.



Order Form

OfriGial Players Guide

By Tim Rooney >

Do you have what it takes to

become a Jedi Master? This hot i

new strategy guide shpws you
how to save the Rebel Alliance

and defeat Darth Vader and the

Emperor. j

To Order:

I
Fill out product order form and mail to:

GAMEPRO
P.O. Box“P”
San Mateo, CA 94402

Check/Money Order GVISA MasterCard

Credit card No._

Signature:

Name: _

I
Address:

• Learn how to pilot the

Millennium Falcon safely against the Empire!
4

• Advance to the Ijighest levels with killer

f gaming tips and expert strategies!

• Find out the best way to beat each boss*
defea't Darth Vader and the Emperor, and
destroy the Death Star.

' Complete the Order Form
> Add shipping and handling (see chart)

> Add sales tax, residents of CA, IL, and NJ only (CA ° 8.25%, IL = 6.25%, NJ » 6%)

Qty. Code Description Unit Price TotalMM
IH

mik

Shipping and Handling Chargee

Subtotal

Sales Tax (BAoSJaS,

IL>e.2S%, NJ^)
SMppbig

(see ctiart)

Crantf Total
(lU. dollars enl|)



32X
By Brvlsetl Lee

The Sega spotlight

moves from Sonic to

Knuckles as the plucky echidna

stars in his own game for the

32X. But the light burns out

fct for the eager rodent. De-

spite some new tricks and char-

acters, that ol' Sonic magic is

sorely lacking,

SputtOu!
In Chaotix, Knuckles teams up

with four new friends as they

try to stop Dr. Robotnik from

ruining Carnival Island's open-

ing-day event. ‘Team up" is

really the operative phrase

here; Throughout the action,

Knuckles is tied to another

charaaer, thanks to a magical

rubber band with rings.

One of the elements that

makes the Sonic games so

enjoyable is the depth of the

intricate levels and the many

hidden surprises. Although

Chaotix is a Sonic clone, you

play through five of the most

unoriginal levels ever seen by

hedgehog or human.

True, the levels are fairly

large, but they’re too simply

laid out with too few enemies

and hidden secrets. Playing

the other characters in the

game does distill the mono-

32X Game ProFile

Chaotix
{By Sega)

Being shackJed to unap*

pealing character that

roam around In unap-

pealing, lifeless levels really

brings this cart down. Restric-

tive controls make you wish for

a hacksaw power-up.

tony, but the new characters

offer little in the way of

thrilling moves.

Aside from the vibrant use

of colors - the most seen for

the 32Xto date - the graphics

display little innovation.

The 32X does sport

some scaling, but

instead of mind-blow-

ing state-of-the-art

effects, you get huge

chunks of pixeiated colors. And,

despite the many colors, the

graphics lack the crisp anima-

tion of past Sonic adventures.

The tunes that wail from this

cart are Genesis quality, with no

32X audio apparent. Tbere’s

simply nothing new to hear.

Break Free

From the Chains
Chaotix’s biggest problem is

its choppy controls. Another

operative word comes to mind
- annoying - because being

handcuffed to another player

makes gameplay very difficult.

Sonic, We Heed Van
Passing up this title is probably

the best move of Sonic’s career.

After Sonic & Knuckles on the

Genesis, one would expect big-

and better things. Ghaotix

tries to deliver but doesn’t get

bigger or better. . .it Just gets

more chaotic, B

When you go one way, your

secondary character always

seems to go the other.

Sound frustrating? Trying

to avoid unwanted power-ups

is an even bigger hassle. You

mayjump over them, but your

tagalong partner usually lands

or swings right on ’em.

PROTIP: Grab yourpartner and

throw him In the air to reach

hkfi spots.

PROnP: The more itogs you have in the

Special stage, the more time you have to

concentrate on geWng the rmprired num-
ber ofblue spheres.

6/IMEPIII • Hit 188S

PROTJP: Collect as many rings

as possible. If you’re kst, see-

Ing new lings Is a good indica-

tion thatyou haveaibeen to

that part of the stage yet

PROTIP; You can pass through mOTIPiUselhtanny’sftylng

some walls In the levels to Rod abilities to buzzp^st
hidden power-ups. of the harder spots.

jSsamkM



Perfect for fishing,

as always.

TWO YOU CAN Kra>!
am EIIDORliESHRIir VIDEO tAMEI

'MOST REALISTIC 3-D

FISHING GAME EVER'

HITSSTQR^SHELl
Thi s vMecgiae tour cunsisis of five th

FRizECAKH.vsA.- The bcst software developers,

working with the Bass Anglers Sportsman

Society®, have put together the world’s

finest bass fishing simulation! ^j^ers hone

their casting skills on the practice p^d. then

compete in four tourpaments and th^ASS
Masters Classic! Inside sources say *Dw’t let

this ^iLlU^way a trophy c^h!'

Local Anglers

Catch Their Limit

Enjoying the fine sea:>onal

weather and the finest fishin'

game this side of the Panama

Canal, fast-casters Clyde

Casey, Cory Crispen and Zoe

Shelby show off their prize-

winning catches.

BET YflUBS TODAY!

Super NES Genesis

Available at your local retailer or order by phone!

for orders

only, call: 1800 BASS 078
(1 -&00-Z27-707S)

Order by phone and receive a free gift while supplies last

For Game Hints & other information, call: (818) 501*3241



fu rookie out to fight three

BySloMo

SuprerniWarridpis

kung fu fighting its

way through any system that

can spin a disc -3DO (see

ProReview, April), Sega CD feee

ProReview, May), 32XCOipand

eventually the PC CD. Th|

game, however, is exactl^he

same, which meant you ©n ;

expect first-person,fightirig
j

that's fierce - maybe too fierce.

KimgFuwitliClBrrti mnp:0youscoreahn,mm-

The story line is classic kund^^®^ setiueace Hut

fu movie stuff. You’re a kung F o»mjustbuyout sue-

^ emsM attack. Iheopenbig Is

iainous gods, their six body-

guards, and their master, the

PH0aheat^f^M9rst

toklckwim
rlDPctamjto
«K*CA/MriR

evil Fang Tu. If you dig those

campy Chinese martial arts

flicks, the live-aaion video

here is aTeal...uh, kick. The

clear 32X CD yjsuals vastly

improve on the grainy Sega

CD graphics. The sharp CD
audio is also a perfect match

for the action.. .or a fun mis-

match with th&eowf-synch

Chinese language option.

Kung fu in any form takes

time to learn. You must master

complex control pattemsfij

survive this game, and few

players will. Since yotrfight

with all four limbs, thecon-

trols require you to simultane-

ously press an action button

and a directional, including the

dreaded diagonals, to toss a

single attack. At least your
,

arsenaft meaty with five kicks,

five punches, three blocks,^

twelve special moves, and'

even three dirty tricks.

Warior’s i

Warrior's a good fight, buti

supremely challenging. This

isn't a game for players who
Just want to fu around. B

ByTommyGIUe

Contest, or set up a tourna-

ment for up to eight players.

Graphically, Toughman

32X picks up where the Gene-

sis version left off. All the char-

aaers look pretty much the

same, but the backgrounds

have been completely redone -

UHNNii
f

perhaps to their detriment.

Unfortunately, most of the

“ crazy background anima-

tions, such as feeding your

on the 32Xthat it is on the

Genesis. Only a few noticeable

enhancements separate them.

Tough stuff
Maintaining the same amount

of memory as the Genesis

cart, Toughman 32X doesn’t

add much, and with identical

gamepiay, don't expect any

new characters or power

punches. As one of 24 chal-

lengers, Toughman players

can square off against each

other, enter the Toughman

PBOJ1P: When year oppooentts

down, rapklfypnss Oie buttons

and rotate the directionalpad to

gain energy.

PROW: landa hook, andyou
can get hi two more wlOi the

same hand.

The 32X gives you wie dean and

mean Bean.

opponent to the lions, have

been cut out. While new beau-

tifully detailed backgrounds

give the 32X game a much

richer appearance, it's ques-

tionable whether it was worth

sacrificing the humor.

The sound also improves

noticeably over its 16-bit pre-

decessor's. While it’s just a

little more crisp overall, only

gamers with a surround-sound

system will appreciate the

added surround-sound feature.

Tou^unan Deluxe
If you own a 32X, you’ll proba-

bly want this version over the

Genesis version. They sell for

the same price, so why not?

Still, Genesis owners who don’t

havea32X aren't missing

much. Toughman didn’t get

any tougher this round.



I

To get your hands on these hot games,

visit your local retailer or call:

For immc-diaie oiden

pplU's Iasi. Phone prii

ISP your Visa or MaslerCnrtI while

subjen to cluing wiihoiii noiice.

^fthe action and exc'

^^ectronic Arts t\t\e^

^ t?ow for your Game
^

they’re small.

r8oo‘4'FUN-oo4ext. 20

For Game Hints fi other information, call: (818) 5OI-324I



Howta boost the porFormanco
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Full 3-D Mtodels were created tirst in wire^framc for DKC. The designer

wire-framos to see how the motion looked! Alfawastering a sequent

^hning. R.tre rendered the figure with texture map^fcnd lighting. J

[9 B IS Q 5 IS
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At Nintendo, engineers and

game designers continually

work to enhance Super NES

games from the inside out.

Stunning new games such as

Donkey Kong Country use

innovative programming tech-

niques while other games

actually have new hardware

technology like the Super FX

chip built into the Game Pak.

You don’t need to buy an

expensive adapter to play them.

either. In fact, with games

using ACM, or the FX^

and SA1
,
gamers won't

have to pay an extra

dime for the innovations.

ACM: The Magic In The Machine
So what is ACM? It’s a tech- creating the animations and

nique in which ail the graphical

elements of a game are created

on high-end, 3-D graphics

computers like the SGI Chal-

lenge, then converted to run on

the Super NES. The team at Rare

spent more than 1 8 man-years

backgrounds for DKC. Then

they converted the images for

the Super NES in a process

called debabelizing, which

reduced the rendered images

from millions of colors to 256 or

:s. By working from the high-

end down. Rare achieved

a new level of graphics

for video games. Tim

Stamper, DKC’s designer,

sees the future like this,

“From now on, everyone

will have to live up to this

game.”

I
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The most recent break-

Sega says they want to ease

gamers into the next generation,

but they’re asking $1 50 for the

32X and Saturn will cost more

than twice that. In the mean-

time, you can spend another

hefty chunk on Neptune—the

alt-in-one 32X/Genesis hybrid.

What's that for? To ease you

from the 32X to the Saturn?

Maybe Sega should ease up on

your wallet instead?

Gamers want better games

todayfo^H^stems they

already own. A IjMiijiii ilJ J uii

or plug-in is expensive and

you can’t update it In other

words, you’re stuck with it.

Nintendo’s solution makes

real sense: upgrade the Game

Pak and the software inside

with innovations like ACM, the

FX® and SA1 . As technology
'

improves, so do the games.

For no extra cost...and no ^^
gimmicks...you can play the

next generation of games

yourSuperNES. w^-':

In Comanche and Dirt Trax FX,

from Electro Brain, you'll see far

more texture mapping and scaling

sprites than in the original Super

FX game. Star Fox. According to

Jez San of Argonaut Software, the

FX‘ can display 20,000 polygons

per second, which is comparable

to a high-priced 3DO system.

mt

The latest upgrade of the

Super FX chip—the FX®—fits

inside a Super NES Game Pak

and is capable of manipulating

more polygons, more texture

mapped surfaces and more

sprites. The RISC (Reduced

Instruction Set Computer) chip

even calculates pixel-by-pixel

terrain maps on-the-fly (as in

Nintendo’s upcoming title, Com-

anche) to create more dramatic 3-D

effects than were possible with the

original version of the Super FX.

ACM doesn't require any

adapters or special hardware for

players, but it does require

millions of dollars worth of

equipment for game developers.

The Challenge Computer at Rare

is just one of the Silicon Graphics

super computers that were used

to create Donkey Kong Country.

through at Nintendo is the Super

Accelerator co-processor. The
' SA1 fits inside Game Paks like

the FX®, but the SA1 is a proces-

sor like the CPU in the Super

NES Control Deck. It c^n access

memory In the Game Pak and

work directly with the CPU to

provide enhance^ graphics,

processing speed and arith-

metic functions. It runs four

times faster than the Super NES

CPU, Improving performance by

up to 500%. That translates into

games with more realistic

animation and 3-D environ-

ments.



Super NES

before you master them.

With four buttons to

command O'Neil's broad

range of moves, the

responsive controls let

f'A Stargate won't
'

transport you into

action/adventure heaven, but

its solid platform action has

enough intriguing twists to

launch you into orbit (even

though it's identical to the Gen-

esis version). This entertaining

journey will snare your atten-

tion with exceptional graphics

and relentless challenge.

ifm tI. i

you pitch grenades,

crouch, run. and shoot

without a hitch, but the

flakyjumps require prac

tice. Even worse, the

weak glider-flying mis-

sions hang you out to

dry. Despite these flaws,

the controls definitely

gun la make him lelepmt when he sur-mxsyon aim whenm can'tmach him
PROTIP: In Ra's pyramid, find

and shoot these switches to

open the force-field doors.

S T A R G ATE
Based on last year's hit flick,

Stargate sets you up as

Colonel Jack O'Neil, the leader

of a squad of Marines that's

exploring a planet on the

other side of the universe. The

game unfolds as a series of

missions that send you Jump-

ing and shooting through vari-

ous alien landscapes to

achieve mission objectives.

Eventually, you’re embroiled in

PROTIP: Keep an eye out for ele-

ments in Oie background that

you can climb; each mission has

anemone.

Super NES Game ProFile

Stargate
(By AccWm)

Stargate’s fresh, grip*

ping platform action

and impressive graphics

provide a gateway to some
serious interstellar fun.

S74.9S IZmtsslons

ISmegs Sllavtew

AnIlableMay MutliKralllns

Action/aitvenlure Passwords

a complex scheme to save the

locals and even Earth itself.

The details of the missions,

such as locating local leaders

and raiding the enemy's

armory, draw you deeper into

the absorbing story line. RPC-

like conversations provide

timely tips and plot info,

adding depth to an engrossing

story that involves you more

than the action alone would.

But there's plenty of action to

satisfy adrenaline junkies.

Armed with a machine gun

and a stash of grenades, you’ll

have a blast blazing through

hordes of enemies. Enticing

power-ups juice up the com-

bat, and the focus on fighting

keeps the gameplay riveting.

No tediously impossible jumps

or obstacles drive you batty

PROW; When flying the glider,

wait for the icon that indicates

enemies are approa<diing from

behind. Fire a heat-se^ng mis-

sile as soon as they appear, and

you can often take out two with

one shot.

GAMEPRO

PROW: In Nagada, watch for

the crescent-shaped patterns of

cracks in the catwalks. They’ll

crumble underneath you.

improve on the finger-snarling

setup of the Genesis version.

O’Neil decisively steals the

graphical show; wonderfully

detailed animations imbue bis

sprite with striking realism.

Well-illustrated backgrounds

capture the atmosphere of an

alien world, and. though the

enemies are nicely animated, a

broader array of foes would’ve

energized the action.

Funky Arabian beats suit-

ably accompany each level,

but the insipid grunts and run-

ning noises do little to intensi-

fy the action. Regardless, with

three difficulty levels and a

seemingly unending lineup of

missions and sub-missions,

this cart will send you happily

into combat until your thumbs

fall off. G

June 1995

A Few
Good Tactics

Dangle from ledges and

shoot or throw grenades

before you enter a new area.

This tactic works for enemies

that are above or below you.

If an enemy’s too close for

thromng grenades, bowl 'em

instead (crouch, dien hold

Down and hit Button X).

Bring down airborne enemies

.
by continuallyjumping and

« ^rooting. .

Kr i

. 11 player



Imagine the wildest, most twisted race track you
can. Full of hair pin turns, snakin’ “S” curves and out-
landish loops. Then actually build it! You can, with
Kyle Petty’s No Fear* Racing“.

Now. see if you’ve got the guts to race the
monster track you built. Go split screen so you can
be up close and personal when you run your buddy
into the wall. Go head-to-head with Kyle Petty himself.
Then race down victory lane with your choice of 1

3

pedal-to-the-metal haro rockin’ hits screaming in

your ears.

If you can think It. you can live it— but only if you
have No Fear®.

Kyle Petty’s No Fear® Racing"
It’s Never The Same Game Twice.

mmim

Create all the curves, hair pin

turns and loops you went.
Split-screen views of exciting

head-to-head action.

muiti.

0199S Williams Enartannent, he. made tnder laMnsa from No Fear, he., MoOrsport TradiCiais Lhitad Partnershh. Kyle F«ny and Sabco Racra. Iiv KVLEP0
irademartrfWStemsEntartairifnemhc. WilliafTistBisareBisteredtradamarliolWMSGanieshc. NofaarSiaatredeinarkolNaFeaf, he All n^ss resaned. Fhott

MoeorsportTrsditians. Nintando. Super Nnendo Entartannent System, Super NES*" end die DHioN Seels are re^slared trsdemais of Nintendo of America he i

0 FEARe RACING™ is a
: 01995 No Fes', he., 0199S
I

,
Nntendo of Amianca he.



To begin with, the game's

premise is weak. Two brawl-

ing brothers known as the

Bogards are looking for a

fight. They've brought along

a bunch of other fighters

who are also looking for some

PROnP:.

Jump in with a kick and follow

wiOi a special move.

knuckle-dusting. Unfortunately,

they didn’t bring along the

things they most needed; the

enhancements from the

Neo'Ceo version.

The tricky control chalks

up another problem on the

scorecard, especially for Fatal

fanatics familiar with the four-

button Neo'Ceo layout. You

PROTIP: Use spinning attacks

like the Rising Knuckle to knock

people out of Ote air.

PROnP: Throw a projecUle like

Joe's Hurricane, then follow it in

and waylay an opponent.

look bad for you.

These moves, which

are activated when

you’re near death,

are the game’s

cheesy way of

evening out things

between players of

varying skill levels.

Super
' ByScaryLatry

Put 1 5 of the bad-

dest brawlers in

one 32-meg cart, and you

have a game that could have

been one of the year’s best.

So what happened?

The graphics leave you hun-

gry. Small sprites and missing

frames of animation really

play down the SNES’s graphi-

it, fought it." The annoying

background/foreground jump-

ing that made it hard to follow

the action in the original FFS

was also left in.

The sounds Jam a little

harder than the sights, but not

by much. The hard-driving

Fatal Fury music is here once

again, and the game's gener-

ous voice and sound effects

sufficiently pump up your

fighting spirit.

PROTIP;

move only when your

Hashing red. Practice during a

two-player game with the other

player standing still.

cal capabilities. The back-

grounds aren't as special as

they were In Fatal Fury 2, and

the whole game gives you a

disappointing sense of "seen

Perhaps the biggest problem

with Fatal Fury Special is that

the game took so long to come

out. Newer, more sophisticated

fighters are already on their

way, overshadowing anything

Special about this game. Only

Fury fans will want to own this

brawler -Just for Special senti-

mental reasons, o

most moves fairly easy to exe-

cute if you're used to rumbling

a la Street Fighter.

Augmenting the standard

punches and kicks, however,

are a series of special moves

such as Mai's Dragon Fire and

Terry's Rising Knuckle, which

Super NES Game ProFile

Fatal Fury Special
(ByTakara)

The Bogants are back,

and they brought some
special fighting friends

with them. This butt-Mcklng

bonanza loses a IttUe some-

thing fci the translation from the

Weo*Beo, though.

Price nolanllable 2plirai8

32 mags SUsvlaw

FlgftUng

BAMEPRO70



.you will wai^

“...an extrem^^
engrossing

game...don't miss

this one!”

...by all mean:
pick this one

Look for the

bust-a-Move
Sweepstakes

in this issue

T/LITO
Taito America Corporation

1 1

1

1 I
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By Doctor Zombie

Although action

abounds in Deep

Space Nine, at its core this cart

runneth over with a series of

mazelike puzzles that demand

patience and concentration.

Bajor Headache
Deep Space Nine is a giant

space station orbiting near the

PRO‘nP;At the top of the first

fevel in the Katakombs, make a

long runningjump while press-

ing Up so you can catch the off-

screen ledge.

planet Bajor. Led by Comman-

der Benjamin Sisko, DS9 serves

as an outer-space waystation

catering to numerous inter-

galactic races. As Sisko, you

face eight intensive missions,

scouring DS9 and other locales

for hidden items. You even pilot

a Federation cruiser through a

meteor storm and wormhole.

Although the gameplay

principally entails winding

your way through each level,

you'll engage in a good deal

of fisticuffs with outer-space

thugs (until you find the

StarMcDaepSpacaNhw-
Crassnadi of Tbne by Playmites

SS7.99 Patnmrds

Bint9i Sldettrolllng

Avalttbli July ESRS ntlng: Uits

ActiDn/afmfltun bAduHs

1 pbyar

PftOTiP: Stay on the Cardassian

ship’s tail and let it take out the

meteorites with its shields while

you preserve yours.

Super NES

Phasers). The simple fighting

is faithful to the Star Trek

motto against violence for the

sake of violence.

DS9 shows a great effort to

be faithful to its source with

large, sharply rendered charac-

ter sprites. Unfortunately, the

PROTIP: Talk to everyone you

encounter. Often, they saysome-

thing different when you come
back to them.

gameplay. controls, and sound

don't match the graphical effort.

The controls are somewhat

clunky, especially in situations

requiring split-second timing,

and the sound effects are plain.

An annoying techno-elearonic

soundtrack demands to be

turned down and tuned out.

Cardassians, Quark,

And Borgs.„Oh, My!
Gameplay soon becomes

repetitive with Sisko running

through similar-looking levels

again and again. True adven-

ture gamers may want to

beam elsewhere for this type

of action, but Deep Space Nine

fans will warp onto this cart

for its authentic flair, s

Sam^ a caveman hoppin'-n-

boppin' his way through pre-

historic Jungles in search of

burgers, fries, and sundaes (all

that cholesterol - maybe that's

what killed the dinosaurs).

Sam whomps beasties with

his club, runs like a dog, and

climbs vines, The action's sim-

ple. the enemies are easy, and

everything will remind you of

1 Just when you

'^thought that Joe 'n'

Mac-style games were extinct,

along comes this lightweight

clone of the dino dudes' pre-

historic adventures.

Prehislorik Man’s plot is as

primitive as its fur-clad hero.

n.y Lv iiy a I lai

.

prehistoric 1992 games,

Unfortunately, the control

limits the fun, ^ite you do

have a variety of skills - includ-

ing the ability to fly a hang

glider -they’re tough to mas-

ter. You can Jump once onto a
I

crawling enemy to score a hit.

but multiple Jumps are difficult

to pull off without taking dam-

age. And handling the hang

glider requires more practice

than younger gamers like.

B.C.; Before CDs
Neither the sounds nor the

graphics advance the state of -

the art, but they’re okay. The
^

tropical backgrounds are col-^^

orful and cartoony, populated j

by large, stiffly moving char-

arters. The sounds are the

game's strengths, with Sam's
.

yelps and roars adding humor.

If the Joe 'n' Mac games

seemed too short to you, or ifj
you w^t to take a nice nostal^

gic trip back to the early ’90s. *

go clubbing with Prehistorik

Man. Young gamers will stay

'n' play, but older gamers will

see why the SNES is going the
^

way of the dinosaur.

I

i
I

I

i
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the Darkest Hour,

Hope Springs Eternal.

SEGA AND SEGA CD ARE TRADEMARKS OF SEGA EMTERPRISES, LTD. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED,
isa registerei eradaiBrkaEGsnc ArtsAtiddiioDssigne. BgliEhTcanslatlcn © 1995 Haddng Dssf

SUdioAleclvVtiiidngEesigns. FtradealeroBaryAi, call (916) 243-3417.

The incredible sequel to the best-

selling SEGA-CD" RPG of all time

is coming to your SEGA-CD'"ihis

Summer!
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Neo*Geo Game ProFMe

Galaxy Fight
(By Sumott)

!

Galaxy Rgirt could’ve

been a contender, but It

lacks a serious toiock-

out punch. Still, giving Galaxy

Fight a chance isn't a waste of

a quarter.

ButtonC
"^"yproduces

^tlevastat-

The special moves are

Street Fighter-friendly, mean-

ing you'll execute lots of Drag-

on Punch and Fireball motions

with the joystick. Although

easy to perform, the moves

have somewhat limited effec-

tiveness when compared to

the computer A.i.’s lightning-

fast reflexes.

Shake, RaWe,
And Throw
Fantastic graphics that spot-

light charaaer enhancements,

such as Rolfs blazing cannon

gun, really put this game in the

visual bracket of Street Fighter.

It’s not quite up to the dazzle

of Killer Instinct, though.

TTie music is also a plus.

Great futuristic funk and eerie

interplanetary sounds deal a

double treat to the ears. In one

seedy rundown section of

mntown where you fight, you

even hear people talking and

advertisements blaring from

radios in the background.

Pan4ialactic

Gargle Blaster
Fighting experts may soon tire

of Galaxy Fight's repetitive

moves and quasi-challenging

gameplay. Although the game
has depth, the basic strategy

of waiting for your opponent

to tire of pressing buttons

works well here.

A cross between Street

Fighter and Samurai Shodown,

with some multiple-attack

moves thrown in that resem-

ble Killer, Galaxy Fight will

definitely whet the appetite of

fighters everywhere. But it

doesn’t provide the Big Bang

needed to unseat Mortal or

Killer in the arcades. B

Lots of multiple-hit

moves and great ani-

mation round out this serious

contender in the fighting-game

wars. Galaxy Fight tries to be

more than one fighter at a time,

however, and ends up Just

missing the greatness mark.

AWholeLotta
HIWn^Goln^Oa
Forget the story line, the

action is what counts in this

celestial slugfest. You play the

standard best-of-three match,

fighting seven celestial slam-

mers, such as Musafar the

Robot. Rolf the Hero, and

Kazumathe Ninja.

Each fighter has the usual ^

range of special attacks, but

each attack is suited to the par-

ticular fighter. For instance,

Roomi’s attacks are less vicious

because she's basically a Play-

boy bunny with an attitude,

and Musafar won't exactly thrill

you with his speed because

he’s a lumbering pile of steel.

Some characters have pro-

jeaile moves, while others are

themselves the projectiles. And

most players pull moves that

register two to three hits with

one move.
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3D0

they venture off the beaten

path. Each of the multilevel

worlds is loaded with out-of-

the-way warps that bring you

to bonus games and areas with

power-ups and extra golden

flies. (Colleaing 100 golden

flies adds another life,) Besides

standard speed and invincibili-

ty power-ups, Gex can gain the

ability to spit fireballs, ice balls,

and - step aside, Raiden - even

lightning bolts.

Rendered Reptile
Graphically, Gex would easily

win a 3DO beauty pageant.

Elaborately detailed levels

with large sprites and great

animation make Gex a stun-

ning example of first-class

game imagery.

Each world has its own

look, complete with its own

strange enemies. Unfortunately,

unlike Donkey Kong Country,

Gex is the only rendered char-

acter in these worlds.

Gabbmg Gecko
The fantastic sound has a lot

to do with comedian Dana

Gould, who wrote the lines

and acts as Cex’s voice. With

crystal-clear quality, Gex deliv-

ers hilarious one-liners, though

some may be too obscure for

young gamers. When Gex

jumps on a coffin in the Grave-

yard World, gamers may hear

Gex say, “Pardon me, Mr. Pres-

ley.” Or, quoting from the film

Poltergeist, "You moved the

headstones but you didn’t

move the bodies!" There are so

many one-liners in the dia-

logue that you won’t hear the

same ones repeated often, and

they never become annoying.

Solid music and sound

effects complement the origi-

nal dialogue. The music sets a

nice tone for each level, and

the enticing effects, like the

whip-cracking snap of Gex's

tail, earn the game a high-five

for overall sound.

Gextra-terreslrial

Gex separates itself from the

rest of thejump-n-attack

crowd not only with great

graphics and sound, but with

great play control. True to his

lizard lineage, Gex has the

ability to climb almost any-

where on the screen!

Noticing which textures

Gex can cling to takes time

and can cost lives. But once

this frustration passes, you

really get into the groove of

Jumping from wall to wall.

Gexual Healing
Gex will be a big boost for the

struggling 3DO system, which

can boast only a few out-

standing titles to date. This

much-delayed game was well

worth the time it took to molt

into its final form. Gex is des-

tined to become the 3DO
equivalent of Sonic or Mario,

as this cool little lizard sets

high standards for all future

3DO platform-hoppers.

ByTommy&lde

I Leaping lizards!
'

Finally - a hot plat-

form adventure for the 3DO.

You'll leave monkey country

and won’t look back once you

get ahold of this wild gecko!

GeneraHon Gex
Your Gex-cellent adventure

begins when you become Gex

the gecko, which is a small

type of lizard. You’ve been

sucked into a television world

by the evil Rez, who wants to

make you his network’s mas-

cot. To escape Rez's weird

realm, you must collect

remote controls throughout

the levels, which are based on

corny television genres.

Beginning with the multiple

levels in the Graveyard World

(the bad horror shows level),

you Journey through the Kung

Fu World, Cartoon World, Jun-

gle World, and Rez's nerve

center. After completing all

the levels in each world, you

face a boss who blocks your

access to the next world until

you show him what geckos

are made of.

Much like Donkey Kong

Country, Gex rewards curious

gamers with deep levels if

Gex is one little lizard

who really puts the Fun*

Factor back Into the

plationn-actkHi genre. If more

games like this were available

for the 3DO, more people would

own this system.



PBOUP: Stay in tte center of the screen when battling this boss. Jump low and hit her with

your tall when the skulls are over her head. The skulls will dnv when she’s hit When they

rise again, repeat the process. When she's almost finished, sAeV/ start fitting green stuff.

Hit her several times more, and she'll cough up the remote.

ANDSO
itbsgins...

PROTIP: Bat these blue firefly

power-ups to spit lee balls,

which come In handyput^
out Ore torches that sfdt fire-

balls at youl

PROTIP: In the Disco Inferno

level, head dom when you see
this large stack of coffins. Fol-

low the path to end up in a

room loaded with power-ups.

PROTIP: At Oie beginning of the

Disco Inferno level, head down
Otis hole. At the bottom, you'll

find a 1-up.

PROTIP: In the Rrst level of Car-

toon Wiu1d,lo(Ai for Ote moving

blockJust over Gex’s head (see

the first screen above). Ride It

up, then follow the path of car-

rots and stars to the exit

PROTIP: In

level, once you find the special

conbviler lets ytw otter

CartOM World, you must use
your last Graveyard controller to

reveal the l^tid In the green

pond, where you'll face the boss.

PROTIP: Take your Dme breaking

these blocks. They’ll reveal

power-ups and golden Dies.

PROTIP; Climb on Die back walls

to avoid some obstacles.

PROTIP; Gex teases you with

bidden areas. You’ll Rnd this

one in Cartoon World’s second

level when you walk to the right

of the two warps.



Beautiful and enchanting,

Lmo Myst will ttrill you and

Li^ make you think at the

same time. If that’s too tall an

order, you're going to Myst out.

PLACES
TO

explore _

'^Sk By The Unknown

Gamer

Myst’s success last

year captured the imaginations

of lots of PC gamers. Identical

gameplayand almost perfect

graphics make this 3DO trans-

lation utterly absorbing.

la a Fog
Myst defies description because

it has created something of a

new genre. The gameplay is

closest in style to that of

graphic adventures like The

7th Guest and Mansion of Hid-

den Souls. No text boxes or

pull-down menus mar the

view. In fact, where you go

PROTIP-.fliptheswtcnoninicf

Maiker you find.

in order to learn how to travel

to different worlds or unravel

the story line.

The game's controls are lim-

ited to a simple point-and-click

hand icon. You point at where

you want to go or what you

want to open, and click. Once

you get the feel for the island,

navigating around it is simple

PR071P: Reademy book ttiatyou enough for even a small child.

can in Me library. They provide

you with vital clues. Pretty 3S 8 PiCtUte

and what you do is entirely up Mysts graphics are absolutely

to you. And you can do it in
mesmerizing and gorgeous -

any order. ^ of you

To olav. vou exolore Mvst across the island and

almost any other game. Add Myst’s puzzle-solving ele-

to that the realistic sound ments flow naturally with the

effects - water lapping on the story line, so this game is for

shore, clocks ticking, the turn- those who like to think while

ing pages of the book - and they play. Rapid-fire thumbs

Myst becomes an experience don’t solve Myst.

that Immerses you squarely in

the game LOSeYOUTSeH
-—

1

'f yoo have the opportunity to

I

be the way to go because of
' the slighly better graphics. On

the other hand, a large-screen

i.
I

TV, a pair of headphones, and

Myst 3DO make for a memo-

rable adventure. Either way.

don’t Myst out. «

PROW: Atrus Imparts important

information in this secret hidden

Imager. Youjust have to figure

outhow to activate the message.

through different ages, the

first-person view is idyllic.

Buildings viewed from the

inside and outside possess a

photorealistic quality that

combines still shots with artful

full-motion video. This quality

brings the island and other

locales to life more fully than

PROTIP: At the beginning of the

game, look for the hidd^ room
to the left. Enter the room and
begin your adventure.
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Jaguar

Jaguar Came ProHle

Hover Strike
(ByAbrt)

5^^ Although it tries to

eat into the Shock

Wave shooter market, Hover

Strike suffers from dismal con-

trol problems and inter-

minable slowness. This

Hovercraft wouldn't beat a

Hyundai to the finish line.

HoveramlOut
The Federation has asked you

to save the colonists on a planet

overrun with Terrakian pirates.

Rie pirates have devised a way

to process human remains into

fuel, which you pick up during

battles. They must have used

vitamin-deficient humans,

because the fuel doesn’t speed

things up at all.

You pilot a Hovercraft

through six dangerous zones

as you search for power-ups

and pirates, but you’ll see far

more of the latter than the for-

mer, making this a tough

game to beat. Missiles, guided

missiles, and mortars arm

your craft, but there's not a lot

In the engine, so maneuvering

quickly to targets is almost

impossible. Also, your mission

directives in each level are too

broad in scope and too short

on direction: Your radar screen

lacks the precision you need to

locate objectives easily.

mdlcste power-ups,M be on ^^^^obfocOvesatlhe
murtoeslfaswetmofgreea ^‘'"btg.nieyshowayisuel

dote are guarding Itiem.
ufyour target

STRWJL

Aw, Shoot
Shooter-starved Jaguar owners

can expect to get bang for

their buck with Hover Strike,

but hardcore shooter fans may

want to rent this one before

buying. If it weren’t for the

syrupy slowness of the craft

and serious control problems,

this game would be a con-

tender. Hover Strikes, but

misses the zone. Q

uilsslles or mortars on short-
fsttge enemies.

Finger-numbing button

configurations make control

and shooting a chore. You

must select a weapon then

press a number on the keypad

to fire a missile or manipulate

the external monitor. Other

control problems include poor

steering and hard-to-target

enemies. You also sometimes

glide unwittingly Into the Jaws

of Terrakian death.

Hover Strhie Out
The clean graphics compare well

to other shooters. Smoothly

scrolling backgrounds comple-

ment nice explosions. Some

enemies are direct copies from

Shockwave, while others are

basic pirate spacecraft of the

extraterrestrial variety.

The music is average hover-

hop, with sound effects rang-

ing from muffled explosions

to weak laser shots. A subtle

female voice constantly accom-

panies you, but it’s like listen-

ing to an annoying mechanical

nag after a while.

PROTIP: Targeting Is harder In

the External Uonltor view, but

the range Is broader than the

regular idew.

the Desert Swam
area, Immediately back up and

shoot these mines behn they

ram you.

on HswrSMto ha Shock

WwB wannatM with a

mmd aartoiis apaad probhNt

laaalbgmMcs aid dhersa

Ihiiliianas anal aaongh to

htaii kIgb-aMd shaohr status.

sa.99 iptiywi

Zmtgs elmli
Availabitmn Cockpit rim
SlNOlef MuKiicroHmi
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doesn't Live Here Anymore..
No cheery architects with ba^ern^^ No light-hearted sibling rivalry,

No cutesy mutts swiping toys. No laugh track. When the RISE OF THE
ROBOTS™ bunch gets together, they trade blows, not quips. Sparks fly.

Metal crashes thunderously against metal. Massive, hi-tech brutes bludgeon

each other into submission with cold-hearted, mechanical ruthlessness.

Your 3DO System will never be the same.

^ABSOLUTE,. H ^



Ground Control

To Major Tim
You play as Lt. Jessica Dark-

heel, whose father commands

Earth’s outer-space forces.

Word arrives that Keshron

aliens intercepted an old

spacecraft, and they mean to

sweep into a ftituristic Manhat-

tan and lay waste to its pris-

tine grandeur on their way to

world dominance.

Piloting a sharp-shooting

ByScaryLary

Two very sore

thumbs up for this

awesome shooter! Chaos Con-

trol is a looker, a fun way to

waste some time. As far as

depth and challenge, though,

it doesn’t deliver the chaos

that it should.

overtwat, to go easy.

Thongs a lot ofdead

am between baWes.

nOJJPibi the Udnllenl, watch

out fordam that suddenly

thrust through the ground.

shooting and dodging, any

intermediate gamer should

master the levels. Although

control problems take this

shooter down a notch, if you

i can live with the game's un-

k controllable chaos, then

A you’ll love Chaos Control. Q

craft, your basic duty is

to blow the bolts out of

anything that flies. Unfortu-

nately, almost everything I
flies (usually right into your I
face): You encounter daz- 1
zling alien ships, robots, 1

insects, and more.
]

But don’t expect to be daz-

zled by the variety of weaponry

aboard. All you have is your

basic shot with no power-ups

or extra weapons.

Simplistic control is the

biggest problem with Chaos

Control. Not only do you have

Just one weapon, but your

monPrayou shoot an enemy
and they explode, conOnue to

shoot throng the expfos/off.

Another enemy's usually follow-

ing closely behind.

mist-shrouded Manhattan

and a computer-chip land-

scape. Despite a ton of

onscreen action, the

game shows no sign i

of slowdown. I

The sound effects
|

are not as spectacular, |

PROTIP: The soi^ boss’s weak
spot is Oie middle baO.

ship flies like it's on a rail. You

don’t control the dizzying

turns and death-defying

drops, you merely point and

shoot. The inability to steer

your ship is especially frustrat-

ing when you ftice hard-to-tar-

get enemies who elude you

even when you think they’re

dead in your sights.

Cool Chaos
The visuals steal the show.

The graphics are3D-ren-

dered polygons with fen-

tastic backgrounds like

a pockmarked,

repertoire. Some voice during

the game and lots of voice

during the cinematics make

up the rest.

Controlled Chaos
Chaos Control's thumb-bust-

ing gameplay will endear itself

to shooting fens, and its lively

graphics will draw in casual

gamers. Because the bosses

are downed by simple

PBOTP: Strafe Oie screen when-

everyou see a line of enemies

quk^approactting.

Chaos Control ts a

ulraJ beautiful, wIM rMe

through well-crafted,

amazingly detailed back-

grounds. But restrictive controls

and a limited armiKy take the

zip out of your ship.

nOTIP: In the computer-chip

level, blast anything purple.

dued explosions con-

stitute most of the sonic

BIMEPRO • Jilt 199584
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iwtrigoe/

POPGE HOOkS, EVAPE THE ALWAYS WELL-

ARAAEP FRXTX, ANP HUhTT POWN THE

EVIL PR. NERO NEUROSIS AS YOU RACE

THROUGH HlS TWISTEP CASTIE. PUT
ALWAYS I^EEP AN EYE OUT OR THIS

EXPLOSiVaY INTERACTIVE EXPERlENa WILL

PLOW YOUR mm!
No cartoon charactois were maimod or

mutilated during the making of this game.

ReadySoft Marknam, Ontario. Canada L3ft 0H2
Tat (90S) 47S-4B01 Fax: (905) 475-4802

Extieme Cartoon Violence!

PC CD-ROM • Sega CD • sdo • Mac cd-rom • mpec
Bn^nOead 13 is a trademark of ReadySoft incorporatsil. 01995 ReadySoft incorporated. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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Hocheq .

egsheyiilr

The Great One Scores on the

Uaqne Gielzhqanil

theNHLPnnil-Stars

By Slapshot McGraw

With Mario Lemieux and Brett

Hull already starring in their own

Genesis games, it was only a mat-

ter of time before Gretzky hit the

onscreen ice. The wait was worth

it. A ton of features and options

combined with gameplay that’s

fun and easy results in one of the

best side-view hockey titles.

Wayne’s World

The good hockey action is supple-

mented with the most surprising

aspect of this cart: violence. The

Great One's hockey expertise and

sophisticated moves are here, but

unlike Wayne’s graceful real-life

performances, this Genesis cart

Check a player really hard and

watch him Hy!

.

PROTIP: For the ultimate matchup

NHL stars, play Team Canada vs.

Team Russia.

PROTIP: This spin check is a great

way lu take out mure than one player.

has a vicious side. The periodic

breaks for brutal one-on-one fights

make this game unique, and a ton

of hard-nosed checks add muscle

to the normal gameplay.

The great selection of teams

and players adds more fun. Study

the in-depth player ratings, then

make trades among the real

NHLPA-licensed players on all 26

teams. Tlie six international teams

that competed in previous Canada

Cup tourneys are also available.

This game is easy to play - in

fact, the Just Play option Ls perfect

for hockey novices who don’t want

to study the manual. For veteran

players, slapshots, wrist shots,

speed bursts, and one timers are all

here, but the offense is overshad-

owed by the cool defensive options.

Massive body checks, spin

checks, and poke checks will

leave your opponents seeing stars.

Use the Intimidate mode to start

a fight and then punch, grab, knee,

and kick goons into submission.

Who would’ve expected that a

Gretzky game would let you

repeatedly kick a fallen opponent

in the face?

Ice to See You

Exceptional graphics and sound

create a realistic hockey experi-

PROTIP: (Jf the three play styles.

Roughest Play is the most effective

because you control the game by con-

trailing checking.

PROTIP: Use this rough move in a

close fight: When your t^ponent

attacks, press Up and hit Button C.

lung

I93S

Genesis

PROTIP: You have a limited number

of Inlimidalioas. so use them in key

situations, such as killing a penally.

Video clips show a close-up view of

great plays.

ence. Large, colorful sprites,

close-ups of face-offs and fights,

and live-action video clips of

Wayne himself combine with

clear voice-overs, team theme

music, and every grunt and groan

imaginable to make this hockey

sim a top contender.

This game is Wayne’s

chance to show off his tough side.

And though he himself doesn’t

fight in the game, his cart fights

its way to the top as a terrific

hockey game for both beginners

and veterans. Thankfully, a multi-

year contract with Time Warner

ensures that this hockey fest

won't be a one-timer. Q
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Final Four Enters
The Tournament
Of Champions

Spend some time at Practice, or the

CPU Mifidump viiur team into the

MT e'erylime.

matchups to drive video gym rats

over the edge!

Great College Collective

This cart's replay value is primo -

the lineup of college teams is deep

enough to give you the bends. You

play with 64 clubs representing all

the major conferences, such as the

Pac-10 and the Big Eight. High-

profile teams include the UCLA
Bruins, the Indiana Hoosiers, and

the Georgetown Hoyas, but you

even get lesser-knowns like the

Utah Runnin’ Ules.

You can organize exhibition

matchups or enter a tournament.

The Practice mode, where you

work out your team in your own

gym, is highly recommended.

FoufBashelball

HySloMo

Whose college team will make it

to the Final Four this year?

Yours! NCAA Final Four Ba.sket-

ball scores from all angles with

fast action, deep strategy, atid

enough competitive college

.Set up your favorite matchups.

PROTIP: For a quick inme to the hoop, position anofTeiisive

player in byup runge with hb back to the basket. Hold down But-

ton R and then hold down Button A to make him pivot and dunk.

Couch-potato coaches will

have a field day. You can put

together starting lineups with

players rated in six categorie,s.

PRt >Til': You cun hit a strange

closc-iaside backward jump shot. If

you're undi-rnealh the basket and

yiw're fucing away from the hoop,

lurid down Button A.

including shooting percentage and

rebounds. Then you can set up six

defensive formations, such as

half-court pressure or full-court

man-on-man. Players become

fatigued, so you must go to your

bench, loo.

Total Team Effort

The ultra-tight controls are

insane! On offense you can pull a

spin move, toss behind-ihe-back

passes, and shoot bank shots. A
slick passing interface enables

you to quickly cycle through

moving players with the direc-

Frec throws can be a fun

tionals and then instantly

pass to open men. On
defense you can jump

block, steal, shuffle side-

to-side, and even inten-

tionally foul.

Want more? There's

five-player support with a

Hudson Mullitap. and you

must actually make your

player catch passes!

Good Looks at the Basket

Final Four puts on an absolutely

mesmerizing visual show. The

PROTIP: Weird lineups .sometimes

wurk. Try playing a forward as a

guard or vice versa. It's especially

effective with subs off the bench.

PROTIP; As in real b-ball. defense

wins championships.

low New Age noise are the gist of

the audio. The squeaking basket-

ball-shoe effect sounds like chirp-

ing birds.

If college basketball already

keeps you glued to the tube, get

ready to lose the rest of your life.

NCAA Final Four Basketball def-

initely ranks in the Final Four

among video basketball carts.

animations are digitized from real

players on video. You'll see intri-

cate detail as players spin to the

hoop and hang off the rim.

The only bench warmer on

this team is the audio. Crowd

sounds that drone like overly mei-

PROTIP: Culling u lime-nut b the

(inly way to check your pluyerv'

fuliguc factor).

PROTIP: Make a huhll of holding

down Button R. It nol unly .sptH^s up

your running, but it sets you up to

perform .such moves as layups and

hands-up defense.

MMEPRI JUBI I98S



Sharpe Is Dull in End 2 End
SleNIni Sharpe; Jllln& \

US End V\|^'
By Athletic Supporter

If imitation is the highest form of

flattery, EA Sports must be feelin’

proud. JaJeco’s new End 2 End

game was obviously modeled

after the Madden series, but this

mediocre wannabe is no substitute

for the real thing.

Dim Sim

End 2 End simulates football in

only the loosest sense. Yes, you

play pro-style games with 30 pro

teams, running them up and down

the field from an overhead view.

But these days, most football

carts, including the Madden games,

featurea 16-game regular season.

Not End 2 End: You compete in

single exhibitions, playoffs, or an

all-star game between the league's

top players. That missing season

Advertisement

will disappoint many football

fanatics.

The teams themselves may

also disappoint armchair QBs.

Among the 30 learns are the two

expansion franchises, Carolina

and Jacksonville, and for some

reason, they're among the most

competitive teams in the league.

Unfortunately, End 2 End sup-

plies neither the NFL nor NFLPA

licenses, which means no actual

teams or players.

End 2 End does outdo Mad-

den in one area: play calling. While

I’RO'I'IP: When setting your audi-

bles, mix in different kinds nt passing

and running plays.

my 7UN€V TV THSNEX7
issue OFGAMEFRO FORMORS
EXCLUSIVE, TOP-SECRET, IZ2Y
GAMING TIPS!!

.MV LEARNAWESOMl PACTS

WHO IS I22Y?!?
IZZY is the official

character of the 1996
Atlanta Olympic Summer
Games. He is also the star of

U.S. GOLD'S IZZrS Quest for

the Olympic Rirrgs video game
for the Genesis and Super
Nintendo. iZZY exists in the

Torch World where he is

capable of morphing himself itsto

any sports equipment to help him
gather gold, silver, and bronze medals
hidden throughout his world.

^IZZY'S OLYMPIC
GAMESmVM
• Rrst modem Olympic

games: 1896 in Athens,

» Greatest Olympic attendance:

Los Angeles Olympics in 1984
attracted a total of 5,797,923
spectators during 16 days of

competition.

* Most Olympic appearances by

country: Four countries have

never missed any of the modem
Olympics since 1896 - Australia,

Greece, Great Britain, and
Switzerland.

* Rrst Olympic games with women
athletes: France in 1900.

Rrst black Olympic medalist:

George Poage (USA) in the 400-

meter hurdles.

Country winning the most
Olympic medals: USA with 1,918.

‘Official motto of the Modem
Olympic Games: (Latin) Citius,

altius, fortius. (English) Faster,

higher, stronger.

‘ What does the doves symbolize

in the opening cermonies: peace.



The playeis are large but not very

detailed, and they move like robots.

The nicely colored field provides a

decent angle on the action, but it’s

the same field for every stadium.

Like the graphics, the sound

quality fluctuates. The crowd roars

sound like radio static,

and the only cool effect

comes when you

demolish an opponent.

The controls are

the best part of the cart.

Players are fast -too

fast for some tastes.

They respond to your

commands until they

-iththe get the ball, but then

you lose the ability to

make any moves. And passing?

Forget it. Even when your re-

ceiver is wide open, you’ll have

no idea if he’ll make the catch.

Completions are based more on

luck than skill.

PROTIP: If jduTe Roina fur a two-

point ain\ersion, run a sweep from

an\ formation. The (.'PL lo\es to

hunch up defenders in the middle.

If End 2 End were a fiisl-

generalion football sim, it might

be a decent contender. But in

today's competitive market, End

2 End gets knocked aside by more

advanced competition. Q

the play-calling windows are simi-

lar to Madden’s. End 2 End offers

far more plays on offense and

defense - a real advantage for strat-

egy-minded gamers.

Sterling Controls

The graphics for End 2 End are

like everything else - average,

PROTIP: Because it's next to impos-

sible to break tackles, try to run

away from defenders.

PK01IP: To defend againsl the kmR
pass, use the Nickel defease with a 5

Deep Zone.

PKOTIP: If )ou're looking at second

down and king. Iry a running play.

Asweepisvery elTrcIheagainsIthe

ciiinpuler's pass-minded defense.

PROTIP: If you're facing fourth

down and short yardage, run a pitch-

sweep from the I formalion. The com-

puter will usually try to stop you up

the middle in short-yardage situations

WIN BIG,

(5)fKS7PftlZtS
• Panasonic 300 system
• Starter Jacket
• IZZY Hat
• IZZY plush character

do) acorn miss

• Atlanta carrying bag
• IZZY baseball cap

(20) THIJiO niios
• Atlanta carrying bag
• IZZY plush character
• IZZY cloisonne pin

(30)Fommptuzes
• IZZY baseball cap
• IZZY plush character

• IZZY cloisonne pin

• 1 year GAMEPRO
subsciipbon

(30) FIFTH ni2SS
• IZZY plush character
• GiVWEPRO baseball cap
• GAMEPRO T-shirt

(40) SIXTHmas
• IZZY cloisonne pin

• GAMEPRO
T-shirt

CONTEST RULES AND REGUUTIONS I
,

8(Xn)airname,i

phm numCei cn a 3xS nOB cad ard

nejtdraayC: IZZYSMcpstatesPO Mmeisnyard^

toSseaSanl*»,CA

• Panasonic

Entertainment

Center
• 26" TV
• VCR
Speakers

» Panasonic 3D0
system

• IZZY plush doll

(I OF 5)

Clip all FIVE Izzy’s.

paste onto an index

card, enclose In an

envelope and mail

entry to:

IZZY Sweepstakes,

PO Box 5960, San
Mateo, CA 94402

CUP ALL 5
I22YS
WIN!
A different Izzy

GamePro Magazine from April '95 though the

August '95 issues.

c 5,19951



Barkley Rebounds
With Sharper
Graphics
Safhleij: Shut lip

and Jam ai

By Greasy Gus

Sir Charles and his knights of the

round ball return in this improved

sequel to Barkley’s original two-

on-two dunkfest.

Jam, your Juice meter grows (giv-

ing your character more power)

when you successfully steal the

ball and hit super dunks. Con-

versely, your Juice diminishes

when your shot is blocked or

when your opponent steals the

ball from you.

Native Suns

The gameplay slays true to the

original. With ten selectable char-

acters (plus some hidden charac-

ters). Barkley 2’s side-view

street-ball action (no refs and no

fouls) goes down in Exhibition

Looking Civilised, Charles

The graphics are the biggest

improvement over the original

Barkley. The characters have

much smoother animations, which

are especially noticeable on the

dunks. The detailed backgrounds

and Tournament modes. Barkley

himself is no longer selectable;

players will have to face him and

his teammate in eight locations on

the tournament circuit.

Departing from the abun-

dant shoves and knockdowns in

the original, this sequel adds

defensive finesse, so look for

more strategic steals and blocked

shots. New special features, like

smashed backboards and “mon-

ster” dunks, ramp up the action.

The Juice meter from the

original returns, affecting each

character’s speed and skills.

Unlike the turbo meter in NBA
92

have some funny scrolling effects,

and after making a dunk, players

even showboat.

The sound, like the graphics,

is also enhanced. Although you

PR011P; Your computer opponents

will occasionally hang back; ifyour

teammate Is offscreen, pass to him

for an easy basket.

The monster showboats by

breathing fire, then he turns

back into your player.

hear cleaner dialogue from Barkley,

some effects are sorely missed, like

a sound indicating a turnover.

No Role Model

Like Barkley in real life, this

game suffers from control prob-

lems. While there are many dunks

and a great alley-oop feature, the

standard gameplay could be

smoother, and the action stays at

relatively the same pace through-

out the game. Although you can

swap between your two charac-

Thc Unstoppable

Monster Dunk
Note: Your Juice meter must be

full (the stripe will turn white).

Approach the lop corner of the

key from here.

When you're a step away from

the key. simultaneously press

Button A, C, and Left to morph
for (he moasler dunk.

PROTIP: Super dunk four limes in a

row without letting the other team

score. Each dunk mast have a 'Tim-

hang" animalMin. Yuur fifth rim-

hanging super dunk w ill break the

backboard.

ters in a one-player game, your

computer partner isn't nearly as

cooperative as you’d expect.

Charles is one tough com-

petitor in the Tournament mode, a

worthy challenge for veteran b-

ball gamers. Strategists will like

the complex above-the-rim action

as they double<lutch dunks and

tap in missed shots, while novices

will dig the raw excitement of the

street game. Although it isn’t

NBA Jam. all hoops fans will

enjoy Charles' court. C3
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HardBall ’95 lets

' you trade players

and build any team
into a contender.

We expect to

sell thousands in

San Diego alone.

You live by the trade. You die by the trade. Just the way you'll find it in HardBall '95.

So you can trade, say, a Milwaukee reserve for a Montreal star. Or deal for a lefty

to strengthen the Seattle rotation. Or, if you've got some time on your hands,
try to rebuild San Diego. But the front office is not all we've made more realistic.

Stadiums are more detailed, from the nasty wind at The Stick to the ERA-bruising
altitude at Mile High. You get 700 MLBPA players with 1994 stats. Digitized graphics
that are swear-word real. And a computer opponent that's now even tougher.
Get HardBall '95 for Sega Genesis now. It could go fast. Especially in San Diego.

n



When a player s on ’

urns red; when he*s cokL U s blue.

. dint, his streak ends, so take high

r»n rf'

" “'“««ensive Maichups
designate a shot blocker. Whenev

NBA Action '95

Misses at the Buzzer

Genesis

A ton of great cations and features

make NBA Action ’95 the perfect

hoops cart for the true stat-head.

On the other hand, fans of exciting

basketball action probably won’t

enjoy the weak gameplay.

PROTIP: Pump fakes work welL Use

them when you shoot fw three.

Passing while shooting,

setting crucial picks, and drawing

charging calls also deepen the

gameplay, but none of these

moves can be pulled off every

time with complete effectiveness.

Sound Defects?

Like the controls, the graphics

and sound don’t set any new stan-

dards. The up-close player portraits

PROTIP: Past breaks ore common.

A faster player can bum past his

man on the way down court.

The Starters screen gives you a good

look at your favorite player’s mug shot

aren't bad, but the small, blurry

sprites on the skinny court look

clustered from the almost-oveihead

view. Very poor crowd noises

highlight the annoying sound

effects. One bright spot, however,

is the strong voice-overs of NBC

commentator Marv Albert.

On paper, NBA Action ’95

looks like one of the top rim sims

around, and if you’re into options

and stats, it is. But once the ball is

in play, boredom is not too far

away. A safer bet for the Genesis

is the more exciting NBA Live

'95. That’s a game that knows

how to score. D

Missing in Action

Options, options,

options. With battery

backup at your com-

mand, you have the

power to manipulate

your roster more than

any general manager.

All 27 pro teams hit the

court, along with All-

Star teams. Hall of

Fame teams, NBA vet-

erans, and Rookie teams

from the past ten years.

The roster-management

mode enables you to create the

player of your dreams or trade for

any of the greats that already

dominate the pros. How ’bout

swapping Stockton for Bogues?

You can even sign and release

Player profiles provide all the info

you need to do battle.

PROTIP: Set picks to open up driving lanes. If you

get good enough, attempt the pick-and-roll play.

ftee agents before playing a regu-

lar game or starting a full season.

In-depth player profiles and stats

will help you throughout your

season, and up-to-date slats show

your progress. When the season’s

over, the computer will select an

MVP and an all-NBA team before

you start the playoffs.

Along with the standard

hoops controls, Action ’95 offers

many advanced controls, but

unfortunately they don’t respond

well. Alley-oop slams, tricky

pump fakes, and Kareem-style

hook shots help step up the

action, but it’s still pretty dismal.

94 percentage shots.
SAMEPIIB Jim I98S



For red video baseball action, forget obout pressing buttons on n boring controller. Get your

hands on the new Batter Up'" electronic bet. Better lip is compatible with the most popular

boseball gomes around. So you con toke your swings ogoinst the toughest pitchers in the

majors. Chances ore, they're oil well-rested by now. Batter Up is also available for IBM®

PC gomes, so look for it at your favorite video game or computer stores.

Interocfivs Baseboll Accessory for SEGA'* GENESIS,'* SUPER NES,® and IBM PC's. Software not included.

Bcn«illp"‘>)OlTSil«mkotS()(KtsSdtnc<s, Ik. SCSiU'inlSENrSIS'* ote Italafiwki ol S(U Etittipnsai, ltd. ill liglili lestntd. SUPtl NES"* Is o itfulnsd

IrgdKwk o( NnMido cd tn«Vo e 1 . Ul Mdamits lb« pwwly ol tlitii iniMctln will!, tfl ri^ ^

Look for your $5 off BRntR Up”

COUPON INSIDE TNESE ORME CARTRIDGES:

• World Series Baseball* '95

’ Hardball '95"'

’ Triple Put” Baseball
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affiA
CD

ByTheRPGenkis

Sega’s latest RPC quest is a
'**

' standard hackfest with lots of

adventuring. But gamers may

wonder why Shining Force CD
looks and feels no different

than its Cenesis predecessors.

Sleeping Beauty
Shining Force CD is an en-

hanced compilation of two

Shining Force Came Cear

games that were originally

released in Japan, plus a new

adventure. In the first adven-

ture, the Guardiana Shining

Force must travel the kingdom

PROT1P:K$^mtfeouthir
chestsMenem/K carrying

rings. They can help some mak
jmrty membaia.

PROTWilHethemaplanclkm
to hoateteasuTe chests and
enemies. Green dots are alBes,

red ones are enemies.

of Cypress to save Queen Anri,

trapped in an eternal slumber

cast by the wicked Woldol. The

second quest takes place as

Cypress and Guardiana Join

forces to hunt for and destroy

King lorn, who plans to res-

urrect a great evil.

The gameplay is

nothing new to Shin-

ing Force fans: You

move from battle to

battle, killing enemies

and building experi-

ence while upgrading

equipment. The well-

fashioned battle game-

play requires strate-

PFirnP: Before each batUs,

yofw enemy^ stadsOes.

gic planning to succeed,

and the inclusion of a

difficulty setting adds

a nice touch for RPC

novices who aren’t ready

for the Shining glare.

SaiSUtting
Graphically, Shining CD
carries the same luster as

previous Forces. The

overhead view doesn't

depart from the estab-

lished tradition, and the

^-overhead in-your-face

battle view rules. Unfor-

tunately, if you've played Shin-

ing Force I or II, you maybe

disappointed that nothing dra-

matically changed.

art in the booh. Defenshfsiy
weak, thefreeasy tarpats.

On the other hand, CD
technology greatly improves

on the sound. The music is

inspiring and symphonic, and ,

the effects exude more energy.
,

^
The small, confusing icon \

interface may take a little get-

ting used to. The menus pop S

in and out way too fast, and
'-

hardly any spells can be used

during battle. The game

would have benefited from

more spells, especially with

the visual battle scenes.

PBOTIPrBssoenasyoarcharac-

taa reach Leael 10, have them

promoted at HQ. Once promoted,

th^mostMU experience from PHOTtPiKeepmonksandheal-

Leaell attheknewraidL

SameOUShit
AndDance
Although Shining Force CD
rates as an above-average

game, old Shiners who are

looking for something new

find it here. If you’re into

simulations, though - and you

have a lot of patience - you

CAMEMI • Jill ins



You’ve perfected the art of begging.
Don’t waste it by making your

parents drive you all over town

to buy our titles.

USE IT TO HAVE THEM BUY YOU ONE.

$29.99 #JM921 $29.99 #JM947 $49.99 #JM944 $49.99 #JM945 $49.99 #JM933
(RPG) (shooter) (arcade fighting) (arcade fighting) (shooter)

$29.99 #JM941 $64.99 #JS955 $47.99 #JS953 $47.99 #JS954

(action) (action) (action)

Game Counsel

(213)655 0110

JVC ORDER FORM

Address

City State Zip

Home Phone ( ) Daytime Phone ( )

Item# Item Description Qtv Price Totals

SUBTOTAL
CA RESIDENTS SALES TAX 8.25%

POSTAGE & HANDLING
TOTAL ENCLOSED

Important! Send all orders to:

JVC Musical Industries P.O. Box 66-1235 Los Angeles, credit card#

CA 90066 Call for Orders Ortly

1-800-JVC 1 FUN 1-800-582 1 386 ~

Shipping Charges:

UPS Ground
$5.00

Discover

n
Visa

Mastercard

Exp. Date



strategic maze burning, beauti-

ful graphics, and an Egyptian

motif in the hopes that an RPC

will surfece. Unfortunately, this

disc should have stayed sealed.

>hiTXthalTt>mt
Your fether has followed his

fate into the tomb of Rassius

III, and it doesn't look like he’s

coming back. While daddy is

playing with mummies, the

land around you has been

cursed by death and decay -

which is where you come in.

You figure you can do a little

pyramid pulverizing while

looking for dear old dad.

You begin the game with a

club, an old shield, and dad^

almost indecipherable diary.

mnumtijfUK'vtaine
nunot,talumeFfimdi

lam/paHk .

As you progress through the

levels, you find a cast of

creepy crawiies, from pyramid

slimes to haunted urns to

bugs the size of Cairo. You

also find different weapons,

power-ups. and so on.

WMmePlaaah
OfTheaAMr
The 3D graphics are sharp and

clear, but extremely unimagina-

tive. You fece only one

enemy at a time, and

they wouldn't scare

the dust off a

mummy. The halls of

Rassius are exactly

identical, which

makes this maze

monstrosity even

harder on the eyes.

The sound effects

P90TP:ftfWifsemvlom,mm$9mal»
saenHtm,

1mwUt«rr10i^ Hmm tn

mmR’n* MM|i i> « ter to ib0

CO* *0 (WpTBtfMk ttw ir

and music arejust as dismal.

The lack of mood-inducing

music, along with minima!

squawks, grunts, and groans,

don't do justice to the theme.

Your character sounds like he

wears stiletto heels and sports

a limp as his footsteps echo

down the hall.

The fighting and item gath-

ering utilize a simplistic menu-

I. As a matter of

j's no text anywhere

in the game. Everything is

based on hieroglyphic icons,

which are almost as indeci-

pherable as dad's diary. Better

read that manual very carefully.

Monas Abotitff
Seal of the Pharaoh's lack of

conversation, formidable ene-

mies, or challenging mazes

brings it down a notch for

serious RPC players. Once you

begin the Seal of the Pharaoh,

you may find yourself hope-

lessly lost in its endless tun-

nels. Now you know what

happened to dad.

8AMEPRD JlRS 1185



A Whole Season of RBI!

Jusi fill out the form below and return to: A Whole Season

Sweepstakes, PO. Box 8095, Grand Rapids, MN, 55745-8095 and you

could be a winner of one of the following prizes:

The most popular baseball game series ever comes to the

Super NES for the first time, as Time Warner Interactive intro-

duces Super RBI Baseball! With nearly 700 real professional

_ league baseball players from all 28 Big League rosters,

"9^ you can take the field in every city - from Chicago's

friendly confines to the Big Green Monster in Boston.

1 Step up to the plate as Barry Bonds or Juan Gonzales

and drive one into the upper deck, or see what it feels like to

stare down the barrel of a loaded cannon when Randy

Johnson or Roger Clemens lights up the radar at over 90

MPH. Create your own Dream Team with superstars like

Frank Thomas in Florida teal, or Ken Griffey, Jr, in Yankee

pinstripes. Try the Defense Practice mode as Roberto

Alomar to polish your

fielding skills, or play

Homerun Derby as Jeff

Bagwell and drive the

ball deep and out of

the park!

RBI; TM and 01987 Alan Camea. Ucenaed lo rime Warner Inieraciive, Inc. All righls reserved CMLBPA 1993 Oflicial Licensee - M
Enienainmrni System and the Ollicial Seals are reginered irademarks o( Ninicndo of Amenes. Inc 01991.

ilayor League Baseball Player



Wtt^much fantasy ^-H let’s hope the new systems keep the RPG fires bummg. Until then, we have

®*e awesome previews for our (ahem) classic 16-bit machines.

Romantxaflhe
Thiee Kingdoms nf;

Wall ofHk
ISiverHSS)
Who does wafTing warlords

like no other? Who makes the

Far East look like the most

troubled and tumultuous

dynasty since Melrose Place?

Koei does, and it does it again

in RTK IV. This time, the

incredibly in-depth historical

strategy/RPC action takes

place in the second and third

centuries in ancient China.

This latest sequel provides a

selection of more than 450

male and female officers as

you build your forces, plus six

time periods to wage war in.

And therels ho doubt that Wall

of Fire will burn up lots of

time -yours.

ByKoet

Available Fall ’9S

flulers, kings, and fools

populate China. It^ up

to you to align,

b^end, or Mil

them all.

Yourmost fearsome wartofdmay
beawarlady.

Keep your frleods V
ck)se,andyoar

'**

enemies doser.

Welcome to China.

Now leave.

EarttiBound

(Super HCS)
This massive RPC from Nin-

tendo might have the stuff to

become an RPG legend. The

24-meg, one-player game is a

sequel to Mother, a monster

RPC hit in Japan. With play in

the style of Dragon Warrior

and Final Fantasy III, Earth-

Bound combines a psychic

youth, a telepathic teen hero,

a mechanical nerd, and a

karate kid in a humorous

quest to save Earth from alien

invaders, The ffituristic quest

includes sci-fi weapons and

characters who delve into psy-

chic and supernatural realms.

Pavel the world, see the sights,

and slaysome enemies!

By Nintendo
Available Now

Streetvirise Uds and
hilarious heroes make
EarthBoand^ieclal.

Lunar Etemal Blue

(Sega CO)

Featuring four times as much

anime and more than 90 min-

utes of dialogue. Lunar: Eter-

nal Blue may be as big a hit as

its predecessor. Lunar: The Sil-

ver Star. Improvements include

a much tougher combat A.I.,

more graphically enhanced

spells, and a play timer. Caves,

dungeons, and mazes run as

big as 1 6 levels each, making

this game three times larger

than Silver Star. And that

means more than 80 hours of

gameplay for serious anime

and RPC fansi

The gang’s all here!
Dungeons and Dragons are every-

where.

GAMEPIO • Jill lias



You have the POWER. In this contest yon don't rely on the luck-ot-the

draw. You determine if you win or not. You win by outscoring others in a game of

skill. Can you solve the punie below? Then you have what it lakes. It looks simple,

but it’s only the start. Each of five more pusles oels a little harder. 8ut this lime it's

all up to you. Stay in to the end with the highest score and the gear is yours.

With whatever options you want. Do you have what it lakes? Then play to win!

Computer Contest. Win a blazing fast Compudyne with Pentium 90

processor, B meg. ram, 645 meg hard drive, CD-ROM, modem and more!

Video Game Contest Play on the hi-tech cutting edge with this line-up;

Super NES; Sega Genesis with CD-ROM and Panasonic 300; and Atari jaguar.

Get all four or trade the ones you don't want for CASH! Bonus options inefude:

Sony Play Station. 33 inch monitor, S1.000 in games, cash, accessories and more!

Media Rig Contest The Ultimate Gaming Environment, 40 inch monitor,

130 watt receiver w/ Dolby Pro Logic Surround Sound, and all components shown.

Win DBS Satellite Receiver as a BONUS OPTION! This rig will blow you away!'

We'rvtaikin* GAMING HEAVEN!
Directions. Fill in the Mystery Word Grid with words going across that spell

out the Mystery Word down the side. Hint; use the Mystery Word Clue.

In the future. There will be four more puzzles at &.00 each and one he-

breaker at S1.00 which will be sent to you by mail. You will have 3 weeks to solve

each puzzle. We don't know how many will play but typically 61% will have the

hipest score possible score to Phase I, to Pfiase II, to Phase III, and 32”o

to Phase IV. The tie breaker determines the winner. If players are still tied they will

each receive the grand prize they are playing for.



Fans of the Little

Worm That Could

will welcome this handheld

version. While it loses some

humor, EWJ on the CB is still

a gem of a Jim.

If you played last year’s her-

alded 16-bit versions, you’ll

recognize nearly everything

on the Came Boy; The imagi-

native stages, the nutty char-

acters, and the wacky plot are

all here. Once again you play

as a lowly worm who puts on

PH07V: Fke the /nacftAie gw
to start rolling in the opposite

a strange suit to become a

superhero.

Unfortunately, though you

have lots of control options,

control is better in theory than

in practice because some

moves aren't as effective as

you’d like. The plasma gun isn't

totally accurate, and whip-

slinging can be difficult when

you’re trying to hit tiny targets.

Inchwonn Jim
While the gameplay remains

faithful to the 16-bit games,

many of the humorous graph-

ics and sounds that put EWJ

over the top are gone. The

foregrounds look similar, but

the backgrounds are some-

times missing, and the sprites

are so small that they've lost

nOW: In the bongee^umplog

stage, latodc Major Mucus Into

the walls and avoid the monster

atthebottom.

PflOTV:lnForPete^Sahe,run

aheadtocheckouttheigKom-

lngtd)stacles,thengob^and

wMp Peter Pi^y forward.

their bizarre personalities. Jim

still moves smoothly, but he's

not nearly as charming. The

sounds also suffer: With zero

voices, the Came Boy version

loses lots of comedic impact.

Despite the system's limita-

tions, EWJ is still first-class. It’s

not easy, though, so be pre-

pared for a fight. Fortunately,

this is a fight worth taking on.

Last year’s classic 1 6-bit enter-

tainment becomes this year’s

classic handheld fun.

ByCaptauiSquideo

Nothing remarkable

distinguishes Nin-

tendo’s new puzzle game, yet

Picross is undeniably addicting,

especially if you love numbers,

Mario Math
Picross is basic point-n-click

action, but it’s not a simple

game, Pronounced "pick-ross,"

the game presents a grid of

columns and rows. Outside

sounds, you'll be disappointed

because he’sjust a showpiece.

The game’s graphics keep the

focus on the grid and the num-

bers, with some text to help

you. The sounds help out by

4

4
aSi
ii

a..U
a..;i

'h

«ia»l6a9!Kita8D]6V

PBOtlP: Don’t focus on the over-

all pictures. They’re hard to

guess and sometimes have

details you can’t anOdpate.

PROTIP:/Uways startby filpng In

the rows andcolumns Oiat use

the highest number ofsquares.

PftOTJP; Ifanyrows or columns

use zero squares, Immediately

“X”themout

the grid are numbers telling

you how many squares are

blanked out in each column or

row. Using the numbers as

clues, you calculate which

squares to eliminate, and

which to leave in place. A
timer Juices the intensity, and

you're rewarded with a simple

picture ofacommon object.

If you’re waiting for Mario

to appear in the graphics or

alerting you as time elapses,but

the repetitive music will drive

you insane.

Playing Picross
The controls are straightfor-

ward; You move the cursor

quickly and accurately across

grids, and you easily undo

mistakes. There’s not much to

do, but then again, this isn't a

thumb-straining game.

It is, however, a brain-

straining game. The puzzles

become progressively harder,

and Star grids can be attempt-

ed only after you solve every

previous puzzle. For novices,

64 easy puzzles are available,

and a Hint option offers par-

tially completed puzzles.

Whether you’re a beginner

or an expert, you'll find your-

self tempted to try just one

more puzzle. Pick Picross for

perplexin’ puzzle fun. Q

Mario's Picniss by Nhtendo

• Jim lass



Citv/swiemp-

phone (.

TAITO20 Second Prize: CamePi'o Siibscriptions

30 Tliird: GiiniePro T-shirts

Here's uihat you umiiin!

BUST-fl-HOUE ^

4 First Prize: Bust-A-Move SNES

Cartridge, lAITO T-shirt.

GamePro Subscription

Try your hand at a challenging new puzzle game

that will ha\e you busting at the seams for liours,

Bust-a-Move for SNES is now available from Taito,

Line up three of the same color balloons and bust

them before they come towering down and BIST

^'OL !. You can play :ilone or split the screen to bust a

friend. There's even a handicapping option so

the whole family can play.' So choose your

game and move (luickly. or Busl-A-Move will

bust voiir bubble!

TAITO and GAMEPRO team up to bring you

a chance to win a free arcade machine

and a whole host of great prizes!

Mail I'ompleied eniiA form to:

imu Suisgpstakis^ c/oEBHEPi

F0Bii»S!S9

San Hateo, Cl 94112

OfflculRuliis

Nu purchase necessary. One entry per person. All dupticaieeoirirsofviolaior will be voided.

Infoiainraem Worid, Inc. and TAJTO assume no responsibility of late, misdirected, incomplete, or illegihle

entries. All mail in enules must be post-marked by September 1, 1995. Void vrfierc prohilMted.

Atearding of Prizes

Winners will be dewrminedimSepiember 15, 1995 in a random drawing by tlamepro magazine. Odds of

winning depend upon the number cd all eligible entries rcceb-ed. Winners will be notified by phone.

Winners enuy and acceptance of prize consUlulcs peimis-sion to use their names, phologniphs, and like-

ness for purposes of advenising -and prumoliun on behalf of UamePro and/or TATTO without further com-

pensadun. Wlnnerlscesponsiblctorany andaUfcderal.suue.andlocalia.\csif necessary. Acomplete

list of prize winners will appear in a future issue of GamePro magadne

Eligibility

Employees of Infoiainmeol World, Inc.. TAITO and all participating wndors. their subsidiaries, affiliates,

advenising agencies, and their immediate families are not eligible.

Liabilities

This proinution is operaled by Infotaintnenl World. Inc., and TAITO which is sedely responsible for its con-

duct, completion and awarding of prizes. All decisions of Iniblainmenl World, Inc, and TAITO on all mancis

relating lu this promotion are final. Infoialmncnl World. Inc., and TAITO and panicipaling sponsors assume-

no liabilities resulting from the use of this prize.

Prize Restrictions

Allermillve prizes or cash will not be offered in lieu of prizes described above. Prize may nol be substitut-

ed, transferred, or eachanged. All prIzeswillbeawardedbyOctober 15.1995. Eligible to rcsldcnLs of

the contiguous I'niled Stales only.



Game Gear

By(M<*-Braw

b McGraw

One of 1 994^ most

popular games, Earthworm

Jim could take the handheld

world by storm. Although this

cart is graphically slick, it

suffers from dismal controls.

Psy-Craw nirapy
The twisted adventure begins

when Psy-Crow loses his space

suit on Earth, and a lowly earth-

worm namedjim happens to

crawl inside. With his body as

a whip and a deadly blaster

by his side, Earthworm Jim

becomes a superhero! Starting

out in Newjunk City, you battle

ferocious poodles, then jour-

ney on to Heck where you're

surrounded by fire, brimstone,

and even worse.. .lawyers!

EWJ's imaginative graphics

carry over well in the 8-bit ver-

sion; the levels are close to Its

16-bit brethren but obviously

less detailed. Jim himself looks

the same and has most of the

movements and expressions

that made him a star.

TaughBalt
Each level baits you with ori-

ginal music, from funky Jazz

PROTIP: In BatMUe, ase your

betlcopterheadtona¥igateOte

spMmaKs.

PP07V: Just atler the cow launch

ki the ttstfei/el, head domanl
to the left to hada iHip.

to a down-home jamboree.

The 16-bit sound effects, like

screams and grunts, aren't

Included, which diminishes

the humor.

Control is this cart’s biggest

flaw, though the blame lies

partly with the two-button

Came Gear setup. When a pre-

carious situation arises, poor

controls make grabbing a

ledge, whipping a hook, or aim-

ing your pistol a difficult task.

Overall, this portable Earth-

worm is fine for fans who
want to take their EWJ show on

the road. But the controls may
just send you crawling back

into the dirt.

By The Unknomt

Super Columns, the

classic puzzle game, returns

with a few improvements in a

nifty handheld version that^ a

real gem.

PROTIP; In

the brom bloclu along

ekiea $0 they don't prevent you

from making matches.

Same OU, Same OU
Super Columns makes use of

what's now a tried-and-true

formula for puzzle games.

Trios of colored gems fall onto

a playing field, and you must

eliminate them by combining

them in various ways. Inevita-

bly, you can't make enough

matches, the screen fills, and

the game ends.

The variety in this two-

player version (head-to-head

with the Cear-to-Cear cable)

Includes regular play against

the CPU, a Story mode where

you advance by beating com-

puter opponents, and a Flash

mode where special power-up

blocks liven up the gameplay

as you try to score big.

In each of the modes, sim-

ple two-button controls enable

you to easily maneuver the

rows of gems and instantly

swap their order. The crisp,

clear graphics are surprisingly

easy on the eyes despite the

tiny size of the gems. The

music won’t win any Cram-

mys, but it's a decent back-

drop for the absorbing play.

A}ktluableGem
Super Columns offers nothing

thatls new and exciting - espe-

cially for puzzler addicts famil-

iar with the genre - but it's still

a keeper. Its engrossing game-

play, along with the additional

play modes, make it worth

playing one more time, and

one more time, and just one

moretime....

(lAMEPRO • Jini 1995104



Tony Amonte Chris Chelios Kirk Muller

Pavel Bure Russ

jNHLPA PLAYERS (O V E R 6 oTT

• Over 600 NHLPA players

and their stats.

• Two gameplay modes;
Arcade and Simulation

• Instant "Just Play" option

GREAT

Available

for SEGA"

Coming soon for Super NES7 Atari'^ Jaguar,'"ft PC-CD
See your local Retailer for details



T he BLOCKBUSTER World Video



YEftR TO GET READY.
It’s that time again.

Time for players all over the v/orld

to square off in do-or-die, no-nonsense

video game competition.

If you’re up to the challenge,

get down to BIiOCEBUSTEE YIBEO®

and sign up from May 25 - June 25.

You’ll win a prize just for participating.

It’s free. It’s open to everyone.

And from then on, it’s up to you.

(Nintendo*)

UHB.
SSi

Game Championship Returns tune i4.
sss.s.t:;c



auTi

First you must activate the

Cheat mode. At the main menu,

set your cursor on the game

mode you want to piay and

simultaneously press Buttons

1,4,7, and A. You will hear

"excellent” if the trick worked.

To skip levels, press Option. To

enable the warp bonus round,

press 6.

ClayHafliwell

httsmet

Video Game Strategies, Weapons, and Tactics

The Garden: grkkl

The Castle

Begin third stone quest:

SHFJI.

Continue third stone quest:

CDJHL

Begin fourth stone quest:

BRSHT

Final part of fourth stone

quest: hblst

Realm of the Damned
Begin quest for fifth stone:

THKTH

I
Continue fifth stone quest:

I DCTFF

I Begin quest for sixth stone:

I
BSTJK

I Continue sixth stone quest:

I LKBHL

I Final part of sixth stone quest:

Jaguar
aieatMode

Michael Jordan: Chaos in The Windy City

Power-Up Passvmrd

Super NES

Super NES

Super NES

TZTheArcade Game

lOilimited CreMs

At the T2 title screen, quickly press Left, Up, Right, Up, Left,

Left, Left, Right, Down, and Down. Be sure to press all the but-

tons before the screen fades, and you’ll hear a booming noise to

confirm that you’ve done the trick correctly. As many times as

you want to during the game, press R on Controller One to

boost your credits to nine!

AbeSmltti

West Des Mobtes,U

Genesis
Wolverine!AdamanBian Rage

Passwords

Level 2: mariko
Level 3: silver fox
Level 4: DEPARTMENT H
Level 5: madripoor
Level 6: asano
Level 7: THE hudsons

I



Super NES
ClayrigMer2

Hyper Speed, Hidden Characters, and Random Select

King ofMonsters 2

DebugScreen

With Level Select

At the Mode Select screen,

press Right three times, Left

four times, Right three times,

and Left four times. Then, on

Controller Two, simultane-

ously press and hold Y and

Select, then press Start on

Controller One. Choose the

Vs. Computer mode and start

the game. You’ll Immediately

go to a Debug screen with a

stage select and other options.

Wnceat&emens
Cambridge, MA

i

U:

Hyper Speed

At the Game Start screen, hold down Y and press L, L, R, Down,

Left, and R. A beep confirms the correct code. Go to the Options

screen, and you can set the speed as high as 10, instead of only 41

Hidden Characters

At the Game Start screen, enter these codes to reveal the follow-

ing hidden characters:

Thunder: Hold Up-Right on the directionai pad and press Y, B, X, B, B, X, A.

Sarge; Hold Right and X, then press L, L, Up, Down, Left, Down.

Jack: Hold Up on the directional pad and press X, A, R, R, Y, A.

Feelgood; Hold Down-Left on the directional pad and press B, Y, Y, A, Y.

Butch; Hold L and press X, R, A, X, R, R.

Ice; Hold B and press Up, L, L, L, Right.

Slyck: Hold Y and press L, L, Up, L, Left, R.

Spike: Hold R then press X, B, B, A, Y, Left, A.

Random Select

At the Character Select screen, simultaneousty press R and L.

Charles D. MaggI





Mega ManX2
Dragon Punch Power^p
Give Mega Man the power to do Ryu’s Dragon Punch from Street Fighter II. First you must acquire

every item Mega Man can possess, including the eight weapons, eight Heart Tanks, and four Sub-

tanks. You must aiso have nine lives, ali weapons, and fuily charged Heart Tanks. Super Street Fighter

linirbo

PlayasAkuma in the

Versus Mode

Get started with this password:

8377, 8143, 6828,
7651

Charge up the S.Burnerand

reiease it to cross the first set

of spikes.

When you tali into this iong

drop, hug the right side of the

wail and use the radar to find

the wali’s invisibie section.

Proceed through the X-Hunter

level and defeat the bosses

Violen and Serges. About

halfway through the level to

the third boss, Agile, you come
to a point where a ladder

descends and another ladder is

above you, but out of reach.

At the second set of spikes,

launch the S.Chain weapon,

then lightly jump to carry your-

self across the spikes.

Enter this hidden area. Inside

you find the Dragon Punch

capsule and a message from

Dr. Light that reads 'Tm not

worthy!”

BHIPirinm

Bromc,HY

Select the Versus mode and set

the speed. When you select a

character, simultaneously

press A, B, C, L, R, and P.

Hold down these buttons until

your opponent has selected

their character. Akuma's silhou-

ette appears on the Stage Select

screen. On the Result screen,

Akuma’s record is listed under

the name “Gouki."

111
'

Use the Crystal.H weapon to

crystalize the bat and jump on

him to reach the ladder above.

As you drop, turn left, Air Dash

to the platform, and grab the

1-up. ThistriclQ' maneuver

takes perfect timing. At this

point, you must still have per-

fect health, and all your Sub-

tanks must be full.

To use the Dragon Punch, your

energy bar must be completely

full. To execute it. Tap 4«,

^,and press Button Y.
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Cseiiggis] SUPER NES NINTENDO GAMES

CALL TODAY!
QUICK DELIVERY!

RUSH DELIVERY
is available on all in-stock items.

CALL 612»946»8106 TODAY!

All Games Come With a 90-Day Warranty!

ONE YEAR Warranties are Available

Current Prices May Vary

Hours: Mon-Fri 9:00am to 7:00|)m Central

612*946*8106

These Are Partial Lists

More Titles Available!

We Also Offer;

GameBoy, Game Gear,

Sega CD and Sega 32X
Want Something? Can’t Find It?

We’ve Got It!

We sell previously played video games

and accessories at great prices.

Call Funco Today! @
612*946*8106

^Win a $25.00 Funco Gift Certificate!"^

ACROSS
2. Tough Enemy

5. Princess

6. Island Hero

DOWN
1. Sonic’s Nemesis

3. Mario and

4. Link rescues

CONTEST RULES: No purchase necessary to enter. Complete the crossword

puzzle, cut it out and then mail, along with your name, address and phone number to:

June Mail Order Contest, Funco, Inc., 10120 W. 76th Street, Mpls., MN 55344

All Correct Entries Will Be Entered in a Drawing

% Entries must be postmarked no later than June 30, 1995 GP
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1
Genesis (came cenle)

1
NBA Jam Tournament Edition

1 (Note: These codes can't be used with saved records or scores, and

\
you won 't be able to save records or scores.)

1 REDT-A602 Master code; Must be entered first

1 AXHW-YA5J 4.

1 9DHW-YA50 All secret power-ups on for eveiyone

1 PFXW-PEYJ Player 1 gets Quick Hands

1 PFXW-PEY2 Player 1 gets Max Power

1 PFXW-PEZ2 Player 1 is always On Rre

1 PFXW-PEOJ Player 1 gets Infinite turbo

1
SupeP NES (Pro Action Replay)

1
Bladcthome

1 7BOF-C509 Infinite energy (switch off fhe Pro Action Replay

before taking the energy potion from people

at the end of each sector)

1 7E18-7608 Infinite remote wasps

1 7E18-7805 Infinite hover bombs

1 7E18-8A0A Infinite fire bombs

1 7E18-7C06 Infinite levitators

1 7E18-7E07 Infinite bridge keys

1 7E18-8002 Infinite iron keys

1 7E18-8004 Infinite healing potions

1 The Death and Return of Supennan
1 7E04-1204 Infinite lives

1
7E04-OE03 Infinite special attacks

B 7E04-D204 Infinite energy

7E04-0E06 Infinite bombs

1 WWF Royal Rumble
7E09-4401 Super punch for Players 1 and 2 (two punches

to defeat opponent)

7E04AB01 Infinite shields for Player 2

r code of Honor
H«,oucliscovereiaW^

5s=?r-«
I

on those codes and send them to.

frr^”"5^a™E„hancets,

I P.O.Box 5828

1 San Mateo, CA 94402

I You can also e-mail your codes to;

1 swat-gameproQiltwcofn

Supei* NES (Came Genie)

Demon's Crest

EE3A-1DAF More flash time

C92A-44A7 Invincible after one hit

6927-(3lA7 Lose a life after one hit

NBA Jam Tournament Edition

D1E9-DC98 Hot spots and power-ups are automatically

on in Tournament mode (don't select the

Special Features menu)

DDE5-C74C + All secret power-ups on for all

6DEB-CD4C human players (not in Tournament mode)

EEEA-IFDC + All secret power-ups on for Player 1

EESA-IFOC 1 only (not in Tournament mode)

Genesis (pro Action Reployl

The Lion King

FFCCF-30010 Unlimited roars

FFCCF-BOOOl Always have older SImba

Mickey Mania

FF048-70004 Unlimited lives

FF046-F0004 Unlimited energy

FF047-10063 Unlimited marbles

FF068-50001 Mickey floats

FF068-50006 Mickey has mega jump

FF046-500XX Level select (replace XX with 00-16)

Sonic & Knuckles

FFF76-20001 Instant top speed

FFB02-800FF Breathe underwater without dying

FFB02-B0001 Invincibility

FFFFB-IOOO? +

FFFE2-10063 Become Super Sonic or Knuckles

Game Gear (came Cenle)

NBA Jam Tournament Edition

7E3-859-3B7 Infinite turbo on offense

7E3-A59-3B7 Turbo doesn’t recharge

OOD-2EA-19E No shot clock

00A-CZ6-B€2 CPU’s two-point shots are worth zero

217-02D-6B2 Master code: Must be entered first for hidden

characters

1 017-03D-B3E Bill Clinton is character number one/three

I 0D7-03D-B3E Hugo is character number one/three

1

017-04D-D50 Bill Clinton is character number two/four

027-04D-D50 Hillary Clinton Is character number two/four

OC7-04D-D5D MCA is character number two/four

OE7-04D-D5D Crunch is character number two/four

i"
CAMEPH TT



60 fRAMES OF ANIMATION

PER SECOND

50 DIFFERENT CHARACTERS

(FRIENDS AND FOES!)

65.000 COLORS

60 LEVELS IN

6 UNIQUE WORLDS

Discover for yourself the eye-poppinggraphics and the awesomegamepiay of

Rayman! More thanjust a platform game. RAifMAN is a full-scale adventure!

Move and fight with an amazing variety of specialpowers, movements, and

weapons. Combine and accumulate your skills asyou go. so you can

successfully face newer and harder challenges. Move from one level to ^
the next, then back again asyou navigate your way through hidden ^
passages, traps and unexpected combats. Face enemies that team your

style and fight back intelligently!

Ubi Soft
«msi]iiuFi. uuiitKuuuou.uoueuiiui

IBSSntBITWIUUIIQOfUUICOINUIini 01HS.



Tournament-Winning Combos and Strategies
ByBruisedLee

(Spefdal ttianks to Phil Reed, Erie Urther, and die staffat Capeom)

Note: Move commands are subject to change. This guide is based on a test version of the game.

Controller Legend

\ /

t : Up i£ s Oown-Away

^ s Up*Toward ^ = Away

= Toward ^ = Up-Away

^ : Down-Toward FK=FiercaKick

Motion s Move the joystlek In one confinuous, smooth motion.

Tap

=

Tap the directions Indicated in sequence.

Charge = Hold the direction indicated for Ote number of seconds indicated.

1 1 = Execute commands In parentheses simultaneously.

Hsien-Ko and her sister were born during turbulent times. When they were

young, their mother sacrificed herself to save her village from the Darkstalkers.

' §kUI^y[ov
MatterJhrow ShieUGuard

Motion ^ ^ 4- P

Note: Counters projectiles

and can be done in the air.

Motion ^ P

Born. Date and country

i'..,'." unknown

An enigmatic man,

Donovan travels the

.
world battling the forces

•

! of darkness. Some
speculate that his family

was destroyed by the

Darkstalkers.

Skiil^]/[ave»
FkeFury

Motion ^ 4r ^ P

keAttack

Motion ^ ^ P

Speeiu[lj(ii9ea

Note: Special bar must

be charged to Level One

or higher.

Super Electric Shock

Motion 4“ O' (QPMP
FP)

Swing Attack

Motion ^ P

Note: Can be done in the

air.

Note: Special bar must
be charged to Level One

or higher.

Motion 4- ^ ^ (QK

MK FK)

EiectrlcSho^

Motion ^ P

SwordDIve

In the air, hold 'i.TapK

SwordAttack

Simultaneously press the

same type of punch and

kick button to put the

sword down; for example,

(MP MK). Then repeat

those button presses to

make the sword attack.

Mattgrie keAttack FootStomp

Motion 4' ^ ^ (OP MP
FP)

Motion 4- 1^ i ^ (QK

MK FK)

Jill 1S8i



THE FICHTER’S EDGE

'Mmsm-mj,ve»
Born; Date unknown,

Mexico

FbmeStrikB BodySm*er TbfiSpki

Huitzil.the supreme

guardian of the Mayan

culture, emerged from

the Mexican ruins when

Pyron assaulted the

ancient civilization.

Huitzil's body is com-

pletely clad in an

Motion 4’ K While in close, Motion <-

i P

Spfui

Note: Special barmust

be charged to Level One

or higher.

In the air, hold 4>.TapFP

imt$
nringSqiad

Motion -4 ^ P Motion ^ ^ P

Note: Can be done in the

air.

Motion ^ ^ K

Note: Can be done in the

air
Motion 4> ^ (QP MP
FP)

Born; 1493, Romania

Demitri has called the Darkstalker warriors together

to prove that he is still the Lord of the Night. After

500 years, his fighting skills remain razor sharp.

HnMl uppemri IbkportDfU

SifMrAiMisSMfn

Motion 4» ^ (QP MP
FP)

SuperBodf Shaker

While in close. Motion^
^ I^IQPMPFP)

Motions ^ 4> 1^ «*(QK
MKFK)

Bom: Date and country

unknown

Pyron, the “ultimate

being,” has no regular

shape or substance.

He has been collecting

what he calls “beautiful

planets" since before

humankind populated

the Earth. His latest

infatuation is Earth.

Motion >4 ^ P

AkFkBhaS
While in the air, Motion

Wheel Spin JUrSpki

Motion ^ K

SptmiiifMiirei
Note: Special barmust

be charged to Level One

or higher.

Si^ fireball

Motion 4- ^ ^(QPMPFP)

While in the air, Motion ^
4' K

Atom Blast

Motion 1^ 4- ^ (QP

MPFP)

Speeiuff/littt*

Note: Special bar must be chaiged to Level One

or higher.

Super FtebaB Stpier Uppercut

Motion 4' '^(OPMP
FP)

Stper Teieport BriH

Motion 4> arf-(QKMK
FK)

KMIPR JIM Ills



THf FICHTEfi’S EOOE

Born: Date unknown, Scotland

Morrigan, who took her name from an ancient queen of Scotland,

is known as a temptress and a mistress of the night. Her power is

matched only by her dark, mysterious beauty.

Rreb3H Air FkebaU Uppercut OrUlOarge

Born: 2664 B.C., Egypt

Anakaris was once the Pharaoh’s greatest warrior. Nearly 5000 years

later, he intends to prove that he is still the greatest warrior in exis-

tence. And yes, Anakaris has a face that only his mummy could love.

SkiU^]/[iieea

Motion 4< ^ ^ P Motion^ ^ ^ P

CoflkiDrop SpellAttack Face Absorb Mummy Grab

•re«

Press the same type of

punch and kick button. For

instance, (MP MK).

In the air. Motion ^ ^ Motion ^ 4- K Motion ^ ^ P

Spirit Electric Charye

Motion 4> ^ ^ (QK MK
FK)

Note: To throw an electric

bolt, press P.

Charge «- two seconds,

Tap -»,(QP MPFP)

Created: 1830,

Germany

With his creator, the

mad Dr. von Gerden-

heim, long gone, Victor

struggles to find his

place in the world -as
well as a good plastic

surgeon.

Knee Charge

Motion 4> ^ ^ K

Electric Charge

Charge two seconds,

-»,P
Motion ^ ^ P

SpeeUiI^^imet
Note: Special barmust

be charged to Level One

or higher.

Note: Special barmust
be charged to Level One
or higher.

Sigrer Fireball

Motion 4. ^ -^{QPMP
FP)

Super Uppercut

Motion ^ ^ {QP MP
FP}

Flying Attack

Motion^ ^ K

Note: Continue pressing K
to score more hits.

SpeeUi^Mmi^
Note: Special barmust
be charged to Level One

or higher.

SiM» Mummy Grab

Motion 4» ^->(QPMPFP)

AtSma^

Motion 4> ^ (QK

MKFK)

Jump Shorter

Charge two seconds,

t,(QP MP FP)



THE FIGHTER’S EDGE

Born: 1673, Japan

Bishamon was charged

with protecting his land

and people. He has never

rested from this duty and

still defends his honor.

Stdea%»mem
SvntHIMack

Motion ^ P

A/ofe.- Continue pressing P
to charge your enemy
after throwing the sword.

L
Born: 1889, Australia

Speemifjykm$ '

Note: Special bar must be

charged to Level One or higher.

SuperkxCastk

Tap 4>, 4/,(QPMPFP)

Motion 4« "ii ^ (QP MP FP} Tg

6roandlce

While in close, Motion

«r <-FPorMP
Motion i ^ -^(QKMKFK)

'

Note: Special barmust be charged to Level One or higher.

CkmeAttadc SpkftAttack

Motion i ^ (QK MK
FK)

SwordSw^

Motion i (OP MP
FP)

SuperSphnSr^
In tile air, Motion ^ ^
(QP MPFP)

SpMtHoU

Charge^ two seconds,

Tap-»,(QP MPFP)
Motions 4>^ (QPMP
FP}

Sfisipa'sdi

SUm%n>es

Motion -V ^ ^ P Tap 4>iP Motion -I ^
LegSpIn

Motion ^ K

Born; 1903, Canada

Captured and put on display as a

circus freak, Sasquatch fights for

the day when he can be free.

kx Castle CeHfng Attack

4^1



THE FIGHTER’S EDGE

tMKAttack AtOrm

•*> a —r r niuiiuii

§peeitiiMove»
Note: Special bar must
be charged to Level One

or higher.

Siver Soaks Rays

Motion O' ^ (QP MP PP)

Super Gas Attack

Motion 4> ^-»(QKMKFK)

§leU^

Motion ^ ^ ^ (QP

MPFP}

Motion 4> ^ P

Note: When you hit your opponent, Tap P again

to uppercut.

BAMEPRO • Jmiii I99S

Born: 1953, Brazil

Believed to be the last of

his aquatic race, Rikuo

searches the world for

others of his kind. Rikuo

occasionally takes time

off from his search to

SkwJj'^vea
SwRcRays RasAttaek

appear in low-budget

horror movies.

Born: 1940, England

Jonathan inherited the

family curse of lycan-

thropy early in his life.

At first he sought

escape, but now he

accepts his fate.

Claw Stripe

Motion 4> ^-»(OKMKFK]

Motion 4> ^ ^ P

Note: In the middle of the

charge, press P again to

begin another charge

attack. Move the con-

troller to change the

direction of the attack.

Sktil
CatScratch

Motion 4' ^ K

RoRAttack

SpeeiuiJVlaret
Note: Special barmust be charged to Level One or higher.

BomdagRoR
Motion ^ ^ ^ P

IWagKksk
Motion ^ ^ K

Motion ^ P p4-,t.K Motion i ^ P

Raiakig Dragon Strike

&iperlnfemolOck

Tap4»,t,(QKMKFK)

Super Claw Swipe

Motion ^ 1^ (QP MP
FP)

Motion ^ ^ sl> ^ -4

(QKMKFK)
Motion ^ ^ ^
(QPMPFP)

S^feeiuiMaTet
Note: Special barmust be charged to Level One
or higher.

Stg>erRoRAttad( FeRoeFtey

Motion 4< (OP MPFP)

Super Bouncing ReR

Motion O' «- (QPMPFP)

Super Flying Kick

Motion 4> 1^ (QKMKFK)

Born: 1967, United

States

Felicia is an exotic

battle dancer. The

youngest of the Dark-

stalkers, she intends

Sigter Charge Attack

Motion (QP MP
FP)

VMfFack
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ut down those joysticks

Oand beat a path to video game

f ^headquarters at Blockbuster

wdeo. It's time to sign up for the Block-

buster World Video Game Championship II. Read

up on the rules, study the game tips on the follow-

ing pages, then practice, practice, practice to send

your scores into the stratosphere.

“ike tke

No purchase is required. The contest is open to legal resi-

dents of the United States and its territories, Argentina, Aus-

tralia, Brazil, Canada, Chile. Mexico, New Zealand, the United

Kingdom, and Venezuela. Games may vary country. For a

complete set of official rules, see participating Blockbuster

Video stores or send a self-addressed, stamped business-

size envelope to

Blockbuster Wortd Video Game CAamptonsMp tt

Official Gules Request

P.O. Box 6191

Panippany, MJ 070S4-7191

The store championships will take place at your local

participating Blockbuster Video.

The competition will crown the best Genesis and Super NES

video gamers in your neighborhood, the U.S., and the world!

strategy

Guide
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filDchhusler Ulorld uideo Game cnampionslilp ll

}>o I^OH fiin7
Everyone who plays, wins! Just for competing, you'll score

coo! trading cards to collect or trade with other video gamers.

Post the highest score in your age category and chosen game
format, and you'll walk away with the title of Store Champion—
and a year’s worth of free video game rentals (two per month).

If you’re truly a game master and you score the highest of

any player in the U.S. and Canada in your age category and

game format, then you’re headed for the finals. Finalists win a

trip to San Francisco to compete for the title of World Champi-

on and participate in fun activities like serving as an honorary

GamePro editor for a day. GameProwW publish the World

Champions' articles in a future issue, complete with photo-

graphs. World Champions also take home a tournament trophy

and (by the way) a $5,000 scholarship or savings bond!

BLOCKBUSm WORLD VIDEO GAME CHAMPIONSHIP II

design and M.OCKBUS7ER VIDEO are trademarte olBlockduslBr EitlertalmMBt Inc.

R. Lauderdale, FL33301.®1995BlocldiuslerEidenainmeallnc.

Advertisement
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BlocKDuster Ulorld Uldeo Game cnamplansGip ll

You’re not above
the law.

In Judge Dredd,

you are the lawlj

HTCCOMES
Genesis

The Judge is everywhere. In comics. On the silver screen. And on

Sega Genesis in one of the hottest action games of the season,

Judge Dredd™ from Acclaim Entertainment.

Mega-City One is in ruins. Corruption is rampant. Criminals

run wild in the streets. It’s time to take the law into your own
hands. You are Judge Dredd: judge, jury, and executioner rolled

into one. The sound of your Lawmaster cycle cruising the streets
j

strikes terror into the foulest hearts. Armed with explosive

weapons such as heat seekers, ricochet rockets, and incendiary

missiles, you must clean up Mega-City One by taking out Judge
|

Hunters, Raptor, ABC Robots, and other criminal elements. At

the hub of all the trouble is Dredd’s evil twin, Rico. Stop him

from taking over Mega-City One. You’re not above the law. In

Judge Dredd, you are the law!

Acclaim has created a special cartridge of Judge Dredd on

Genesis for the Blockbuster World Video Game Championship

II. This special cart contains one level of the game. Score as

many points as possible by arresting perps, defeating enemies, J
and finding power-ups.

Advertisement
©1995

Cineigi.TM

461995

EprnomFount&lton.

Licensed

byOTLW.

aid

SmoeConwPr^^^

Inc.



BiacHmisier uiorm uioeo Game ceampionsnip ii

Power-ups abound at the

Ifgk beginning of this level.

Load up and use them

HA wisely: the worst Is yet

HH. to come.

Raptor’s antennae repel

attacks. Either blast his

from the ceiling orgofc

belly from below.

Advertisement

Justice One
In this level, the Council wants

you to check the status of the

Jump Device. And it's been

confirmed: Judge Death is in

Mega City One. He's afteryour

hide. As if that weren’t enough,

you have to contend with Rap-

torand a pack ofABC Warbots

ABC Warbots take a lot of pun-

ishment before going down.

Armor-piercing rockets speed

their demise.

Flame out! Attack at floor level

to avoid getting toasted. Watch

out for firebombs.

Slraiepp

Guide
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OK. YOU’VE HKD

It’s that time again. 2ime for players all over the world to

square off in do-or-die, no-nonsense video game competition.
If you’re up to the challenge, get down to BIiOCKBUS!!!ER TIBBO®

and sign up from May 25 - June 25. You’ll win a prize just for

participating. It’s free. It’s open to everyone.

And from then on, it’s up to you.

The BIOCKBUST £R World Video Game Championship Returns June i4.

CNintencloO
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BiochBuster uiorid uideo came cnampionstiip ii

Sure, You and millions of gamers are familiar with Donkey Kong Country from Nintendo for Super NES.
But you think you’re faster, better, and overflowing with untapped talent. So prove it. This is your chance

to show your stuff in competition against other wanna-be world champs. Nintendo has created a special

competition cartridge of the first eight levels of Donkey Kong Country.

In general, the goal is to burn through the game as fast as you possibly can. You earn more points for

finishing a level than you can get by collecting bananas. The cartridge is also timed so that you can reach

the eiglith level with only about five to ten seconds left, so to get the best score, you must reach that final

level. That’s it. Sound easy? Listen carefully. You’ve never played this game with speed as the object. In

the standard cartridge, you could mosey along searching for all the cool hidden areas and bonus items.

This time the clock is ticking. The best practice for the competition is figuring out how to blast through the

first eight stages, collecting Diddy and Donkey's favorite fruit along the way. The following screens and
captions offer solid general strategies to that end. Good luck, Kongers, and happy banana hunting!

COUHTRV

Adveftisemeni



Nintondo.

Super

NES,

arid

Donkey

Kong

are

trademarks

of

Nintendo

of

America

Inc.

Donley

Kong

and

Aambi

cluraclers

ate

ccoyifghts

of

Nintendo

of

America

Inc.

,^us rounds involve a trade-QlMfiey slow

scores of bananas in very little time.

fi.'Uiiw nrustftu k * "jn'
iff- ..iiWff’aa'af.T;;:

a f X'

Always carry a barrel while

running to fend off enemies.

Pick up only those

bananas that you can

snag safely. Bypass the

ones that are liable to cost

BiocKDuster world video Game Chamgioosiiip N

Diddy is faster, but it takes time to switch

Don’t take the time to bop
• enemies if you can leap over

them or roll through them.

Slowing down to collect a

bunch is not always a good

move. Blaze through the levels

as fast as you can.

The water levels are slower than

others. Don't bother with bonus

areas. Do consider collecting

Enguarde, though. He books.

4.A m

i.

When you’re playing as Diddy

and you don’t have a barrel,

jump between multiple ene-

mies rather than taking the

time to switch characters.

.'Iki!!. 1
I A ^ I «

I ^1_il _!
When you're launching your-

self from barrels, fire toward

the next barrel on the first

pass to save time.

Hold down Button Y for the

duration of the competition

—

it keeps you running. The time

that you save outweighs the

loss of control.

!

s
-

' sSiSi- A.
;

Consider riding some of your

friends. Expresso, Rambi, and

Enguarde are fast, and each

protects you from one hit.

Slraiegy

Guide



BlocliDiisier Uloriii Video Game cnampiansiilp ii

Shove to steal only

if you can do it con-

sistently. If you

blow It, the other

We know you’re on fire. You are the master of the jam. You

can beat most players blindfolded. Now you get the chance to

prove it to the world. The title Is NBA Jam Tournament Edition

from Acclaim for the Sega Genesis. The reason is the Block-

buster World Video Game Championship II.

This contest puts a very different spin on any strategy

you’ve ever devised for this smash-hit game. Forget about

secret characters, time-consuming plays, and possible

replacements for your injured player at the half. There is no

,:;half. You get one quarter. That's it, janvmaster. Score as

many points as you can in one quarter. Think you can do it in

your sleep? Think Gftfefully. What are your methods? You can

salvage some tactics from your existing repertoire, but you’ll

have to employ some totally new strategies, too. Take a look

at the following screens and hints for some of the most useful

schemes. Beyond that, you're on your own. This is a whole

new ball game.

Avoid the big, flashy slams.

Those babies waste precious

clock ticks.

Advertisement
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Follow every shot in. If you Use the Turbo button for

miss, you get a chance at a passes. This decreases the S
rebound and another attempt. risk of a steai.

^3tter. Get it? ^O- P

Get extra height on rebounds

and shot blocking by using

the Turbo and Shoot buttons

simultaneously. Give your drone (the second

player on your team) a high

Power attribute.

We won’t tell you which team

and which player, but assess

the attributes carefully. The

last thing you need is a strong

Dunk attribute. The first thing

you need is a winning Threes

attribute. And the second need

is Speed. Speed kills.

The layup is blocked least.

Use it.

If you must pass, do it only

to an onscreen teammate.

Offscreen tosses are inter-

cepted far more

frequently.

As the end of the quarter

approaches, go for a trey.

You need to release the ball

while at least six-tenths of

a second remain.

tlreesfrom

siralBpp

GPlde
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This Could fieUbu In 1995!
Hundreds of thousands of

players around the globe

competed at their local

Blockbuster Video stores

last year on games like NBA
Jam, Sonic 3, and Ciay

Fighter; Tournament Edition

in the Blockbuster Video

1994 Worid Game Champi-

onship. Finalists earned a

trip to the August champion-

ship round in sunny Fort

Two
fredOouff^’

Genesis wfnnw
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Sega’s executive vfce-presMefrt, PaulRkm, congrabilates the Block’

buster wbmers upon their visit to Sega.

The winning duo was

winged to the West Coast to

collect their prize: four dream

days in San Francisco that

any serious gamer would

covet. The first stop was a

visit to Sega’s Redwood

Shores office, where Fred and

Mark were greeted by more

than 200 cheering employees

led by Sega president Tom
Kalinske. Sega also doled out

hundreds of dollars in video

game goodies. Next on the

tour were visits to the Sega

Technical Institute, to learn

how games are developed,

and Sega’s testing labs, to

play games that had not yet

been released.

Day two began with a

rousing welcome and sump-

tuous breakfast feast at

GamePro's offices. Following

the champs’ every move was

a TV crew from “Extra!" After a

tour led by GamePro's own

Scary Larry, Fred and Mark

put their talents to work on a

game review for the maga-

zine. The guys also checked

out the GamePro arcade and

learned how the publication is

put together.

Next it was on to Capcom’s

Sunnyvale office for more

gifts and a preview of upcom-

ing games. Game counselors

Chris Kramer and Phil Reed

demoed die Darkstalkers coin-

as well as SNES games like

and

The journey continued at

Electronic Arts, where the

“Extra!" crew interwewed

Mark and Fred one-on-one.

Their EA experience included

being digitized for use in the

Super Strike Trilogy game for

the Sega CD.Afull tourfoi-

lowed, along with an intro-

duction to the EA employees,

who bombarded the champs

with Nerf balls. The EA trip

concluded with a head-to-head

Urban Strike competition.

At the champions’ request,

they returned to GameProto

finish the day with some addi-

tional arcade battling.

Over the weekend, the

champs and some of the

GamePro editors planned to

take in a ball game at Candle-

stick Park, but the baseball

strike made that impossible.

Instead, Fred, Mark, and their

families got to rest, relax, and

enjoy the California weather.

BamePro employees nBx with the fanUHes of the

winners—aod^ a hoe breakfyst toe!

Does this sound like fun? Can unless you try. And that means

you picture yourself in the win- studying the strategy sections,

ner’s circle? You can’t get there then getting down to your par-

ticipating Blockbuster Video

and meeting the challenge.

Good luck!

strategv

Giiide





Check/Money Order VISA Master Card

• Avoid pitfalls with level maps,
secret game-saving codes.

$13.95 Code:BK-332 SNES, Genesis, Sega CD, Sega 32X

Star IV Official Players
«f Rick Raymo

the difference between victoiy and

Braih
By Tim Rooney

• Get Qie tips from the e;

• FolfiU your destiny as a dra^
in-depth maps and charts detailing every

111 Players 6w<le

screts of the Espers and sj

Power Players

EJition

• Complete the Order Form
• Add shipping and handling (see chart)

• Add sales tax, residents of GA, IL, and MJ only (GA = 8.2B%, IL = 6.26%. NJ = 6%)

Tnnliirisa Minl-HmtS SeCtlOn I’-lifll gives nhaat.

codes and tips for over 20 additional gamesi

io;-rdieT F©rtri

To Order:
Fill out product order foiro and rnaii to;

6AMEPR0
P.O. Box «P”
San Mateo, GA 94408

9S06GP



A Player’s Guide to Power Peripherals

ByJtieL^bRat

When I find the rat who took the last bite of

my four-yearold microwave burrito, I’ll - oh,

ah.. .hello! This month, we look at two virtual-reality

peripherals, along with a six-button controller for the

SNES and Genesis.

Cushioning die Blows
For those gamers who are too

"mature” or Just too big to fit

into the Interactor virtual-reality

vest, Aura Systems released a

more accessible product with

the Interactor Cushion.

The cushion works exactly

the same way as the vest, It

connects to your game system

or stereo and converts bass

sounds to pulsing vibrations

that you feel. The effect is sim-

ilar to vibrations you’d feel if

you put your hand on a fully

cranked speaker. Instead of

£g3Bfteia/__J

K^US Ittteractor

Cushion

System: Any, Induding

stereo, and VCR

Features: Converts game
sound Into sfrine-

You’ll get the feel-

ing you're not In

Kansas anymore.

But at this price,

youcanb^abus
hcket from Kansas

b> practically any-

where.

Price; $99.99

Available: Now

Contact Aura Systems,

800/909-2872

wearing it like the vest, you

just lean back on it.

Almost 20 inches long and

13 inches wide, this comfort-

able black cushion covers an

adult-sized back. It comes

with a three-headed connector

that ensures connection to any

game system, and a head-

phone-jack adapter that con-

nects direaly to a stereo.

Powered by a large AC adapter,

this cushion conneas to a unit

that allows you to set the

power of the impulses and fil-

ter the cushion’s sensitivity.

Put to the test with multiple

games, the cushion performs

best with titles that feature

heavy rhythmic bass {the

deep rumbling in Shock

Wave is a real spine tingler).

It also relaxes your back

when used with music. The

effect is still more of a nov-

elty, though, and at 100

beans, you should definitely

test it first, Although it's eas-

ier to slip into than its pre-

decessor, its price makes it

something only a true

audiophile will pay for.

i-r

The closest thing to down-

home virtual reality is coming

from Virtual i-0. Compatible

with any game system, the

company^ new i-glasses

also work with computers

and televisions. You’ll virtually

soar when you put them on,

but at $600, you could buy a

plane ticket to the tropics.

This lightweight headset

straps on comfortably and

GAMEPRfl

fits over prescription glass-

es, Its sharp screen pro-

vides a TV-quaiity image,

and the adjustable stereo

headphones completely iso-

late you in the game envi-

ronment. Fortunately, you

retain your peripheral vision,

which helps if you're prone

to motion sickness.

The i-glasses are most

effective with first-person

games like Doom and Shock

Wave, where they really boost

the thrill factor. But the best is

yet to come: A videocassette

shows off i-glasses’ amazing

3D potential with some spe-

cially rendered graphics. Vir-

tual i-0 couldn't specify what

systems or game companies

would implement the 3D tech-

nology, but a few 3D games

are available for the PC.

To date, the i-glasses are

the best head-mounted display

available for the home. Still,

gamers craving the VR experi-

ence should wait until the 3D

games are available for their

systems before investing in

such a high-priced peripheral.

System; Any, Including PC
and TV

Features; nis lightweight

head-mounted

dIsiNay draws you

Into a fulvate

game environment

with a dean
screen and stereo

headphones.

Price; $599

Available; Now

Cimtact iRrtuall-0,

The FighterPan

\
Systems; Genesis and SNES

Features; These pads put dx

Iwltons up front for

fighdng, add Left

and Right buttons

above, and Include

turbo, auto-fIre,

aid sfow-nwttefl

switches. The price

Is right If you don’t

mind a smaller

directional pad.

Available: Now

Price; $19.95

Contact Local toy store

(SNES pad shown.)

Virtual i-0 expects to have a

more affordable model available

In August.

Six-Button Speciai
Looking fora six-button pad

that won't cost you scads of

cash? Try ASCii\tore's Fighter

Pad six-button controllers for

the Genesis and SNES.

The two models are identical

in design, with a iong base, six

buttons on the ffice, and Left

and Right buttons on top. The

only difference is the Mode but-

ton for the Genesis controller,

which replaces the Selea button

on the SNES.

The Street Fighter-style six-

button layout makes for great

button control, but though

responsive, the direaional pad

is smaller than most. The pad

size and the wider design of

these controllers may not be to

every gamer's liking, so test

them before you buy. Loaded

with auto-fire and turbo switch-

es for each button, as well as

a slow-motion option, these

controllers are a decent deal at

S20awhack. Q



OLLAR
FOR YOUR

PM EASTERN TIME

WE PAY THE Bfsr PRICES

FOR NINTENDO, GAMEBOY

AND GAME GEAR, TOO!

OUT
muxB!
(ALLPRICESlJSrEDGOWmOUGHSmSj

WEBIIYSYm,n)0!
3DO $150!

SEGA GENESIS $40!

SNES $40!

GAME GEAR
SYSTEMS MUST INCLUDE ALL ORIGINAL
ACCESSORIES AND INSTRUCTIONS.

CALL
NOW
FOR

(URRfNT

mN6!

WE'llPAYYOU:

$30
KNUCKLES CHAOTIX 32X

SPACEHULK 3DO
THEME PARK SEGA

TECMO SUPER BOWL 2 SEGA/SNES

BATMAN & ROBIN SEGA
COMIXZONE SEGA

METAL HEAD 32X, SHADOWSQUADRON 32X
NBA LIVE 95 SEGA/SNES, SYNDICATE 3DO

COACH K COLLEGE BASKETBALL SEGA m
WING COMMANDER 3 3DO, MYST 3DO } "1Jk

RUGBY WORLD CUP SEGA, IMMERCENARY 3DO
TNN BASS TOURNAMENT SEGA/SNES

YOUNAMEGWEBUrir!

EARTHWORM JIM SEGA/SNES
MYST SEGA CD, NHL 95 SEGA >^NEED FOR SPEED 3DO

WORLD SERIES BASEBALL 95 SEGA

M STANDARD MSCtAIMERSIUFF:
WE HAVE THE HCHT TO REFUSE ANY
PURCHASE. THE GAMES TO US
MUST BE IN GOOD WORKING CONDI-
TION AND REE Of PHYSICAL DAMAGE
ORWWLL RETURN THEM TO YOU AT
YOUR EXPENSE

DONTDELAK

CALL
rODAV.



By The Watch Dog

The dog days ofJune are here, and boy am I glad,

b' We’ve heard some barkin’ about 3DO controllers, the

Sega CD, and Digital Pictures’ magazine offer. Here’s the scoop.

Q I have a complaint concerning 3DO controllers. 1

purchased a 3DO controller in October, and since

• then. I'm on my third controller! It seems that I

receive some sort of static

electricity shock when I put

the controller down, which

in turn "kills" the controller.

Why does this happen?

Joseph Balsamo

Teaneck, NJ

A A Panasonic Customer Support Center
* representative replies:

We have also heard of this problem, and we think

we have identified its source. Consumers using connectors for

the 3DO that are not licensed for use (specifically, RR S-Video, or

Composite cables) may be diverting the wrong electrical wattage

to the unit, thereby shorting it out. Please remember to use only

3DO connectors with your unit. If you have any other questions,

please call Panasonic Customer Support at 201 /348-9090.

Q:
February 1 0, and on page 2 1

,

an advertisement for Digital Pic-

tures offers a free video about

the making of its video games.

I called the number and got a

recording saying that the pro-

gram has ended and no more

calls are being taken. On the

side of the page, it says that

the offer ends June 1 , 1 995.

Why did Digital advertise

something it couldn't fulfill?

Dominick Sower, Churubusco, IN

A A spokesperson from Digital Pictures says:

* There has never been a break in our service or in our

commitment to the customer. We can oniy assume

that your reader may have accidentally misdialed the number.

The Watch Dog states:

We called the number, and our order was promptly taken via an

automated operator. The representative at Digital Pictures has

asked for Dominick^ name and number so that they can send

him a video. Has anyone else had this problem? If you have,

please call us directly at 41 5/286-2539.

GAMEPRO •

Q .J

I’ve owned a Sega CD for more than four years
^ now. Within the last year, the CD tray won’t open.
** After many fruitless calls to Sega of America for

help, I decided to open the CD player myself. Lo and behold, 1

found a small rechargeable watch banery connected to the

motherboard. 1 assume that the CD player is running low on

power. Can you help me find out the answer to this?

Roscoe Bell, Vero Beach, FL

A Sega Customer Service representative

replies:

It’s important that consumers never open their

Sega Genesis or CD units to correct a problem because doing so

voids all warranties, and we will not be able to help you. The

battery mentioned has nothing to do with the drive door open-

ing or dosing: it’s probably for the backup RAM and is placed

solidly in the unit. Never attempt to remove components from

your machine. Most likely, the belt that opens the drive door

broke or slipped. Call 800/872-7342 for help.

Q My old NES broke a few months ago, and since I

have quite a few games for it, I went out and pur-

* chased the redesigned version of the NES. But

when I took it home and tried the Game Genie on it, it wouldn't

work. What can I do?

Scott Foster, York, ME

A Gaioob Customer Service representative

replies:

* There is

an adapter speciftcally

designed to accom-

modate old NES

Game Genies and the

redesigned NES. If you

call the number printed

on the back of the

Game Genie, we will

send you the adapter

free of charge.
NES Egg

JlR I 1885140
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This one’s been a long time

coming, but Sega promises that

it’s finally putting the finishing

touches on its Batman game -

and the cart looks like It'll be

well worth the wait. Based on

the Emmy-winning animated

cartoon show, the game tracks

the adventures of the Dark

Knight and Robin as they try to

keep Mr. Freeze from putting

Gotham City on ice. Other Bat-

man viilains. like Joker, Two-

Face, and the Mad Hatter, put in

appearances as well.

This 16-meg, side-scroll-

ing action/adventure uses spe-

cial effects that closely mimic

the animated cartoon series,

achieving effects you wouldn't

think the Genesis could pull off,

including some interesting

rotation! The two-player simul-

taneous mode, with one player

as Batman and the other as

Robin, is especially hot. The

steady action is fast and tough

enough to remind you of clas-

sics like Contra.

The boys have a bevy of

weapons, as well as the ability

to jump, climb, and kick. There’s

even a traditional shooting level

where you ride on a bat wing. A
scorchin' soundtrack keeps the

adrenaline high. Keep an eye out

for this cart - it just could be the

Genesis game of the year.

BySega
Available Spring ’9S
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street Fighter: The Movie Bl QgpBI

Look for Street Fighter: The

Movie to be Capcom’s first re-

lease for the Saturn and Play-

Station systems. The game,

which is being totally redone in

Japan to be quite different than

the coin-op version, will include

standard head-to-head fighting

action with an undetermined

number of fighters. The war-

riors themselves, though, will

be digitized images of actors

from the movie Street Fighter.

ByCspcom
Available Fall '96

Street Fighter: The interactive Movie EBI
It's too early to say much about

this follow-up Street Fighter

title for the PlayStation and

Saturn, but the game will be

based on the hit anime Street

Fighter movie from Japan.

Look for a very different style

of gameplay.

ByCapcom
Availability Bate Hot

Yet Announced

BAMEPRI Jna 1885



Time Warner's
VR virtua Racing CB
Don’t let the name scare you!

Time Warner’s planning a Vir-

tua Racing disc that may leave

its predecessors in the dust.

This two-player version of the

arcade classic will offer ten

tracks (the three original arcade

tracks and new ones like Ama-

zon Falls and Surfers) and five

cars (High Speed Go Kart,

Sports Coupe, Sports Proto-

type, Modern Formula, and

Vintage 1960s Formula). The

three racing modes Include

Arcade, which is identical to

the arcade gameplay: Grand

Prix, where you race against 15

other teams in a season; and

Practice. New cinematic

sequences highlight the

racing action and provide

tips and racing Info.

By Time V/amer InteracBve

Available Now In Japan

Brain Dead 13
E53SI

From the ReadySoft crew that

brought you Space Ace comes

another animated adventure.

The star of this graphic adven-

ture is Lance, a computer repair

guru. Things get strange for

Lance when he's called to Or.

Nero Neurosis’ castle late one

night. After he fixes the mad
doctor's computers, Lance

learns of the doctor’s plan to

dominate the world. In order to

stop the doc, Lance has to

search for the Chamber of the

Brain, Along the way, he must

evade Fritz, a half-human, half-

pet who’s been instructed to

destroy him. The demented

castle holds all kinds of other

surprises, including campy

monsters like FrankenJock and

Draculette. Brain Dead 13

boasts orchestrated digital

sound and breathtaking car-

toon-style animation.

ByfteadySoft

Sega CD, 3D0 Available May
Saturn, PlayStation, Jaguar IN)

Available TbM Quarter '35

WWPRaw ESI
Acclaim's latest

WWF offering, the

first for the 32X,

includes more than

the usual mat-slam-

ming, head-bang-

ing, body-bashing

wrestling action.

Improvements in-

clude a mystery wrestler, pin

moves like the “Roll Up Pin”

and the "Hot Dog Pin," a tag

rope you can use to tag team-

mates or choke opponents,

moves like the Power Slam

and the Corner Book, and Illegal

objects like a "RAW" sign. This

game will make you yell “Uncle!"

ByAaJaim
Available SprU^’BS
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BladePorce
This one-piayer action/flying

game takes run-n-gun to new

heights. A futuristic city has

been taken over by a street

gang. Using your Personai Heii-

Pak Fiight Suit to soar around

the city, you battie the bad guys

in a 360-degree 3D worid.

Each of the seven huge

leveis has four areas. As you try

to capture seven hidden crimi-

nals, the movie-quality anima-

tion is so rapid and smooth that

you may need to bring along

your airsickness bag.

By3DO
A¥aUableJttne

The All New People's Came Show^
The downfali of communism

has bizarre resuits, such as this

wacky interactive game-show

game, in the tiny Eastern Euro-

pean country of Bizernia. there

are more than 65,000 televi-

sion channels. Live the capital-

ist dream as you compete as

a Bizernian against up to three

other players or the CPU for

mucho cash.

To win. though, you’ll have

to solve some of the more than

2000 puzzles, including full-

motion-video jigsaw puzzles,

Killing Time EHl
In this one-player, Doom-

style maze shoot-em-up

game, you’re trapped

inside an island mansion. It

wouldn’t be so bad. except

that you’re trapped with a

bunch of party rejects from

the '20s. A ghostly spirit

needs your help in unravel-

ing a strange mystery that

prevents the island spirits

from resting in peace. Lots of

different weapons, a horde of

the undead romping through

the mansion, and 30 killing

zones make for ample run-n-

gun action.

By3D0
AvailaUeJune

visual-memory tests, pop-cul-

ture quizzes, and concentration

games. A strange sense of

humor happily pervades the

enfire bizarre game.

By3DO
Avallabl0 June

SAMEPRB



RBI Baseball '95

One of the most popular base-

ball games of all time. RBI

Baseball is making its ’95 debut

on the Sega CD and 32X sys-

tems. The MLBPA license has

allowed Time Warner to popu-

late this game with more than

800 real players (and real stats)

from all 28 major-league teams.

Play modes stretch to 80- or

160-game seasons with playoff

and World Series action. Or

take the field against a friend in

two-player head-to-head action.

RBI Baseball '95 runs on a

new engine that, according to

Time Warner, has an improved

CPU, faster action, more accu-

rate ball-flight trajectories, and

more realistic, unpredictable

player reactions.
*

RBI’s look and feel has

come "a long way, baby,” from

the original. The graphics and

animations are more realistic

la World Series Baseball) with

batter’s and catcher’s view-

points. Enhanced audio

includes authentic baseball

sounds like cheering crowds

and the crack of the bat.

Sk Warner Interactive

Available firingW

Penn & Teller's smoke and Mirrors ^El KEB
In keeping with their own

twisted vision of reality.

Penn and Teller's first

multimedia game is filled

with the kind of scams,

put-ons, practical jokes,

and demented humor

that have made them

stars in the worlds of

comedy and magic.

Penn and Teller

helped develop this CD, which

includes off-beat activities like

Mofo the Psychic Gorilla (card

tricks). Sun Scorcher (a

strange outer-space shooter).

Desert Bus (an offbeat eight-

hour bus drive through the

desert). Buzz Bombers (a

two-player space alien game),

and Smoke and Mirrors (an

action/adventure game that

pits Penn and Teller against

two evil Las Vegas magicians

named Stinkbomb and Rot).

OutrageousI

ByAbsr^ute

Sega CD Available How
300 Available Third Quarter '95
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Slam 'N' Jam '95m
Fast-paced five-on-five b-ball is

the name of this game. Look

for a 3D perspective, extremely

realistic characters (twice the

size of the 16-bit game), com-

mentary by CNN newscaster

Van Ear! Wright, and instant

replay from multiple

camera angles.

Rotoscope tech-

nology was used to

capture live-action

player movements for

greater realism. You

can call picks, set

screens, and make ros-

ter substitutions. Fran-

chise mode puts you in the ten-

nies of a dominating center or

point guard.

8yCiy$tMlDynan^
AvaUabie Now

Thunder in
Paradise CS
Thunder in Paradise is, of

course, based on the hot TV

show that stars Hulk Hogan

and that incredible boat. The

game's story line was jointly

developed with the show’s

writers, and it stars Spence

and Bru, two ex-Navy SEALs,

in an adventure typical of the

television series. The game

was simultaneously filmed on

location in Florida with the

made-for-television episode.

By Philips

Available June
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Jaguar CD Ready

The JaguarCD fits onto Ote tap of

Dte Jaguar; CDs drop into the

By the end of May, the long-

awaited Atari Jaguar CD
should finally leap out of its

cage and onto store shelves.

Weighing in at just over 1.5

pounds, the sleek black unit will

sell for around $200 and will fit

on top of any Jaguar console,

jaguar CD games or standard

audio CDs will load into the

top, and Jag cartridges will fit

into a slot in the back.

Like the Goldstar 3DO sys-

tem, the Jag CD has a built-in

light show called the Virtual

Light Machine (VLM). The

VLM ^ves you a 65,000-color

abstract display that swirls and

morphs as you play music CDs.

A more pressing concern

for gamers, however, is the soft-

ware for the new unit. At press

time. Atari still hadn't clarified

what CD games would be avail-

able when the unit hits store

shelves. Several CD games are in

development and should be

ready soon, including Demoli-

tion Man, Creature Shock,

Highlander, Battlemorph, and

Dragon^ Lair, The pack-in game

may be a puzzler called VidGrid.

Well take a deeper look at the

Atari Jaguar CD and its games

in an upcoming issue.

Sega, Nintendo Lose
Round in Britain

After a year-long investigation

(see “ProNews,” April 1994),

Sega Enterprises Ltd. and

Nintendo Co. were found

guilty of monopolistic prac-

tices in the British video games

market, according to a report by

Reuters. Britain’s Monopolies

and Mergers Commission

(MMC) concluded that the two

companies deliberately reduced

prices on their game systems

while restricting the licensing

process for independent pub-

lishers, which enabled them to

control pricing and the con-

sumer's level of selection. Specif-

ically, the restrictions involved

the number of games that could

be published for a platform and

how they're packaged.

The MMC recommended

that requiring the removal of

such restrictions will allow

greater competition in the video

game market. Nintendo and

Sega together account for more

than a cjuarter of the $645 mil-

lion British market. The MMC
originally launched the probe to

investigate repeated complaints

about high software prices.

Acclaim Bonds
With Marvel

Cementing the relationship that

brought gamers such popular

action/adventure carts as X-Men

Spidey and his Marve/ pals wfll

be starrhig In many moreAcdalm
games.

and Spider-Man, Acclaim and

Marvel have agreed to a part-

nership that provides Acclaim

with exclusive rights to publish

games based on Marvel’s live-

action TV shows and movies. As

a result, Acclaim has the rights

to develop titles based on the

upcoming Spider-Man and The

Fantastic Four movies, as well as

other Marvel projects involving

the Hulk, Ghost Rider, and

Luke Cage. According to an

Acclaim spokesperson, games

are in the works, but no specific

tides were named.

Capcom Broadens
nr. Game Lineups

Fans of the Mega Man cartoon

series will be seeing a lot more

of their hero when the new sea-

son kicks off. After a successful

first season, the popular show

will return with familiar faces

like Dr. Light, Protoman, and

Dr. Wily Thirteen new episodes

are already in production.

Capcom also plans to

bring to life Darkstalkers. the

hit arcade fighting game, in a

weekly animated TV series. The

show will star Bobby Bridges, a

kid who befriends the game’s

supernatural cast of characters

and sets out to prevent an alien

invasion. The show’s first

episode will be accompanied by

the release this fall of home ver-

sions of Darkstalkers for the Sat-

urn and PlayStation.

Final Capcom news:

Mega Man 7 for the SNES is

finally being released in July In

the works are SNES versions of

Mega Man and X-Men 2,

which are scheduled for release

in December.

Acclaim Snaps Up
CoinOp Company

Continuing its recent buying

spree. Acclaim agreed to

Gamers who race to the fInMi

first on Lazer-Dvn’s DIbbIt Radn
win prize tidcets.

acquire Lazer-Tron, the suc-

cessful makers of coin-op ^mes
like Aftershock and Spin-to-

Win. Lazer-Troris games award

winners with tickets that can be

redeemed for prizes at the

arcade. Acclaim made the pur-

chase as part of its ongoing

move into the coin-op market.

Interact with the
Big Screen

Undeterred by the battering that

Mr Payback took from film crit-

ics, Interfilm will release in

May its second interactive

movie, Ride For Your Ufo, in

35 theaters across the country.

Using a joystick mounted on

the armrest, audiences vote

The audience atntrols 0>e deci-

sions of dtese bike messengers hi

Interfilm’s newest Interactive

movie, Ride For Your Ufa

every 15-60 seconds on where

the plot should head next, creat-

ing a 20-minute film from two

hours of possible footage.

Ride For Your Life centers

around two competitive bike

messengers in New York who
enter a race sponsored by an

underhanded communications

company, BigCorp, The winner

gets fame, money, and the girl,

but once BigCorp.i true motives

are revealed, the dueling bikers
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have their hands full Interfilm

plans to release a new interac-

tive flick every three months, so

if you enjoy the first two, look

for another one this fall.

Jam to the Tunes

On the heels of NBA Jam Tour-

nament Edition for home sys-

tems, CBS/Fox Video and

NBA Entertainment have

itleased NBA Jam The Mueie

Wdeos, which features top

NBA stars like Alonzo Mourn-

ing and Chris Webber dunking

their brains out to the sounds of

bands like Spin Doctors and Da

Brat. But gamers will dig

Acclaim's contribution the

most; Tips and codes for the

SNES and Genesis versions of

Jam TE appear at the end of

the 50-minute video, which

costs $14.98.

Contest Winners

The Sega Sweepstakes
Spectacular has produced

the following winners;

Grand Prize:

(Winner appears in a Sega

national TW commercial.)

Joseph Denzinger, Marietta, GA

First Pri?K

(10 winners of Sega Genesis/

32X systems.)

Jacki Canzonire, Baton Rouge, LA;

Westley Comweil, Priest River, ID; Don

Dietrich 11, Newfane, NY; Joy Kaiser.

Dupuyer, MT; Diane Marchut, Napa,

CA; Mary Jane Matzelle, North Olmst-

ed, OH;Juevetin A. Ponce, Somerville,

MA; Carl Rohrbaugh, York, PA; Denny

Sotentino, Everett. WA; Rodeler Youte,

Honolulu, HI

SecandPrize:

(20 winners of two Genesis

^mes from the Genesis library

as ofMarch 15, 1995, and a one-

year subscription to GomePro.)

:
Marcelino Abonza, Lorida, FL; Josh

: Atd, Norwood, OH; Brian Clark, Auro-

i ra, lUJohn Hammell Jr., Glendale, CA;

: Richy Heniz, Oshkosh, Wl; Matt

Keuler, Rupari, Wl; Steve Logsdon, La

Plata, MD; Monique Malcolm. Orlando,

I FL; Charles Martinez, Hesperia,

: CA; Brittany Matze, Keysville, VA;
' Patrick McCoy, Chicago, IL;

^

Christina Murin, Uniontown, PA; Ken-

neth Murin, Harrisburg PA: T. Peirone,

Washington, D.C.; Ellen Perry, Palm

Beach. FL; Paul Quesnell, S. Beloit, IL;

Carla Reeves, Omaha, NE; Emily

Rhineberger, San Carlos, CA; Ryan

Roschtscha, Oak Creek, Wl; Kellan

Wilson, Wevster, NY

At the Deadline

Industry efforts to

control interna>

tional copyright

pirates are starting to work,

though the problem is still enor-

mous. This spring, officials con-

fiscated counterfeit Sega
machines and software in a raid

on a large piracy operation in

Beijing, China. The products

would’ve been sold throughout

China and Russia.

Ocean has snagged

the license to Water-

world, the Kevin

Good news for Atari

fans: Acclaim has

licensed NBA Jam
Tournament Edition and

Frank Thomas “Big Hurt”

Baseball to Atari. The games

should be released on the Jaguar

in late 1995, This news joins an

earlier announcement that MK
3 will come out on Alarii 64-bit

cartridge system next year.

EA Sports is work-

Costner flick that’s expected to

be one of the biggest movies of

the summer. Preliminary plans

call for a 1996 release.

ing on the next Mad-

den game. Took for

Madden *96 on the 16-bit

systems in the fall, with ver-

sions for some of the new sys-

tems by Christmas.

RPG fans, on the

other hand, may be

disappointed by this

news; Lufia, Taito’s popular

SNES RPG, had been stieduled

for a Genesis release last Christ-

mas. After continued delays,

Tailo has finally canceled it.

Lufia 2 is still planned for a Sep-

tember release on the SNES. Q

NES
1. Klr^e Adventure

2. Mega Man 6

3. Maiio le Missing

4. TMNT; Tournament Fighters

5. Super Mario Brothers III

6. Monopoly

7. Ren and Stimpy Show

S, The Jungle Book

9. Marlo'sTIme Machine

10. Warlo's Woods

1. NBA Jam Tournament Edition

2. Donkey Kong Country

3. Star Trek; Deep Space Nine

4. Splderman

5. Klr^s Avalanche

6. Kirby’s Dream Course

7. Mega Man X2

S, Rap Jam Vd, t

9. Staigate

10. True Llee

1. NBA Jam Tournament Edition

2. World Series Baseball '9S

3. NBA Action '95

4. Road Rash 3

5. Toughman Boxing

6. Splderman

7. X-Men

S. NHL All-Star Hockey

9. Desert ^molltlon

10. TNN Base Tournament

1. Myst

2. Fahrenheit

3. Midnight Raiders

4. Supreme Warrior

5. Corpse Killer

6. Slam City with Scottie Fippen

7. NBA Jam

S. Maeked Rider

9. LInke

10, Rebel Aesautt
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'SPACE
PIRATES’ Planet

hopping pirates

lead by Uie

scourge otteuni-

Caplaln Talon,

have captured a

snip ol Innocent

space colonists.

As a Star Ranger,

you must save

the coicnists artd

head off Talin's

plans lo rule the

universe. $49

'FLIGHTSTICK
PRO' for the

3DO system

combat with

the edge that

first. You can

weapons and

craft vrilhoul ever removing you hand from the

stick. And Fllghtslick Pro's ergonomic design

and precision engineering give you true,

professional control of your mission. S69

‘AIR CAVALRY’ is a one or two player, split

screen, mode 7 game in which you command
several high tech helicopter gjnships. Choose
from four different hencoptersl $49

'KINGDOM THE
FAR REACHES'
Darkness looms

The evil wizard

Totlok spreads

misety and suffer-

ing throughout the

fivakirgdcvnsina

reign of terror. But

young adventurer

is prophesied to

defeat Torlok and

save the king-

dom. 300$46

Call

802.767-3033

Fax

802-767-3382

Source 10293

CM(is&Blb,lnc.

PO 80X234

Dept 10293

Rochester,

VT 05767

CHIPS&BITSsic.
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Handy Power™
Charge up & play

your Game Boy 'til

the next millennium
(well, not quite).

It s Emyone’s guess
what hot new game lurks

around the corner. But one

thing’s for sure... INTERACT

SNES® and GameBoy®

accessories deliver all

the features you need

to survive the video

game jungle!

HandyPak™
NEW NAME, NEW
LOW PRICE! And,
yeah, it’s still got
every Game Boy
enhancement you

can think of!

•••Arcade Pro™
Make a smooth transition

when those hot arcade
smashes come home!

Super Nintendo Entertainment Systems® and Game Boy®^ registered trademark of Nintendo ol America, Inc.

Sega Satumru i$ g registered trademark ol Sega Enterprises, Ltd. 300'” Is a trademark of ttie 300 Company.
Sony PlayStation'” Is a trademark of Sony Computer Entertainment Co.



CorTting Soon...

nJu ‘Best O^ver !Rpstl

Of course
we re making
controllers for

Sony PS-X™,

Sega Saturn™

& 3DO™!

What did you
expect?

STAY TUNED

STD Entertainment (USA), Inc.

110 Lakefront Drive

Hunt Valley, MD 21030 • (410) 785-5661

© 1995 STD Entertainment (USA), Inc.

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

!NTEn/lC¥
C3AME PRODUCTS

m
STD
entertain MEN'S



BatmarTvs.
Batman"!?

FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER!
THE JUSTICE LEAGUE^ FACES THEIR GREATEST ENEMY..

THEMSELVES.

Green Arrow’s~bow
turns friend to foe!

Mlqim
Can anyone match The

Flash's speed?
Iited cluraclers am) elemnU are the ptbperty ol DC Comics
t Amenta Inc. Sega and Genesis aie IraOemarU ol Sesa Ertt:

DTI tne Sdper aiESe version of Iha videogams

[m
1 1
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Our goal is to try and preserve classic videogame magazines

from years gone by before they are lost forever.

Thanks goes out to all the people who make this possible.

From the original editors and writers,

to everyone involved in acquiring and digitizing these magazines.

People interested in helping us out, in whatever way possible.

Either by donating classic magazines, scanning, editing or distributing them,

visit us at http://www.retromags.com

We are only interested in preserving classic magazines

that are at least 5 years out ofprint.

We have no desire or intention to profit from these in any way.

So please, ifyou come across people trying to sell these releases, don't support them!

Thank You and ENJOY!


